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RECENT PROGRESS IN ENGINEERING

W. F. M. GOSS, M.S., D.Eng.

Dcaii of the College of Engineering. University of Illinois

Probably the most important evidence of progress in engineer-

ing is to be seen in its changing methods. In the early days of

engineering the desire for a result preceded the possession of an

understanding of the means to be employed in securing it. En-
gineering was in large measure experimental. Early expectations

were satisfied when proof had been given that the newly con-

structed bridge would stand, that the dam would hold back water,

that the windmill would turn and that the locomotive would run.

These were necessary first steps. Subsequently most engineering

construction came to be regarded as serving two purposes,

namely, that for which it was brought into existence, and that of

a starting point from which designs of greater refinement might

proceed. More recently the experimental character of actual

structures has become a matter of diminishing importance. En-

gineering experimentation has not ceased, but it has been trans-

ferred from the realm of practice to the laboratory and office of

the expert. The public attitude toward the engineer has changed

and the engineer's conceptions of his function have broadened.

The engineer is no longer a practical man only, who by sheer

pluck, ingenuity and brute force accomplishes things, but is one

who seeks to make all science his handmaid. This di.stinctly

modern conception of engineering probably had its real beginning

in the mathematical analyses developed in connection with bridge

construction. It received a great stimulus when practice required

the engineer to deal with electrical forces which are best visual-

ized in the form of mathematical equations, and it is today find-

ing its highest development in the synthetic work of the modern

engineer who in his study of processes discovers a way to new
engineering achievements.

Illustrations of the assimulation of the facts of science by

engineering readilv suggest themselves. The building of a canal
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is, in the abstract, but a question of handling earth and rock.

The larger the canal, the greater the amount of materials to be

handled. The construction of the Panama Canal, while a great

engineering undertaking, is not different fro,m other canals ex-

cept in a single matter, namely, that the practicability of its con-

sTniction centered in a problem of sanitation. On completion

the Panama Canal will stand as an achievement not to the digger,

but to the scientists who made it possible for the digger to do his

work. Again, in the field of ceramics, the potter for generations

has shaped the clay on his wheel. The process is necessarily a

slow, and because of the labor involved, it is an expensive one.

The modern ceramic engineer following closely the work of the

chemist in the development of defiocculated mixtures, now pours

liquid clay into intricate molds, which yield him at once by the

expenditure of little skill a finished form perfect in detail. Again,

the machine designer studying equations setting forth the laws

defining the reactions between a moving blade in air. works out

a design for a new type of air comj^ressor in which a series of

blades or buckets rotating between suitable guides take the place

of the cylinders and pistons previously used. The result is that

a lightly built compact turbo-com])ressor takes the place of a

battery of ponderous reciprocating blowing engines, which had

previously been required to maintain the supply of air for a

blast furnace.

Progress in engineering, of which these illustrations are typ-

ical, has gradually made the men who are doing things men of

science. It is now understood that those who are directing en-

gineering undertakings, who are concerned with manufacturing,

with building, with the operation of power jilants. with public

service systems, or with any engineering enterprise of whatsoever

sort, must be men who are in touch with the rapidly expanding

fields of scientific achievement. I'usiness men responsible for

the administration of great industrial enterprises whose chief

interest is the attainment of business success are now putting a

premium on college training and are guarding with jealous care

the members of their staff who combine the scholarly instinct

with fine qualities of character. The time is at hand when man-
kind will cease to classify our activities as belonging to pure

science or to applied science, but will regard every way to knowl-

edge a way to science. He who achieves through the use of the

microscope or of the chemical reagent or the materials testing

machine, may be a scientist or an engineer, or very likely both a

scientist and an engineer.

The engineer's field of operation has in recent years been

greatly extended by the introduction of new materials. Chief
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among these are the steel alloys. The Taylor-White high speed

tool steel, in which the hardening alloys are chromium and tung-

sten, has revolutionized machine shop practice in rough machin-

ing forgings and castings. This steel is so hard that it requires

no tempering and so enduring that it will continue at its work
even when the severity of the service to which it is exposed heats

it to a dull red color. To gain the full advantage to be derived

from the use of this material, ,machine tools have been made
heavier and their speed has been increased, with the result that

the amount of power delivered to the point of the cutting tool

has been tremendously augmented. The rate of cutting has been

increased fourfold over that which was possible when carbon

steel was used.

Alloy steels also in which the hardening alloys are chiefly

nickel, chromium or vanadium, have found an important place

in the upbuilding of engineering structures and machines. Such
steels are now available, the elastic limit of which is as high as

the ultimate strength of the carbon steels which until a few
years ago 'represented the best material obtainable. The use of

these alloy steels has permitted greater refinement and a reduc-

tion of weight in the design of machinery. Wherever lightness

and strength are important, the new steels have entered. The
development of the modern automobile has in large measure been

dependent upon the availability of these hard steels, and the

advent of the aeroplane waited for their coming.

Another embellishment of the modern shop equipment is to

be seen in the oxyacetylene torch. This torch, while having a

form which admits of its being readily handled as a tool, is in

principle a bunsen burner using acetylene as fuel and oxygen in-

stead of air. Both gases are supplied under pressure and the

flame-stream is delicately attenuated. Cutting a sheet of steel

an inch or more in thickness along an irregular curved line was
formerly accomplished by the laborious process of boring a series

of small holes, one cutting into the other, the series extending

over the entire course of the desired cut. Now, where the oxy-

acetylene torch is available, the traveling crane drops the plate to

be cut on a couple of wooden blocks to raise it a few inches above

the level of the shop floor, and a workman holds for a moment
the flame of a torch at the point where the cut is to start and

Note: The necessity for working tliese h;ird steels lias led to the intro-

duction of new processes in the machine shop, such, for example, as the

flv-cutter instead of the milling wheel and a more general use of the

grind wheels in the place of the cutting tool.
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then moves it forward, following with ease and accuracy the

penciled line laid down on the plate. A narrow smooth-edged
kerf extending through the plate is left in the wake of the flame.

Again, in re])air work the end of a piston rod or of some other

important part of a machine is found to have become so reduced

in its dimensions that it can not be refitted. Formerly it was
necessary to scrap the whole ])art. Xow with the oxyacetylene

torch and some lengths of steel wire a workman quickly overlays

the worn portions of the part with a deposit of new steel securely

welded to the old. The overlaid portions are afterward machine
or otherwise fitted to the dimensions which they had when new.
Again, since the days of (George Stephenson the tubes of locomo-

tive boilers have been fitted into the tube-sheets merely by ex-

panding them outward to insure a close metal to .metal contact

between the tube-end and the tube-sheet. Tubes thus fitted often

become leaky, and in many parts of the country, where the feed-

water is not good, are required to have frequent attention. Re-

peated expansion of the tube increases the size of the hole in the

tube-sheet and a gradual increase in the size of all the holes in

the tube-sheet extends the external dimensions of the sheet with

the result that the whole firebox construction degenerates. The
renewal of fireboxes, an expensive operation in locomotive main-

tenance, is in many portions of our country a matter of frequent

necessity. The oxyacetylene torch has entered into this field, and

by its use the tube-ends of a new boiler are quickly and securely

welded to the tube-sheet. The resulting joint is secure and per-

manent and the whole chance of subsequent difficulties is thereby

avoided.

These excursions into the realm of shop practice suggest at

once the achievements in modern shop management. In referring

to these I am quite aware that much has ])een said concerning

savings which are possible through the adoption of modern meth-

ods of management which probably can not be sustained, and

many prophets of efficiency have arisen, some of whose doctrines

are misleading and untrue, but the fact remains that the problem

of industrial management is, when understood, a science, and
that while it is not yet perfectly understood, much has been ac-

complished in working out the various terms by which its mean-
ing is to be defined. The theory provides that under scientific

management men shall be carefully selected for the work they

are to perform. A ,man not adapted to the work of one depart-

ment may be admirably calculated to succeed in another depart-

ment, and the first purpose in scientific management is to find

for each piece of work to be done the man best able to do it.
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Those who are physically or intellectually or technically unfit are

by this theory necessarily entirely eliminated. Here at the begin-

ning, the losses and inffficiencies which under other conditions

result from misfits are sought to be avoided. Next, it is the

purpose to give every man employed a chance to excel in the

performance of the work assigned him. He is aided in this by

having set before him a definite standard of proficiency which

usually takes the form of a time allowance in which to perform

a given operation or task. The amount of work expected per

unit of time under this arrangement is always greater than the

average output under a day labor system, and in some instances

it is very much greater than the amount of such output. It is

never more than can be performed by a man physically adapted

to the task without over exertion. The price paid labor for the

accomplishment of the task is always greater than would be

earned for the same hours of labor under the day-labor plan, and

in general, there is an additional reward or bonus for those whose

actual performance exceeds the requirements of the standard.

All incidental conditions are studied with the greatest care in

order that nothing may interfere or hinder the progress of the

individual workman. His part is so carefully studied that every

need is anticipated and every chance for delay guarded against.

The movement of materials through the several stages of manu-
facture is controlled by a carefully scheduled program, and where

the workman changes from one operation to another, the mate-

rials and the tools which are needed are ready at his hand.

The theory is that scientific management helps the workman
by basing his pay upon the amount of work accomplished. If

the task is a physical one. the workman possessing superior phys-

ical strength gets the benefit in his pay envelop. If the task

requires dexterity in manipulation, the workman possessing skill

of hand and intellectual capacity benefits. The old-time indus-

trial soldier who only works when watched is entirely eliminated,

and every ,man is stimulated in the performance of his task by

the prospects of financial return. It is obvious that when each

individual workman is striving to produce a maximum amount of

work, the establishment as a whole will be operating at maximum
production. With output maximum, overhead charges against

the materials produced become minimum, and hence increasing

the output at once operates to the advantage of the employer.

The employer does not complain when his workman's earnings

are large, for he knows that the greater the wage the greater also

the return after the wage is paid.

Coal production in the United States continues to increase with

gigantic strides. For a long series of years it has doubled with
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every decade, or stating the same fact in other terms, there have

been produced chning each ten-year period an amount of coal

equal to the entire production of the coifhtry prior to the begin-

ning of that period. In the year just ended the production is

estimated to have been five hundred and fifty million tons, or in

the neighborhood of six tons per capita. The proper utilization

of this fuel constitutes an engineering problem of national sig-

nificance. While the American people have been indifferent to

their responsibility in this matter, and while the cheapness of the

fuel has given rise to a condition of economic antagonism, some

progress has been made. We now know how to burn Illinois coal

without smoke. We do not always do it. because our conveni-

ence is served by the maintenance of conditions which are incom-

patible with the accomplishment of such a result. IJut it is true

that the introduction of smokeless furnaces for industrial pur-

poses, and especially in connection with power plants, is now
general ; that the gasification of coal is finding a steadily widening

field of application ; and that the washing and sizing of raw coals

to better prepare them for domestic use is now being profitably

accomplished within the borders of our own state.

In the field of steam engineering the last decade has wrought

significant changes in practice. The first steam turbine operated

in this country formed part of the exhibit of the Columbian

Exposition here in Chicago twenty years ago. It was of lO

horse-power and consumed approximately 28 pounds of steam

per horse-power hour. There have recently been installed at the

Quarry Street Station of the Chicago Edison Company two

steam turbines of 30.000 horse-power which consume but twelve

pounds of steam per horse-power hour. The difference between

ID horse-power and 30,000 horse-power represents the growth in

the size of turbines in two decades, and the difference between

28 pounds of steam per horse-power hour and 12 pounds re])re-

sents the increased efficiency which has been brought about dur-

ing the same period. Eew who have not followed the matter in de-

tail appreciate the number of difficult engineering problems which

have appeared in bringing about this develo])ment. For example,

the shaft of each of the Quarry steani turbines is a mass of

highly refined steel approximately 18 inches in diameter, 30 feet

in length and designed to run at 750 revolutions a minute. While

this shaft is as homogeneous as modern practice can make it and

while it is as prefectly fitted as practicable, it can not be de-

pended upon to ratate upon its mechanical axis. It must be

allowed to find its own axis of rotation. The difference between

its axis of rotation and its mechanical axis may be hardly more
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than microscopic, but it is nevertheless a difference which must
be recognized. Thus, the turbine buckets are carried by a series

of steel discs which are mounted upon this shaft. The buckets

travel with a velocity of 500 feet per second, or approximately

six miles per minute. In mounting the discs, they must be forced

upon the shaft at considerable pressure, since the tension of the

metal of the disc in contact with the shaft is materially reduced

by centrifugal action when the system is in motion. It was early

found that the effect of fitting a series of these discs close to-

gether upon the shaft so increased the rigidity of the shaft itself

that it was prevented from finding its axis of rotation, and that

while each part was as nearly perfect as human skill could make
it. the system could not be run because of lack of balance. A
remedy was found when the discs were counter-bored so as to

diminish the width of bearing In the shaft. By such means it has

been found possible to carry the. series bf discs securely upon the

shaft and at the same time prevent the undue stiffening of the

shaft itself.

The power of this turbine is absorbed by an electric generator

the rotor of which is carried by the shaft just referred to. It is

an interesting fact that the output of power from this generator

is limited by the efficiency of its ventilating system. Speaking
in general terms, the electrical efficiency of the generator may
be taken at 98 per cent. The two per cent loss in a generator

developing 30,000 horse-power amounts to 600 horse-power, the

heat equivalent of which must be swept away by air currents

which are introduced for cooling. The provision for such cur-

rents which must be made in the complex structure of tlie rotor

constitutes in itself an engineering problem of no small magni-

tude.

In 1876, 37 years ago, the first commercially successful inter-

nal combustion engine began its work. Today such engines are

to be seen in every part of the world and their number is increas-

ing at a rate which is quite beyond one's comprehension. Inter-

nal combustion engines are being operated by the use of illumi-

nating gas, producer gas, waste gases from metallurgical furnaces,

from carbureted air derived from the lighter mineral oils, and
from alcohol, by the use of heavy petroleum oils and the tarry

and other oil products resulting from the distillation of coals.

Practically all forms of combustible liquids may be made avail-

able as fuel for the modern internal combustion engine. Such
engines are being used to operate electric power stations, mill

machinery, ships, railway cars, automobiles and flying machines.

The farmer may buy a gasoline engine sufficient to su])ply power
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for nianv purposes about the farm for less than $20.00. There

has never l)efore been available to mankind a portable source of

power so inexpensive and so effective.

It is the internal combustion engine which has made possible

the present-day automobile and auto truck. The extent of the

business which has come into being through activities in this one

direction is measured by the fact that the automobile manufac-

turers of this country are today working upon programs which

will result in the construction during the present year of nine

hundred million dollars' worth of machines. The manufacturers

of railway cars and locomotives are not in it with manufacturers

of automobiles when it comes to volume of business. The supply

of attachments and accessories for automobiles has in this coun-

try become a great business. It has been estimated by those well

competent to judge that the automobiles to be built this year will

require electrical attachments in the form of starters and lighting

equipment which will cost automobile manufacturers not less

than twenty millions of dollars. In the light of these facts it is

safe to count among the engineering achievements of the past

decade the complete and successful adoption of the internal com-

bustion engine to the automobile.

The newspapers of late have had much to say concerning the

Diesel engine. This is a form of internal combustion engine,

the details of which are so designed as to permit it to use crude

oils, or in fact almost any combustible liquid, as a fuel. The

possibilities which are open to a highly efficient machine which

can be operated upon oil costing a few cents a gallon as compared

with one requiring fuel costing 20 or more cents, are obvious,

and the promoters of the Diesel engine are meeting with great

success in demonstrating its significance, especially wherever

large units of power are required. There sailed into New York

Harbor on September 8 last the new Hamburg-American 10,000-

ton ship "Christian X". The ship to all outward appearances is

a modern large-sized tramp steamer. It is, however, not a

steamship, but a motor-boat, for its power is derived from Diesel

engines. The efficiency of its power plant is such that it requires

but 10 tons of crude petroleum per 24 hours run, and its fuel

tanks permit the ship to carry i.ooo tons of fuel; that is, this

ship with fuel tanks filled can keep the sea for one hundred con-

secutive days. It can proceed with its business quite independent

of a fuel supply base, assured that when in the normal working

out of its schedule it approaches a market for oil it can then

refill its tanks. The design of this new ship presents a saving

in weight of machinery and in weight of fuel of more than a
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thousand tons as compared with a steamship of the same size,

and a saving in space of 30,000 cubic feet, all of which may be

devoted to cargo. Its power plant staff and its fuel costs are

materially reduced as compared with those of the normal steam-

ship.

The possibility of the adaptation of the internal combustion

engine to railway service as a substitute for present steam loco-

motives is a matter which has not escaped the promoters of the

Diesel engine, and it is not impossible that in localities where the

use of the steam locomotive is especially objectionable, as it is

within the city limits of Chicago, a new type of engine may soon

make its appearance. The engineering problems, however, which

intervene between the present state of the art and such a con-

summation are many and difficult.

The necessary brevity in this presentation would not excuse me
if I were to neglect some mention ol a great engineering under-

taking on the western borders of our own state. I refer to

the Keokuk dam. This, as you know, is an enterprise involving

the control of the entire flow of the Mississippi River and the

utilization of power of an amount of water equaling the mini-

mum flow of the river. The conception of this project, fro,m

whatever point of view it is considered, is bold and significant.

Nothing approaching it in dam construction has ever before been

undertaken in this country. In its dimensions and in the meth-

ods which have been employed in its construction the Keokuk
dam suggests comparison with the great Assuan dam of the Nile.

The project is noteworthy for reasons other than its size and
cost, not the least of these being the fact that it was proposed,

the detailed designes were worked out, its financial program was
promoted and it is now being built by a single man. Mr. Hugh
Cooper.

In the matter of electrical generation and distribution, there

has been worked out here in Chicago, under the direction of Mr.

Samuel Insull, the largest single public service plant which the

world has thus far seen. Mr. Insull's conception has centered in

a single municipal distributing system, as distinguished from a

series of such systems. Development under a series of systems

is to be found in the city of New York, where the elevated roads

are served by a system of power plants and distributing feeders,

the subways by theirs, the surface lines by theirs, the Pennsylva-

nia Railroad by its system, and the New York Central Railroad

by its system. In Chicago the entire area of the city is practically

served by a single system of interconnected conductors, energized

from several dififerent stations. This arrangement permits the
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greatest possible flexibility in the utilization of power and the

necessity for the smallest possible reserve power. In Chicago,

wherever current is needed, whether for lighting, for factory

power, by elevated roads or by surface cars, the system is drawn

upon for the necessary supply. There is no unnecessary duplica-

tion, no great excess of investment in copper. It makes the elec-

trical distribution for the whole city quite comparable with water

distribution systems. The existence of such a comprehensive sys-

tem, which has been brought into being at the expense of a tre-

mendous amount of business pluck, of engineering skill and of

administrative ability, is bound to have a decided influence upon

the future development of electrical service in cities the world

over.

Finally, I must note the extent to which the recent achieve-

ments of the engineer are affecting the lives and occupations of

mankind. A single illustrtaion must suffice. A few years ago

Illinois was known only as an agricultural state. Until 1890 as

a manufacturing state it ranked below New Jersey. Today in

the value of its manufactured products it is second only to New
York and Pennsylvania. It continues to be a great agricultural

state, but only 26 per cent of its population is now engaged in

agricultural pursuits, while 49 per cent of its population is en-

gaged in the mining, manufacturing, trade and transportation

industries, that is, in those industries which have been stimulated

by the activities of the engineer.



THE NITROGEN-FILLED LAMP
L. W. FAULKXER. '14

The development of an incandescent lamp of high efficiency

has long been needed. The manufacturers of lamps have appre-

ciated this need and have tried many ways to accomplish its

perfection.

The first commercial carbon filament lamps had an efficiency

of about five or six watts per mean horizontal candle. After

many years of experimenting with the carbon filament lamps

their efficiencies were increa&ed to about 3.1 watts per candle.

The introduction of the metallized filament lamp was the step-

ping stone to our present metal filament lamps.

In 1908 Drysdale showed that the highest efficiency that could

be expected in the production of white light would be approxi-

mately .10 watt per candle, and for yellow light an efficiency as

high as .060 watts per candle could be expected.

At the Xew York meeting of the A. I. E. E. October 10, 1913,

Mr. Irving Langmuir presented the results of his experiments

on the attempt to prevent the blackening of the lamp bulb used

with incandescent lamps. The summary of his results as pub-

lished in the A. I. E. E. Proceedings are

:

1. The efficiency at which tungsten, lamps may be profitably

run is limited principally by the blackening of the bulb.

2. It has usually been considered, especially among those most

experienced in lamp manufacture, that this was due very largely,

if not entirely, to the presence of residual gases. The evidence

which has led to this belief is discussed.

3. The sources of gases with the lamp are studied, and the

principal gases are found to be water vapor, carbon dioxide,

carbon monoxide, hydrogen, nitrogen and vapors of hydro-

carbons.

4. The specific eflfects produced by these and other gases are

determined. It is found that water va[)or is the only one that

produces perceptible blackening of the bulbs.

5- •

6. Attempts to remove the water vapor and thus improve the

life of the lamps resulted in failure.

7. The real cause of the blackening in well-made lamps is

proved to be due to the evaporation of the filament, which is due

to its temperature alone.
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8. It therefore appears that to improve the efficiency of tung-

sten lamps, either the rate of evajx) ration of the filament must

be reduced or the evaporated tungsten must be prevented from
blackening the lamp bulb.

9. The following methods of improving the tungsten lamp and

thus increasing its efficiency are then discussed in detail

:

Introduction of gases, such as nitrogen and mercury vapor,

into the bulb at atmospheric pressure.

Changing the location of the deposit by means of convec-

tion currents in the gases, so that the bulb opposite the

filament does not darken.

The conclusions reached in this paper point the way to the

development of a lamp filled with nitrogen at atmospheric

pressure.

By making use of the principles just stated Mr. Irving Lang-

muir and Mr. J. A. Orange started to perfect a high efficiency

INDIRELT BOWL FOR HOUSE LI(JHI1-NG-

NITROGEN LAMP

lamp. In their early experiments with nitrogen-filled lamps the

gas was introduced at atmospheric pressure and the ordinary

straight tungsten filaments, of diameters varying from .005 to

.010 inch placed in long heater bulbs, were used.
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In order that the lamps thus constructed could be compared

with the ordinary lamps they were set up on a life test at the

same filament temperature. The nitrogen-filled lamp with a

filament .005 inch in diameter had an efficiency of .65 watt per

candle and a life of about 90 hours, while those of a filament

diameter of .01 inch had an efticiency of .56 watt per candle and

a life of about 300 hours. The part of the bulb opposite the

filament remained clear, while a slight brown deposit of tungsten

nitride collected in the upper part of the bulbs.

The vacuum lamps under the same conditions gave a much
higher efficiency, but had a life of only 40 minutes. From these

tests it was plainly shown how materially the rate of evaporation

of the filament had been reduced by the presence of the gas.

Another fact that was shown by these tests was that a large

filament was preferable to a small one. The large filaments not

CHXTKAL TARK, .XEU YORK SKKIF.S XITKUGEX LA.MPS

only gave better efficiency at a definite temperature, but also very

much longer life. As the life of the filament in any la,mp is

determined by the loss due to evaporation, except in the case of

failure due to mechanical destruction, it was of great importance

to find the rate of this evaporation. This loss has been found to
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be dependent upon the relative decrease in diameter of the fila-

ment. If the rate of evaporation per unit area from large wires

and small wires were the same, the lives of the various filaments

run at a given temperature would approximately be proportional

to their diameters. However, this was not found to be the case.

The life of lamps with very small filaments was nearly propor-

tional to the squares of their diameters.

Since it was found that the current taken by the filament

increases nearly as the three-halves power of the diameter, to

use diameters of wire as now used in the ordinary tungsten lam]>

it would require very large currents to supply the lamp.

Therefore, to decrease the efifective diameter of the wire with-

out decreasing its efficiency a very ingenious scheme is used. A
small diameter tungsten wire is wound tightly in a helical form
on as large a mandrel as good practice permits.

With a filament wound in this manner has some very interest-

ing characteristics. Since the helix is made of fine wire it would

seem that the life of the lamp would not be very long, but not so.

With the filament arranged in this manner a new factor is intro-

duced that tends to overcome the tendency of the wire to overheat

in spots, due to its irregularities, which causes the filament

evaporate more readily and thus decrease its life. The new factor

is. when the lamp is operating at its high tem])erature it becomes

more or less a plastic material and its weight tends to pull out the

helix. This pulling out will naturally take place at the weakest

point, so. when the helix is opened out there will be an increased

heat loss at this point due to convection and radiation and thus

prevent local overheating. On close observation of these lamps

now on the market this particular point is quite evident, the

portion of the helix that is stretched out has about the same bril-

liancy as a carbon filament lamp under normal operating con-

ditions. In comparison to the remaining closely coiled parts of

the filament this stretched part looks red instead of white. This

characteristic of the helical filament to prevent local overheating

increases the life of the lamj) to a marked extent over the ordinary

straight filament lamp.

In order to make the best possible use of this type of filament,

special designed sup])orts are required. In designing these sup-

ports they are arranged so as to give the maximum flexibility

to the filament and to place it in that portion of the bulb so that

the convection currents will cause the eva])orated tungsten to

deposit on the part of the bulb out of the light radiating zone,

thus again increasing the economical life of the lamp.
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As high candle power nitrogen-tilled lamps require rather large

currents special bases and lead-in wires are used. The bases are

of the Edison type, but about two or three times larger. Plat-

inum that was so commonly used in the old lamps is now
entirely discarded, and alloys of tungsten, molybdenum or other

metals that can be sealed directly into glass having the same
coefficient of expansion are used in its stead.

The nitrogen-filled lamps are made in many different types for

both series and parallel circuits. The present range of type.s

may be best stated in terms of the currents and voltages required

by them. The current ranges from 4 to 60 amperes and the

voltage from 10 to 115 volts.

. The color of the light given by this lamp is the closest to true

daylight that we have been able to obtain by artificial means
except, perhaps, by the light of the direct current arc or the

Moore carbon dioxide tube light. Of course this light can be

obtained by running the ordinary lamps at a little over double

their normal voltage rating, but this is not practical.

By true daylight we mean the light given off by a black body

when heated to a temperature of 5000. °C. The engineers and

chemists of some of the large lamp manufactures are now working

on screens to be used with the nitrogen-fiiled lamp so that they

will be able to render the color of its light a pure daylight color.

By so doing this lamp will be very useful for matching colors.

The intrinsic brilliancy of this nitrogen-filled lamp as now in

use is about eight times that of the ordinary tungsten lamp. This

characteristic places this lamp foremost in the field of lighting by

artificial means. It is used in all kinds of projection work and

for lighting large open air or enclosed areas and for street light-

ing. However, with these good points to its credit as a wonder-

ful development in artificially light production, this lamp has not

as yet been developed enough to be practical in small units such

as required on 115 volt parallel lighting circuits used in residence

lighting installations.



WORK ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULES

O. C. K. HUTCHINSON, '16

In assigning a squad of men to such work as laboratory tests,

endurance runs on engines, etc.. the instruction of the men is

often one of the objects sought. In such cases a working schedule

must be provided such that each man shall, at some time during

the test, come in contact with each separate part of the work.

The methods of ]:)rovi(ling such a schedule vary widely, the

most common being to divide the time allowed into a "natural"

ca

I

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Poriods - Time. Periods - Time.
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one moving. \'arious degrees of success are often obtained in

this manner, but the whole scheme is lacking of systematic

procedure.

Looking at the problem from the beginning, the object sought

is that every man get to every job once and only once during

the test. The simple way to guarantee this result, is to form a

square; consider a simple case "a four hour period, a test requir-

ing four men performing four separate parts of the test,

i. e. four jobs. Let the men be "A," "B," "C," and "D." and

the jobs Xos. i. 2, 3, and 4.

Fig. 4.

Periods - Tims
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job Xo. 4 (2 men) combine rows Nos. 4 and 5. and for job No.

5 (2 men ), combine rows Xo. 6 and 7. For Job No. 6 (3 men),
combine rows Xo. 8, 9 and 10. The resulting schedule is shown
by Fig. 4.

It may be seen that each man is at jobs Nos. i, 2, and 3
once and only once ; at jobs Nos. 4 and 5, two consecutive per-

iods, and at job No. 6. three consecutive periods. Obviously
this is the best possible schedule.

In a few special cases, the feature of continuity on the "two
man" and the "three man" jobs may be undesirable, the desired

object being that every man change jobs at the end of every

period. This may be accomplished by choosing rows which are

not immediately above one another. For Job No. 4 (2 men)
ng. 5.

f«rii><l( - Tljne

1



MECHANICAL ENGINEERS HOLD OPEN HOUSE

A. S. M. E. PROMOTES EXHIBITION OF WORK
OF DEPARTMENT

A. F. BARROX, '15

A distinct innovation in the way of University entertainments

was inaugurated on Friday evening, October 23, when the Me-
chanical Engineering Department held its first annual "open

house". On this occasion the laboratories and shops of the de-

partment were thrown open for the inspection of the public,

and during the evening about 2000 guests from all departments

of the University viewed displays of student work, listened to

lectures on topics of popular mechanical interest, and attended

numerous demonstrations of machines in operation. The pri-

mary object of the exhibition was to acquaint the underclassmen

of the department w^ith the equipment which they will use in the

more advanced work of the course, and for this reason an efit'ort

was made to utilize the regular equipment of the laboratories,

under normal operating conditions, rather than to have a display

of freak "stunts". A general invitation w^as extended to the

public in order that those engaged in other lines of work might

have an opportunity to see the work of the department, and to

appreciate its scope.

In the mechanical laboratory, senior mechanical engineers

operated steam engines, pumps, turbines, gas engines and other

machines, and explained the features of their design and oper-

ation to visitors. A complete power plant of small capacity, and

a ten ton refrigeration plant were in continuous operation, and

demonstrations of the railway brake shoe machine were made

during the evening, under the direction of Mr. A. P. Kratz. In

the lecture room Prof. O. A. Leutwiler and Mr. A. B. Domonoske

gave a series of illustrated talks on mechanical topics.

The exhibits in the shop laboratories consisted of displays of

student work, together with feature demonstrations connected

with the work of the individual shops. In the machine shop

various machining operations were carried on and explained by

students, and visitors were shown the details of the modern shop

efficiency system which has been introduced by Prof. P>. W.
Benedict.

Features in the forge shop were demonstrations of oxy-acety-

lene and thermit welding, and in the foundry the complete pro-
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cess of making molds and casting pig iron was shown, the use

of labor saving devices being illustrated in connection with this

work. In the wood shop Mr. G. A. Gross gave a series of illus-

trated talks, and the process of making patterns was shown.

Novel souvenirs, consisting of hardwood inlaid "I" buttons,

paperweights, and watch fobs were distributed in the shops

where they were made.

The idea of the show originated with Prof. C. R. Richards.

Acting Dean of the College of Engineering, and it was conducted

bv the student branch of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, with the co-operation of the department faculty. It is

planned to make the exhibition an annual afTair, and new fea-

tures will be added each vear.



RAILWAYS AND THE PANAMA CANAL

A. M. TOWER, '17

There are two separate railroad systems in the canal zone,

both of which will play important parts when the canal is once
in use. One road, the Panama Railroad Company, is a steam road
that has been in operation for some time, and the other is an
electric line that will be used to tow the ships thru the canal.

The original Panama Railroad dates back to 1847, when a

concession was granted to a small syndicate of Frenchmen for

the construction of a railway across the Isthmus of Panama. The
company, however, incurred a heavy expense in the building

of the road, and failed soon after they started work. The road

was then taken over by a company composed of Americans, and
was called the Panama Railroad Company.

In early times, the price of a railroad ticket across the Isthmus

was very high. The railway was the only way of riding from one
coast to the other, and its roadbed was about the only path that

the people could use to walk across. Realizing the monopoly
they had on travel, the management set the price of a ticket at

forty-five dollars for riding across, and at twenty dollars for

using the roadbed to walk across on.

In 1906 the United States government acquired control of the

road, and in 1907 began to reconstruct most of it. Since that

time, about forty-two miles, nearly the entire length of the road,

have had to be relocated because of the route of the canal. Cli-

matic conditions in the canal zone are such as to make the

maintenance of the roadbed very difficult, so a heavy track

structure was installed to prevent serious damage to the road in

the wet and dry seasons. The Engineer, a London puljlication,

offers the following bit of information : "Altho the road runs

thru virgin forests, most of the sleepers, or 'ties', as our American

brothers call them, were brot from Columbia." The entire sys-

tem is equipped with automatic block-signals, and. in fact, the

whole road is quite as up-to-date as our own roads. All of the

stock is new, or as good as new ; originally of the best material

in construction, every car, both passenger and freight, is kept in

perfect condition. The locomotives are of the Iialdwin type,

but were erected in the Panama Railroad shops.

The Panama Railroad has been engaged in handling local and

thru freight from the Pacific to the Atlantic coast ever since it was

first put into operation, and the amount of business of this nature

there will be after the canal is opened is still an undecided ques-
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tion. It appears that there will be more than enough traffic to

make the road a necessity. Almost all of the supplies for the

operation of the locks and for the use of the employes will come
to Atlantic terminals, and will have to be transported across the

canal zone. Besides, it is expected that a large body of troops

will be stationed on the Isthmus, and the railway will be neces-

sary to transfer them. Considerable passenger traffic, both local

and thru tourist, is expected to continue even after the canal is

opened, along with a certain amount of local freight between

towns along the canal. But the traffic over which the greatest

arguments have arisen is the thru freight service.

Many railway men think that the Panama Railroad will be

an important factor in the transfer of freight. On the other

hand, the steamship interests claim that there can be no freight

transferred by rail, but that warehouses should be provided at the

terminals, and an agreement entered into by the steamship inter-

ests by which all freight will be transferred by the steamship

lines themselves. Col. Goethals. in his report, volunteered the

opinion that "the railway being a necessary adjunct to the canal,

and being unable to make a living commercially, should be oper-

ated as a part of the canal, so that the railway organization

might be reduced to a minimum."
The other railroad connected with the canal is an electric line

that is to be used to tow the boats thru. The track is built right

along the side of the canal so the tow-lines may be fastened to the

boats. There are forty electric locomotives on the system ; enough

to handle ten ships at once. Since no boats w'ill be allowed to go

thru the canal under its own power, four locomotives will be used

on each boat that goes thru ; two in front and two behind. There

is a rack system between the rails on the roadbed, and a pinion

from each locomotive is in mesh with it at all times, giving the

locomotives complete control of the boat in their charge. The
boats will be towed thru the canal at a speed of two miles an

hour, and the locomotives will return at a speed of five miles

an hour.

As an example of the type of station they are using, the new
station at Panama ofTers several interesting details. The passen-

ger traffic is divided into first and second classes, and each class

has a separate waiting room. These waiting rooms, with the

ticket-offices and news-stands, take up the first floor, which is

about eight feet higher than the tracks. On the second floor are

the offices of the cashier and the purchasing agent, and on the

third floor are quarters for the employes. Outside the station are

cab-stands, and a subway runs under the baggage-room, for the

express and mail wagons.



ELECTRIC CONTROL OF THE PANAMA CANAL LOCKS

R. JARVIS

Mr. Schildauer, the engineer of the Panama Canal Commis-
sion, cooperating with the engineers of the General Electric

Company, completely designed the control system for the im-

mense locks of the canal systeni.

From the preliminary survey it was evident that the electrical

system would have decided advantages over any other method of

control, principally on account of the distance to which it is nec-

essary to transmit the power for operating, and also on account

of the additional refinements which this method would make
possible. The switchboards for the centralized control are. as

stated by the designing engineer, in fact miniature representations

of the locks, chains, and gates themselves. Besides providing

ready means of operating the main apparatus, they indicate every

movement of all the operating parts of the locks.

At Gatun this operating machinery is distributed over nearly

a mile. To control this locally would have been impracticable,

and to transmit the amount of power required would have been

practically impossible except by means of electricity. The oper-

ating of the "rising-stem" valves of the culverts conducting the

water to the locks alone requires 40 H. P. each, for even as they

are divided into pairs they measure 8 by 18 feet. All such valves

are in duplicate, as a precaution against interruption in case of a

single failure.

Between the locks themselves are the "mitreing-gates", so

called from the manner in which they close
—

"on a mitre".

These are in turn locked shut by a mitre-forcing machine.

In front of all these gates are stretched heavy fender-chains

to protect them from accidental collision of vessels. The lower-

ing of these chains to allow the proper passage of ships is

accomplished by means of hydraulic machinery, thus illustrating

a special application of the transformed electric power. A pecu-

liar example of automatic local control is that of the hand-rails

on these mitreing-gates. These would ordinarily offer an ob-

struction to the towing cables when the gates are opened for

ship passage, so they are normally kept in the lowered position.

Anyone desiring to make use of this peculiar hand-rail, however,

may move it up into position by means of a specially provided
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foot-controller ; but as these gates are again opened the hand-
rails automatically disappear.

The control house is so located that the operator, who has

complete charge of all locking operations, may best overlook the

entire situation tho he receives his directions from the engineer

of the electric towing locomotives which are used exclusively to

move all boats thru these locks.

In the control house are the combined control-boards and lock-

indicators. This piece of ap])aratus is made as nearly as possible

a miniature reproduction of the actual lock equipment, the indi-

cators showing clearly the actual position of all gates as well as

the adjacent water-levels. Directly below the control board is

built the complete mechanical interlocking mechanism for the

entire control system. This feature would furnish a complete

study in itself, but it completely fulfills its purpose of rendering

impossible any error in the ])roper order of operations for "lock-

ing thru".

The control connections are arranged, however, so that each

machine may also be controlled locally to provide for emergency

operation in case of accident to the main apparatus.

Of peculiar interest also is the fact that on account of the

excessively moist climate, practically all metal operating parts of

the control apparatus were required to be of special material or

finish in order to prevent deterioration in service ; and the ne-

cessity of continuous operation in spite of being so remote from

any source of electrical supplies made it imperative for all appa-

ratus to be as nearly "fool-proof" as possible.



CIVIL ENGINEERING FEATURES OF THE PANAMA
CANAL

P. W. FREARK, 'i6

The civil engineering features of the Panama canal are so nu-

merous that I will mention just a few, describe the most impor-

tant and point out why they are important. Harnessing the flood

waters of the Chagres river which cut across the canal at several

places was a difficult task ; the level of the lake at Gatun had to

be raised to the canal level and this was solved by the great

Gatun dam ; the construction of the locks and retaining w^Us,

where necessary, to confine the water to the canal; the large

modern excavating machinery, track movers, construction trains

and their operation are all wonderful engineering feats.

The most prominent problems confronting the engineer were

to secure sanitary camps and to cut the channel thru Culebra.

Sanitary camps may not appear, on first thought, to be an engi-

neering problem, but nevertheless they are vital when the suc-

cessful completion of the whole depends on the health and com-

fort of the skilled laborer and engineer. The importance of

sanitary quarters and wholesome food is shown by the sickness

and disease prominent in the French companies' camps. Many
men died from typhoid, yellow and malarial fever, while others

refused to work under such conditions. The first important

requisite was pure water and proper storage facilities for all

the camps, and furthermore, these had to be ready when the

men moved into camp. The principal menace to camp life was

the mosquito, which transferred malaria and yellow fever. This

pest was combatted by draining the stagnant pools and pouring

petroleum on the surface of the ponds, which could not be

drained, to kill the larvce. This was done every morning to

prevent the mosquito from endangering the health of this vast

army of laborers. It was thru the co-operation between the

department of health with the engineers that the work on the

canal was completed.

Engineers conceded that the successful completion of the canal

depended upon overcoming the obstacles caused by excavating

the channel thru Culebra. the highest hill on the proposed canal

route. When the French company controlled the project a num-

ber of large European contractors tried to excavate the cut, but

their efiforts failed and they gave up in despair. They said the
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canal could never be cut thru Culebra. They claimed that during

the rainy season the soil became so sticky that it clung to the

excavating buckets insted of dumping into the cars ; the rails and
ties would sink so deep that it was almost impossible to shift the

track, and after the wet season the machinery was in such con-

dition that considerable time elajjsed before it could be put into

working order. The gravity of the situation can best be shown
by an example. Hefore the rainy season opened, a certain sec-

tion was excavated with the proper side slopes and a train of

cars was left standing in the cut. After the rains the side slopes

were washed out from five to ten feet deep and the cars were

nowhere to be seen. The greatest difficulty experienced in Cule-

bra cut was the sliding of large masses of material into a recently

excavated cut. This recalls the fact that only recently a huge

mass of material slid into the canal delaying traffic for four days

while the canal was being dredged.

To understand the enormity of the j^roblem which confronte<l

the engineers, it is necessary that we have some conception of the

geological formation. In the vicinity of Gold hill, which is a

])art of the main cut, the lower formation consists of a mass of

volcanic agglomerates, tufifs, lava flows, and dikes, with the strata

running in no particular direction. The lower formation is cov-

ered with soft, thinly bedded, carbonaceous clays and shales,

containing some lenses of sand and marl. When the cut was

opened and this material exposed to the atmosphere, it oxidized

and sufficient heat was created to ignite the .surrounding mate-

rial. The report circulated by the newspapers that there were

active volcanoes in the canal zone was caused by this simple

phenomena. This material has a low crushing strength and is

very subjective to weather and erosive processes. However, the

newest rocks are intrusions and dikes consisting of Isthmian

basalt, which is very hard and tensile, except where jointed. The
slides that occurred in Culebra cut may be classed into four

groups : the deformation slide due to the uneven formation of the

earth's crust, the gravity slide where loose material slides by the

force of gravity, the fault zone slide caused by water making

the joints of large masses of material slippery, and the weather-

ing and erosive agents. During the formation of the earth's

crust large quantities of material were pushed up, when cold,

by meta tuff masses. This is gradually settling Ijack. creating a

zone of sheared rock ten to fifteen feet wide. Evidences of

seharcd rock are discernible on Gold and Contractors hills, and

Culebra Cut to a great extent. Excavation and blasting have

cau.sed these large layers of weakened material, on stccj) sl()])es.
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to slide into the canal. This is called a deformation slide. When
these slides occur, a correspondent upheaval in the bottom of the
canal near the slide occurs, showing that the rock slides down
the sides in a curve, gouging the side slopes and forcing the
.material up in the bottom of the canal. The gravity slide origi-

nates where areas of porous material on top of impervious clay

and shale beds and dense lava exist. The rain saturates the top

layer causing a muddy, slippery zone between the porous mate-
rial, and clay beds which will slide if the strata slopes toward
the canal and there is sufficient head pressure behind to set the

mass in motion. The largest of these slides was the Caracache
slide in 1887, which covered fifty acres. Slides which occur at

an angle with the canal open crevice in the rock perpendicular to

the plane of the slide. When water seeps into these crevices the

foundation material is softened causing _the rock to slide into the

canal. These fault zone slides are first detected by the crevices

in the slope, but the material may stand for a year before it

slides. Last, but not least, are the weathering and erosion agents,

for these are active all the time. In Culebra cut the rock is basic,

containing iron and magnesium compounds. The ferrous form
of iron oxidizes to ferric upon exposure to the atmosphere, and

with a consequent change in volume the rock crumbles. The
heavy tropical rains wash this material away and the chemical

reaction is repeated.

With such conditions prevailing you can readily see the enor-

mity of the engineer's task. Culebra is three hundred and fifty-

four feet above sea level and one hundred and twenty-five feet

was excavated for the channel. If the slopes were made steep

the banks would slide into the channel, and every time a slide

occurred it paved the way for another, because the material be-

neath was loosened. It was necessary, therefore, to make the

slope gradual, ranging from nearly vertical to one in five, de-

pending upon the material, to prevent slides. But this necessi-

tated a vast amount of excavation which could be saved if the

sides were made steeper. However, the cost of this extra exca-

vation was deemed expedient rather than risk the slides, which

left the slopes broken and the material would subsequently have

to be hauled out of the channel.
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EDITORIAL
Registration this year has shown more than ever the desire of

the engineer to enroll in .studies outside his prescribed course.

The men registered in Rhetoric. Philosophy, Public Speaking,

and Economics, show a great increase in those froin the College

of Engineering. Many of these men are carrying these subjects

as extra work ; others are using it where they have electives.

Some, however, are passing by all hopes of a degree and taking

courses which might be termed "Business Engineering". They
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are the men who intend to enter the business or conimercial side

of engineering instead of the design or construction phase. Some
time, we hope, there will be courses offered in Business Engi-
neering leading to a degree as in the Engineering College for the

present courses.

Now is the time for the preliminary work to be done on the

Engineering Dance. Unless we wish an Engineering Dance
similar to that of last year, we must get together and boost it

at once. The whole University must be let to know that there

is to be such a dance—not one, perhaps, of the same type of

former functions as the "Prom" or the Military Ball, but yet one
which any man in the University will be eager to attend.

The next issue of the Tcchuograph, dated January. 191 5,

will be devoted exclusively to the "Safety First" movement in

the engineering. We have been promised articles and illustra-

tions from the leaders of this work all over the country, among
whom are included the heads of the departments in some of the

most prominent railroads and manufacturing companies. Any
suggestions that anyone may have to offer will be gladly con-

sidered, as we hope to make this the largest and best issue of the

year. Mr. Bruce Benedict, Director of the Mechanical Engineer-

ing Shops and leader of the "Safety First" campaign about the

University, has kindly consented to act as Consulting Editor for

this issue.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING NOTES
Assistant Professor J. I. Parcell resigned from the Civil Engi-

neering department to go to the University of Minnesota, where
he takes charge of the structural engineering department.

Professor Chas. A. Ellis comes to us from the University of

Michigan, where he has been Assistant Professor for four years.

Mr. Ellis has had ten years" experience in structural engineering.

Robin Beach, instructor in the (leneral Egineering Drawing
department, has gone to the College of Texas as an instructor

in electrical engineering. ]\Ir. C. A. Atwell. a graduate from the

University of Nebraska, takes liis ])lacc as instructor in the C. E.

D. department.

Mr. A. C. Callen takes the ])lace of L. E. Young, who resigned

last year, in the Mining Department. Mr. Callen is a graduate

of Lehigh University, where he was an instructor in I'hysics

for two years. He has also had considerable experience in niin-
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ing engineering, having taught metallurgical construction and

mine design.

h'ormer Assistant Professor J. M. Bryant of the Electrical

l'2ngineering department has gone to the University of Texas,

where he becomes head of the Electrical Engineering department.

The I"". E. department has added to their stafif Mr. John W.
Davis, a graduate of Cornell.

Mr. II. I. Smith was appointed resident mining engineer by

the U. S. lUireau of Mines to fill the office held by J. T. Ryan,

who resigned July i. Mr. Smith is a graduate of Pennsylvania

State University and will act here as the government repre-

sentative in the investigation into Illinois mining conditions being

run under co-operative agreement by the U. S. Geological Survey

and the U. S. lUireau of Mines.

DEPARTMENT NOTES
C. E. NOTES

The C. E. club has departed from its former policy of having

outside speakers come and give talks once a month. This year

the talks will be given by members of the club and the faculty

who have had charge of work which would be of interest to civil

engineers. There are a number of men in the club who. having

had charge of responsible engineering work, would give their

experiences and create discussion which would be beneficial to

all.

The new ofificers of the C. E. club are :

—

President—F. W. Panhorst. '15

\'ice President—L. D. Knai)p. '15

Secretary—P. \V. Freark. '16

Treasurer—A. Xorberg, "15

The annual feed of the C. E. club was held in the Engineering

lecture room and the club's reading rooms. The meeting was

well attended and considered a complete success. The purpose

of the feed was to interest the freshmen C. E.'s in the work of

the club. Mr. F. W. Panhorst presided and Professors McDan-
iel. Ellis. Wiley and Raker. H. J. Burt, C.E. '96, and Mr. Turley,

C.E. '13. gave short talks. Smokes were dispensed on account of

a rule prohibiting smoking, in University buildings.

Mr. R. L. ]\Iorrell. '15, spoke on "The College Man in Busi-

ness," at a meeting held by the C. E. dub on Oct. 15.

"The Manufacture of Portland Cement" was discussed on No-

vember 15 by P. W. Freark. Mr. Freark tested cement for the

State Highway department at the Marquette Portland Cement

mills in La Salle. 111., during the summer vacation.
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M. E. SOCIETY
The Mechanical Engineering Society held their initial meeting

October 2. at V. M. C. A., and was in the form of a feed. The
purpose of the feed was to bring out all mechanical engineering

students, to get better acquainted, and have a good social time.

The feed was well attended by both members of the faculty

and students. Eats, which were served in great abundance, con-

sisted of cider, doughnuts, apples, and crackerjack. Short talks

were given by several members of the faculty, which were short,

snappy, and to the point. Several suggestions for the ])etterment

of the society were given.

October 9, the society met in the M. E. Lab. As part of the

program. Prof. Goodenough gave a very interesting talk on
"Short Cuts in Calculations". It has been planned to have sev-

eral meetings the coming semester, at which both members of the

faculty and students shall take part.

New equipment has been added th^e past summer to the M. E.

department for the betterment of the courses. In the shop labo-

ratories, a new Hendley centering machine, manufactured by

Manning, Maxwell and Moore, has been placed in the machine

shop, increasing the efficiency of the shop by lessening the time

to center stock. In the wodshop a Gardener disc grinder, manu-
factured by the Gardener Disc Grinder Co.. increases the effi-

ciency of this department. In all departments of the shop labo-

ratories, "shop efficiency'" has been added to class instruction,

and equipment for such instruction.

The most interesting part to the ^I. E. student is the addition

to the power station. Two Babcock and Wilcox boilers are

being installed, which will be ready for use in the near future.

This addition will double the present boiler capacity of the power
plant. With the installation of the boilers, a link belt is being

installed for conveying coal from beneath the cars directly to the

hoppers, which in turn will feed the automatic stokers. Scales

are also being installed near the power plant, large enough to

accommodate a loaded railway car.

Mr. Leroy Alonzo Wilson. M.E., M.M.E., has been appointed

assistant on the stafif of the Engineering Experiment Station, in

the department of mechanical engineering.

Mr. Horatio Sprague McDowell. M.M.E.. was appointed in-

structor in mechanical engineering.

Mr. Edwin Frank, B.S.. has been appointed instructor in me-

chanical engineering.

Mr. James II. Hogue has been appointed instructor in foundry

practice.
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Mr. Gustav 11. Radebaugh is now in charge of the machine
$hop.

MINING NOTES
The Student liranch of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers started out this year by a big "get together" at the

house of Prof. Stoek Oct. 6. At this meeting officers for the

ensuing year were elected. The officers for the year are:

President—R. A. Strong

ist Vice President—J. 11. (irytner

2nd \'ice President—A. R. Morris

Secretary—I). C. Johns

Treasurer—H. C. Wilson

A number of the faculty were present and summer exi)eriences

were related.

The Mining society inaugurated its work for the year by a

smoker given at the V. M. C. A. Oct. 2i. A large number of

mcnil)crs were taken in and i)lans were discussed for the year.

A munlier of interesting talks were made, among which was a

humorous account by Prof. Stoek of his experiences in Germany
during the excitement following declaration of war.

Mr. Porter, a former student of Illinois, who has just returned

from South America, gave a most interesting account of mining

in Chili and Peru. Mr. Perry, of the present graduating class,

related a few of his experiences in the Homestake mine at Leed,

South Dakota, in a most entertaining nianner. Smokes and eats

were very much in evidence and a most enjoyable evening for

everyone resulted.

It is the intention of the Mining society to stimulate an in-

creased interest in mining among the students in the college by

having meetings at which both the faculty and students may meet

on a plane and become better acquainted. The meetings have

been changed from afternoon to evening, by which arrangement

it is expected to make it possible for everyone to attend. The
Program Committee has ])romised some interesting programs, for

the year, and it behooves everyone interested in mining to attend

these meetings.

THE RAILWAY CLUB

The Rail\\a\' club is displaying again this year the same degree

of activity and ]>rogressiveness which has characterized the club

since its organization. So far this semester two meetings have

been held, the first being an o])en meeting to which all students
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ill the railway courses were invited. '"Eats", consisting of sand-

wiches, apples, marshmallows, and lemonade were a rather im-

portant feature of this first gathering. Short talks concerning

the aims and work of the club were given by President I'ike,

Professor Dewsnup, and Professor Schmidt. A very large per-

centage of those taking railway work were present, and a large

number of these were subsequently enrolled as members. The
membership fee this year is the same as before, i. e., one dollar

and a half, this including, of course, a subscription to the Tcch-

nograph.

On October 23 an "Experience Meeting" was held, at which

some of the members of the club related a few of their experi-

ences during the summer vacations.

At present, plans are being perfected by President Pike for a

series of talks to be given before the club during this semester,

also plans for a smoker are under consideration. It is the inten-

tion of the officers of the club to make this a banner year in the

history of the organization, and from the interest which has al-

ready been shown by the members, it is certain that their inten-

tion will be realized.

E. E. SOCIETY NOTES

The E. E. society started out with its semi-annual "feed" on

October 2. It was said to have been the best attended "feed"

ever held. The number of memberships which were taken in

during the evening ran very near the one hundred mark, which,

however, was not as high as was expected.

Mr. J. W. Davis, who is a new member of the electrical engi-

neering faculty, gave a talk, before and after which he was

occupied in getting acquainted. Mr. Davis is a graduate of Cor-

nell and has done graduate work at Harvard. Prof. Paine gave

an interesting talk to the newcomers in regard to the department.

Mr. Jones, of the Physics Department, who is the only one in the

department who is in line for the Doctor's degree this year,

greeted the men with a good talk. Mr. Richards, Acting Dean

of the College of Engineering, gave the society a good "boost".

We were very fortunate to have his presence the greater part

of the evening, as he was to speak at the M. E. Smoker the

same evening. Mr. J. Simonich, '14. who is doing graduate

work this year, spoke on the possibilities of having an E. E.

show this year.

The matter of the E. E. show has been under much discussion

thruout the student body as well as the faculty and council. At

the first regular meeting of the year, after a heated discussion.
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the Society voted to petition the council to permit the Society to

hold the show. Nothing definite has been obtained in regard to

the matter at this writing.

The matter of a pin for the society met with much agitation,

and after a great deal of debate, the proposition was dropped.

It is the policy of the society to continue its affiliation with the

A. I. E. E. as was decided upon last year, and it will take charge

of alternate meetings. This proposition seems to be gaining

much favor with both the faculty and the society members, and
will, therefore, probably be adopted as standard.

The society will start a canvass for membership immediately,

and hopes to surpass any previous records.

Ralph L. Hkk.man.v. Pres.
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SAFETY FIRST BY THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

OSCAR F. XELSOX
Chief State Factory Inspector

The State of Illinois is among the pioneers of the "Safety

First" movement.

In its present stage the movement is very clearly an engineering

problem and has brought a new profession in the fields of en-

deavor—the industrial or safety engineer.

The conviction that accidental injury can be eliminated to a

considerable extent and, because it can be, should be, is now so

widespread and clearly outlined that there is little need for the

agitator's eloquence. On all sides the question is asked
—"How

can this be accomplished?" The engineering answer is, organ-

ization. The correct use of this word may not be at once appar-

ent. By way of illustration—we need a machine for a certain

purpose. The materials, the mechanical principles, the work-

men's dexterity, are all in existence. These must be combined

bv the skill of the engineer, organized, in other words, so that the

parts of the ultimate mechanism shall work in balanced harmony.

The fundamental principle of all organization for "Safety"

is that it must begin at the top. The top, in my judgment, is the

governmental agencies which are supposed to control these mat-

ters. "Supposed" because a coercive principle rather than a

constructive has been built upon. The latter idea has been

adopted in Illinois and bespeaks of the wonderful achievements

attained by this Department.

The Illinois Department of Factory Inspection projects its

ideas and wishes in the following three ways

:

First, by diagnosing an employer's plant and informing him of

conditions he must remedy.

Second, by taking him into consultation and showing him how

the existing dangerous conditions can be rendered sate.

35
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Third, by the use of exhibits and illustrated lectures to edu-

cate the employer in the demand of the law and in the need of

avoiding every possible point of danger.

The wave of "Safety First" which is spreading over the country

at present was inaugurated about ten years ago. Eight years

prior to that time Illinois had laid its foundation in this beneficial

endeavor, when the 40th General Assembly, in 1897, passed and

approved a bill to compel the using of blowers upon metal polish-

ing machines, thereby conserving the health of the workmen who
had been forced to breathe the fine emery dust thrown ofif by the

highly-speeded wheels. This law clearly established one of the

most essential principles of "Safety First" that of guarding the

health of a portion of our industrial population. Every workman

has a moral, as well as a legal right to earn his daily bread in a

pure atmosphere. This was the extent of the law. Prior to the

enactment of this law this trade was considered so hazardous that

the Insurance Companies would not take the risk of granting

the men engaged in work around emery wheels or belts a life

insurance policy.

Having made the start in 1897 by the enactment of the "Metal

Polishers Law" Illinois continued its eflforts to secure further

safety in industry. Thus, in 1907, the 45th General Assembly

passed a law to provide for the protection and safety of persons

in and about the construction, repairing, alteration, or removal of

buildings, bridges, viaducts, and other structures.

With the modern skyscraper new methods in building trades

developed. Danger to employes on such structures increased

correspondingly and legislative means had to be adopted to pro-

vide for the best protection. This law requires that scaffolds,

hoists, stays, ladders, supports or other mechanical contrivances

be erected, constructed, placed and operated so as to give proper

and adequate protection to the life and limb of any person engaged

on same and to prevent the falling of any material that may be

used or deposited thereon. In addition hereto the laws covers

almost every possible dangerous feature alK)Ut a building or

structure. For example, safety rails must be provided on scaf-

folding or staging in order to prevent a workman from falling;

signal systems of communication must be provided in case where

hoisting .machinery is operated
;
public streets must be barricaded

where material is being hoisted over same ; temporary floors must

be laid on steel structures ; and many other detailed provisions are

enumerated all with the one idea, namely, to protect the man on

the job and to permit his services to continue as a bread winner

to his family or other dependents.
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The passage of this law in 1907 gave the safety first propa-

ganda by the State additional impulse, so much so that by the

year 1909 the 46th General Assembly passed the most compre-

hensive law ever presented to a legislative body on this subject.

The action taken by the 46th General Assembly resulted in what

is commonly termed as the "Health, Safety and Comfort Law".
The purpose of this law is implied in its title, i. e. to provide for

the health, safety and comfort of employes in factories, mercan-

tile establishments, mills and workshops.

The more salient features of this law are enumerated here.

All machinery when in operation is dangerous, and should be

considered so by the operator. It should be so protected as to

offer the least possible chance for injury to those who operate it.

All set screws, or other projections on revolving machinery

shall be countersunk, or otherwise guarded when possible.

Means shall be provided, and placed within convenient reach

for properly stopping any machine, group of machines, shafting,

or other power transmitting machinery.

IVIachines ,must not be placed so closely together as to be a

serious menace to those who have to pass between them. Pas-

sageways must be of ample width and head room, and must be

kept well lighted and free from obstructions.

All hatchways, elevator wells or other openings in the floors

must be properly closed or guarded.

All premises must be kept in a clean and sanitary condition.

Ample and separate toilet facilities for each sex shall be pro-

vided, and toilet rooms must be kept clean, well ventilated and

well lighted.

Food must not be taken into any workroom where white lead,

arsenic or other poisonous substances or gases are present under

harmful conditions.

Proper and sufficient means of escape, in case of fire, shall be

provided, and shall be kept free from obstructions.

Poisonous and noxious fumes or gases, and dust injurious to

health, arising from any process, shall be removed as far as

practicable.

No employe of any factory, mercantile establishment, mill or

workshop shall operate or tamper with any machine or api)liance

with which such employe is not familiar and which is no way
connected with the regular and reasonable necessary duties of his

employment, unless it be by and with the direct or reasonably

implied command, request, or direction of the master or repre-

sentative or agent.
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Reports of accidents causing the loss of fifteen or more days

consecutive time must be sent to the State Factory Inspector

between the fifteenth and twenty-fifth of each month, and im-

mediate notice of the death* of any employe resulting from an

accident or injuries must be sent to the same office.

The subject of accident prevention depends largely upon the

method employed of securing reports of accidents. C)nly from

rejjorts of accidents can we hope to study the sources of injuries

and death, and accordingly seek to prevent their reoccurrence.

I'^rom the moral and the humanitarian standpoint, the preven-

tion of jireventable accidents is not an altruistic favor to anyone.

To eliminate pain sufifered by injured men and their possible

lessened enjoyment of life, to reduce sorrow felt by the people

to those killed or badly hurt, to diminish the misery of the world,

is the ])lain duty which admits of no argument. It is simple

justice.

\'iewed from the economic side, whetlicr liroadly or narrowly,

the necessity for accident prevention should be just as evident.

The brains and brawn of a nation are its greatest asset, far

greater than any of the material resources which we are now .so

carefully conserving. Any drain upon this asset is a calamity,

any avoidable dissipation of it, a crime.

Industrial accidents mean a distinct decrease in the productive

power of the community, future as well as present. Resides

destroying and curtailing the working capacity of the injured

men themselves, they result in loss of educational opportunity to

the next generation, and consequently in its lessened usefulness

thruout life.

They are also a drain upon wealth already created. The
money which is paid out in compensation or damages, great as it

is in the aggregate, is only a part of this drain. I might say, but

a .small part. When a workman is thus withdrawn from the

wage-earning class, there are, sooner or later, many other calls

upon accumulated funds. The economic balance in the work-

man's home is disturbed. There is medical expense
;
possibly,

the cost of hospital care
;
possibly too. the expense of litigation.

The injured man may have to be sui)ported in his old age. It

may be necessary to care for dependents. In one way or another,

there is sure to be a demand that the loss caused by the workers

inability to continue doing his full part in the world's work be

made up. It is immaterial how this demand is met, whether by

the worker's own savings, by mutual benefit as.sociations, by

*.\t iircscnt only such firms as have not elected to accept the provisions of the

Industrial Hoard, created by the 48th General Assembly, report under this act.
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insurance, by public or private charity, by taxation ; it is economic

waste.

The waste due to industrial accidents is evident, too, in another

wav, which conies closer home to the employer who stops to con-

sider what accidents cost him, or the consumer through him. This

is in the diminished et^ciency of the plant.

The occurrence of an accident distracts other works in the

vicinitv, stopping their productivity for the moment at least and

curtailing it for some time. If the accident has distressing fea-

tures, it may be days before those who saw or heard of it regain

their normal rate of working speed. Frequently there is a com-

plete stoppage of work on account of an accident.

Then, there is the loss due to the disability of the injured

employe, the diminished productiveness while the place of one

temporarily disabled is held open for him or a new man is being

trained to take the place of one permanently disabled ; the time

which a foreman or other worker has to take from other pro-

ductive employment in order to give such training; the defective

work which a new hand turns out; the scrap loss which he often

causes.

All such interferences with the ordinary course of a plant's

work, cause a loss of efficiency which is distinctly measureable in

cold dollars and cents. An idle machine, or one not working to

its full capacity is an expensive luxury, moreover, the overhead

expenses of the plant are running on just the same, but without

the same degree of offset as if the accident had not occurred.

In view of these facts the State of Illinois has stretched out

its helping arms and seeks to cut down this wholesale list of

injuries and deaths. \\'hile Illinois practically laid the foundation

of Safety work in this country, I believe that the chief reason for

our national backwardness in this important work, aside from

our absorption in material development, is that what is anybody's

business or everybody's business is pretty sure to be nobody's

business. To use a slang phrase, the prevention of accidents has

been too much a case of "Let George do it."

Speaking of the safeguarding of machinery, very much indeed

can be done to promote safety in the designing of machinery and

its equipment with guards at the time of its manufacture. Not

only can safeguarding often be done better then, but it can be

done more cheaply. \\'here a machine is built without safe-

guards, either in fact or in mind, it is sometimes impossible to

provide effective guards for gears and other dangerous moving

parts because of lack of clearance; whereas slight changes in the

original design would have made good guards possible, and they

could have been provided at practically a negligible cost.
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But one of the most important features of safety work is the

education and co-operation of the workmen. The man wh<) has

been working at his trade for years is set in his ways and intoler-

ant of change. He cHngs to his trade practice Hke the nobleman

of old to his honor. Not only does he instinctively object to any

variation from the working methods which he learned in his

youth, but in many cases he is firmly convinced that any depart-

ure from reckless ways would cause him to lose caste among his

fellows. There are many thousands of these men who no safety

campaign even by the direction of the State will influence in the

sligiitest degree and whose opposition to change also has an

unfortunate effect upon others who, but for their attitude might

be properly influenced.

Though these men cannot be changed, they will ultimately be

replaced by a new generation, and this new generation can and
should be made very different from them. Education of the rising

generation of workmen is looking well toward the future. It will

be a slow process, and the beneficial results of it will become mani-

fest only by degrees and in the course of time, but eventually

it cannot fail to have far-reaching effect upon the measure of

accident prevention attainable. It will produce a steadily increas-

ing number of workmen who not only will tolerate safeguards

and will cheerfully use them, but who from force of habit, will

be addicted to safe methods of working.

The "Health, Safety and Comfort Law" proves its belief in

the education of the workmen by prescribing a poster which
must appear in every factory containing a synopsis of the law and

elementary instruction in safety first. These posters are printed

in eighteen foreign languages and are distributed free of cost.

It is of interest to note how our industrial population has

changed. This is particularly true of those places where great

steel mills, iron foundries, blast furnaces and coal mines are

located. In these districts where originally native-born American
and the older immigrant races predominated, today there are men
of all nationalities. This change has gone on so extensively and
has affected a great variety of industries.

It might be pointed out that early immigration to this State was
from Western and Northern Europe. It included, in large num-
bers, the Germans, Swedes, Norwegians, English, Irish. Welsh,

Scotch and Dutch nationalities. Until the early 8o's practically

no representative of other nationalities came to this State. After

that time, began to come a few Poles, Lithuanian and Slovak.

The number was not great imtil about the ])eginning of the (jo's.

Then followed Italian. Hungarian and other Eastern and South-
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ern European nationalities, until by 1900 the number of these had

increased so greatly as to predominate in the stream of immigra-

tion. Since 1900 the earlier type has readily decreased, while on

the other hand the eastern and southern Europeans have continued

to come in rapidly increasing numbers.

This transition is largely due to the fact that the foreign-born

laborer of the newer type is willing to accept employment at a

lower wage than the native-born employe. He is not encumbered

with a family like the native laborer, is able to live more cheaply,

and lacks the experience to command as high a wage. Although

it is true that the native-born has ceased to work at heavy lal)or,

it is significant that many Germans, Swedes, Irish and English

are employed as managers, superintendents, and foremen, i. e.

they have gone into the semi-skilled pursuits.

Illinois, particularly the City of Chicago, is a melting pot of all

nationalties. Besides those enumerated above, we find scattered

throughout our industrial plants Russians, Bulgarians, Rouman-
ians, Rutherians, Syrians, Armenians, ^Macedonians, Croatians,

and Servians.

The following table shows the results of inspections according

to the provisions of the Health, Safety and Comfort Law since

taking efifect of the same to June 30, 1914.

Classification of Orders Issued to Install Safety Appliances and to Correct

Other Defects According to the Provisions of the Health, Safety and
Comfort Law. Since Enactment of Law Jan. i, 1910, to June 30, 1914.

Total for

Entire

State

Number of orders issued .... 117,136

Administrative

:

Post Notices 2,731

Report accidents I

General Orders 207

Building

:

Exits 2,462

Doors open outward 902
Safe Treads on Stairs 963
Stairs and Platforms 2,630

Properly fence openings 581

Elevator Gates 1,598

Elevator Cabs 1.318

Elevator Safety Devices 125

Adequate Lighting 277

Overloaded floors 180

Passageways 1,538

Dangerous Places 1,153

Chicago and
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Total for

Entire

State

Sanitation :

Toilets 4,211

Wash and Dressing Rooms.. 437
Dining Rooms 105

Seats for Females 72

Temperature 15

Ventilation 1.136

Dust and Fumes 1,056

Sanitary Rooms 1.560

Fans and Blowers 648

Power

:

Disengaging Devices 2,012

Signal Devices 417

Belt Shifters 4.640

Switches 81

Boiler and Enginer Room.... 399
Weigiits and Couplings 290

Dangerous Machinery :

Hydro- F.xtractors 665

Motor & Electrical Appl 772

Band Saws 2,029

Circular Saws 2,414

Cross Saw 42

Planers 246

Shapers, Stickers 543

Jointers 1.065

Sanders 89
Punch and Drill Presses 1.581

Emery Wheels 2,651

Rolls 460

E.xposed Containers 106

Trip Hammer 21

Dangerous Machinery Parts

:

Fly Wheels 9.126

Spindles and Shuttles 703

Planer Beds 719

Pipe Machine 23

Gears 19.320

Belts and Pulleys 35.894

Sprocket Wheels and Chains 3,182

Shafting 2.477

Set Screws and Bolts n.039

Electric Wiring 24
Cranes 51

Cutters, Splitters 3.981

Total 130.029

licago and
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This law has been in operation three and one-half years, during

which time about 15,000 establishments have been visited. These
inspection tours brought about the issuance of over 117,000

official orders to safeguard danger points about machinery or to

correct defects in building, lighting, sanitation and ventilation.

During the time that this law has been in operation 130,029
number of hazardous points about the places inspected have been

ordered guarded or protected. It will be noticed that "JJelts and
Pulleys" to the number of 35,894 ranks first in this long list of

danger points in manufacturing establishments, "Gears" running

second with 19,320 orders and "Set Screws and Bolts" third with

11,039 orders. Attention is here called to the number of "Gears"

and "Set Screws and Bolts". The figures represent the number
of orders issued to do away with such dangerous machinery

parts; it does not mean that 19,320 separate or individual gears

have been ordered guarded, but that 19.320 groups or sets, as

happened to be located in an establishment, were ordered to be

rendered free from danger. The same applies to the figures

opposite "Set Screws and Bolts". This may be expressed with

more emphasis by stating that one establishment may contain

several thousand set screws or several hundred gears.

In brief this discussion covers the work accomplished under

the Health, Safety and Comfort Law. This law received an

excellent companion, when along with the idea of safety the State

of Illinois adopted the slogan of prevention. This movement
resulted in the passage of the "Occupational Disease Act" which

was enacted by the 47th General Assembly and became elTective

July I, 191 1.

The Occupational Disease Act has for its purpose the prevent

ing of such ailments which might be contracted in the course of

employment. This law aims particularly to reduce sickness in

the trades which occasion dust, fumes, gases or where harmful

substances are used in the process of manufacture. Esj)ecially

dangerous are the paint making and white lead industries, manu-
facturing of tinware, smelting and refining of metal, litho trans-

fers or decalcomnias on china ware, making paris green, manu-

facturing of car seals and bearings, and preparing batteries.

The campaign for the prevention of occupational diseases has

been carried on in Illinois for the past four years entirely along

educational lines. During that time only five cases were prose-

cuted in Courts, because this Department resorts to prosecution

only in extreme instances.
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*Thc prevention of occupational diseases depends largely upon
the workers themselves. The law makes it incumbent upon the

employer to provide free of cost soap, towels, nail brushes, hot

and cold water, shower baths, and clothes lockers for street and

working garments. However, in spite of all these precautions

we lind the number of cases of illness too numerous. At present

25 1 firms are reporting monthly to this Department on the phys-

ical condition of their employes. A compilation of these monthly

reports discloses the astounding fact that in the manufacture of

paris green six out of every hundred employes suffer from ar-

senical poisoning; in the making of tinware eleven out of every

hundred employes contract lead poisoning; in the car seal and

bearing industry lead poisoning claims twelve out of every hun-

dred employes, and in the transfer process of decalcomanias on

china ten out of every hundred employes become victims of

poisoning by lead.

We have now arrived at the last piece of this class of leglisla-

tion. The 48th General Assembly passed an act known as the

"Wash House Law". This law provides that the owners of

steel mills, foundries, machine shops, or other like businesses

shall maintain sanitary washing rooms with running hot and cold

water, and lockers in which employes may keep their clothing.

These rooms must be sufficiently heated during the cold weather

to permit employes changing their clothing.

The object of this law is to provide washing facilities for em-

ployes who become covered with grease, smoke, dust, grime and

prespiration. Permitting these men to leave their place of em-

l)loyment without washing and changing their clothing would

endanger their health and make their condition offensive to the

public.

From the human interest side the results of this law enfold

wonderful stories. Upon the passage of this law most employers

laughed at the idea of providing washing facilities for their

employes, claiming that these would not be made use of, if

placed at the disposal of the men. However, this Department

insisted upon the installation of these facilities and is proud to

report, that the men have become eager to avail themselves of a

washing and general cleaning-up before going to their homes.

The effect of the law has been more far reaching than was

anticipated. At first the men were timid and did not accept the

idea of washing. It required just one or two to lead the way,

and the trim condition of the leader aroused the others to strive

'See "Relation of Certain Industries to Disease", May, 1914, Technograph.
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for a tidy appearance. Ikit what is even more to be admired is

the manner in which this law reflected its benefits in the home.

Having been educated in the rudiments of cleanHness at the

factory and having estabhshed a certain standard among the men,

the individual worker returns to his home which still remains in

the slovenly, untidy condition as of previous days. However,

the factory or mill convert to cleanliness sets in to inaugurate

the same changes in his home. Cleanliness becomes the slogan

in the home of the employe and every member of his family must

conform to the standard which he has adopted in his place of

employment. This change of conditions was gained from first

hand observations in the vicinity of several of the largest mills

and foundries in Chicago.

The suggestive stages of this progressive, beneficial legislation

projects the part which Illinois had played in this history of fac-

tory legislation, especially that of accident prevention and safety

first.

I believe that after educating the employes generally in the use

of good judgment and care at all times, that the question of fixed

standards of safety relating to machinery will become the essen-

tial one. I also believe that the ideal way to achieve the installa-

tion of safety devices is to have them incorporated in the machine

where it is manufactured. Similar views are held by a great

many safety engineers and other persons who have given the

subject thought. But it is likewise agreed that the standardiza-

tion of safety devices is one of the knottiest problems that have

yet confronted those who are striving to protect workers against

mishaps.



SAFETY, ALWAYS

WILLIAM II, TOL.MAX. Ph. I).

Director Aiiicriani Miiscuiii of Safety

Realizing that the accidents to the general i)ublic, but especially

to children, on city streets were increasing at an alarming rate.

The American Museum of Safety, in the Summer of 191 2. de-

cided that an educational campaign among the children themselves
would be the best means of preventing these accidents and of
reducing the waste of human lives and limbs. Accident jireven-

tion is primarily a matter of education, and the hope for sound
and efficient citizens in the future lies in training the children of

Courtesy of the Xorton Co.

the present generation to think and act along lines of safety and
caution on the streets and in their homes.

In the summer of 191 2, IVIrs. W. H. Tolman, volunteering

services to the Museum in the absence of the Director who was
conducting research work abroad, requested from the I'oard of

Education permission for classes from the vacation schools in

charge of their teachers to meet at the Museum for talks and

demonstrations on accident prevention, with particular reference

to avoiding the perils of street traffic. Dr. William II. Ma.xwell

gave the necessary authority.

The responsiveness of the children and the indorsement by

their teachers of the talks on safety and caution with demonstra-

tions of devices clearly indicated the success of the experiment.

The children eagerlv absorbed the instruction given them and

46
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answered with intelligence the questions asked with a view to

determining their understanding of the uses and purposes of the

various devices explained to them.

In the fall of 191 2 The American ]\Iuseum of Safety ofifered

to carrv its work into the schools, that all of the seven hundred

and eighty-hve thousand puhlic school children might receive the

benefits of this special instruction. The l>oard of Superintend-

ents of the public schools of New York City were heartily in

favor of the plan, and after formal deliberation submitted a

resolution to the Committee on Elementary Schools, asking per-

mission of the Board of Education to co-operate with the museum

for the purpose of reducing accidents among the school-children.

This resolution was promptly indorsed and formally adopted

by the Board of Education on November 13. 1912, and reads as

follows

:

Rcsokrd, That permission be, and it is hereby, granted

to the Board of Superintendents to make arrangements

with the American Museum of Safety for co-operation

between the schools and said museum, for the purpose

of reducing the yearly loss of life and limb among the

children attending the schools of the city of New York.

On December 10, 1912, the Museum began its safety cam-

paign in the regular public schools. A Department of Education

was organized by the Museum under the chairmanship of Mr. A.

A. Anderson, and with the following members; Air. Martin H.

InsuU, Mrs. Helen Hartley Jenkins, Mr. Albert R. Shattuck and

Dr. Gustave Straubenmuller. The committee availed itself of

the volunteer services of Mrs. Tolman who actively entered the

schools as a lecturer and trained other lecturers to assist in the

work.

Museum lecturers have visited the various schools according

to schedules. The little stories of accidents and brief talks on

safety have been illustrated by means of charts and models of

safety devices specially ])re])ared for this educational work.

The i)upils have met usually in the assembly-room. Sometimes

these audiences have been very large, numbering as many as

twenty-five hundred Ijoys and girls. At the close of each talk

"Safety buttons", l)earing the insignia of The American Museum
of Safety, were left with the principal of the school for distribu-

tion among the children. The wearing of this makes the child

a member of the Museum's .Safety League and serves to keej) the

lessons of the talk fresli in mind. P>adges of a little better quality
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and of a (lillcrcnt design have been ])resentcd to the teachers ancf

to the pupils of the higher grades.

The buttons have been followed b}' safety leaflets, or stories,,

on the special dangers of street-cars, electricity, gas. automobiles,

and matches. Iloth text and illustrations are adapted to the

comi)rehension of the children, who have a])i)eared to be de-

lighted with them.

Not only were the public schools included in this educational

campaign for safety, but also the parochial and private .schools

which add at least one hundred and fifty thousand boys and girls

to the seven hundred and eighty-tive thousand children in the

regular public-school system. To date, the Museum lecturers

have reached 41 2.496 children in the pul)lic and parochial schools

of Manhattan and Brooklyn. .\ similar campaign was started

in Buffalo in 1914.

In .some of the densely populated sections conversation with

the principals of the schools has disclosed the fact that many
accident cases are "faked" by parents, who deliberately expose

their children to danger or swear that the children have been

injured, securing the assistance of false witnesses and of shyster

lawyers to substantiate their claims for "damages" upon the

public-service corporations. In some instances teachers have

been approached by these "lawyers" for testimony to strengthen

the claims, even when the testimony desired bears not the slight-

est relation to the facts as the teacher knows them.

In the talks given by the Museum lecturers honesty and integ-

rity of character are strongly impressed upon the children in

connection with their actions u])on the streets. Thus far every

principal has been found to be in heartiest accord with the work.,

believing that it will have beneficial results, not only with the

children, but upon the neighborhoods from which they are drawn.

In some of the schools of the lectures safety stories were used

as a basis for com])osition work. In one school the leaflet was

translated into Italian for the benefit of the grown-uj:) members

of the family at home.

In a certain Brooklyn kindergarten, a game calletl the "Safety"

game was instituted as a result of the talk on street dangers.

The children are delighted with this game and play it with great

zest. I'our children assume the role of the "trolley car" sup-

posed to 1)0 running in tlie middle of the street, while their play-

mates "look up the street and down the street" before attempting

to cross. The action of the game and the chanting of the cau-

tions in the sing-song fashion of the kindergarten have impressed

the safety rules upon the plastic minds of the little ones in a

manner not easily to be eradicated.
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Still other schools have used the safety ideas in short plays

written hy the pupils in connection with their composition work.

The warnings emphasized by the lectures have been brought out

verv cleverly by some of the children, showing how well they

have grasped and absorbed the instruction given them.

The Commercial High School of Brooklyn was reached late in

the season, in fact after the examinations were concluded and

attendance was no longer compulsory. So great was the interest

in the subject of safety, however, that, out of an enrollment of

2.200, fully 1.500 of the pupils voluntarily came back to hear the

lecture and to see the demonstrations. In this case, no restric-

tions as to time were imposed and the lecturer was at liberty to

enlarge upon the theme of safety with special reference to acci-

dent prevention in the industrial world these children are about

to enter.

For the cumulative effect of a concerted effort to drive home
a lesson of safety and caution to every child in the greater New
York the suggestion was made in March last by Mr. Arthur

Williams, President of The American Museum of Safety, that

every school-teacher in the city should deliver a safety talk on

the same day and at the same hour, in the classrooms.

Mr. Williams's idea met with cordial response from the Board

of Education, as attested by this letter from its superintendent

:

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

The City of New York

Office of

The City Superintendent of Schools

500 Park Avenue, March 7, 19 13.

Mr. Arthur Williams,

President. American Museum of Safety,

29 West 39th Street. Manhattan.

Dear Sir—^The Committee on Elementary Schools and the

Board of Superintendents have approved your suggestion that on

the same day and at the same hour in every public school in this

city each teacher shall give a talk on "Safety".

The Board of Sujjerintendents has selected April 4th at two

o'clock as the time when these lectures shall be delivered, and I

have been requested to notify the principals of the schools to this

effect, and to transmit with the letter of notification the text of

the lecture.

Yours very truly,

Wm. H. Maxwell,
Chairman. Board of Supcrintcnrlcnts.
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Mr. A. A. Anderson, Chairman of the Museum's ecUicational

section, had a reacHng lecture prepared, entitled "Safety and

Caution", as a suggestion for the teacher to read to the class, or

to assimilate as the basis for a talk to the pupils. Xo particular

anecdotes were added, as it was thought each teacher would recall

luany an illustrative fact which could be used in reinforcing a

special point in the text.

The practical result of this concentrated effort was that about

18,000 teachers were supplied with the leaflets and nearly 800.000

school-children reached simultaneously in the safety talk on

April 4th, 1913. designated as "Safety Day".

This innovation was widely and favorably commented upon by

the press of New ^'ork and other cities, and the rules formulated

by the Museum for the protection against the dangers of the

street have since that time appeared in the leading newspapers

from the Atlantic to the Pacific Coast.

One extension of the safety crusade was the organization of

a safety patrol in P. S. 159, Brooklyn.

This Patrol consists of twelve boys from the upper grades

selected by the principal, whose duty it will be to guard the

smaller children from danger at the street crossings before and

after school and see that the little ones get safely across. They
will have a roving commission, and in addition to their duty at

the street crossings will look out for the safety of the children

while at play.

Every Safety i'atrol will have a sergeant, probaljly elected by

the other boys on the patrol, who will serve for one month. The
members will wear special badges of bronze and enamel i)n)vided

by The American Museum of Safety. The sergeant will be re-

quired to send a stated report on the work of his patrol to the

Museum, where a "blotter" will be kept of all the hap])enings and

typical cases printed in the bulletin of the Museum.
The Prooklyn l\a])id Transit Com])any. solicitous for the street

safety of the children of Brooklyn, generously cooperated with

the Museum in the Children's Crusade by providing the funds

for 300,000 Safety League buttons. 600.000 safety story leaflets,

badges for the principals and the safety patrols and the special

reading lecture. In addition, they provided ten small model trol-

ley cars for demonstration use by the lecturers and a delivery

wagon for taking the exhibits from school to school. Safety

I)osters were conspicuously displayed in all of the lirooklyn

Rapid Transit cars.

A set of practical rules is incori)orated in all of the safety

])amphlets. and while these rules are presented to tlic children
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first, they are equally applicable to their older brothers and sisters

and their parents.

NE\'ER jump on or off a moving car.

NE\"ER stand or sit on the car step ; nor put your head or

hands out of the car window.

XE\'ER get off a car facing the rear ; with the left hand, take

hold of the grip handle ; left foot to the step, right

foot to the ground ; face forward.

XE\'ER fail, on leaving a car. to look out for passing wagons

and automobiles.

XE\'ER run in front of a passing car.

ALWAYS in passing behind a car, look to see if another car,

automobile or wagon is coming from the opposite

direction.

XE\'ER ""Hitch on" or steal rides behind street cars and

wagons.

X'^EX'ER play on the car tracks.

ALWAYS look both ways before crossing the street.

X'^EX'ER cross a street except at a regular crossing.

XE\'ER take chances. AL\\'AYS SAFETY.

The Museum feels that great credit for the success of the

safety crusade is due to the personal and loyal cooperation of

principals and teachers ; almost without exception they have ex-

pressed their belief in the work, recognizing the reinforcement it

will bring to their own eff'orts to induce their pupils to think for

caution and safety.

In Manhattan, the Consolidated Gas Company generously con-

tributed funds and provided a wagon with an attendant for the

delivery of exhibits among the schools. Other contributors to

the educational work were: Mr. A. A. Anderson. Mrs. Helen

Hartley Jenkins. ]\Ir. Albert R. Shattuck. ]\Ir. John Quern, the

A\ aterman Pen Company.
To further stimulate the prevention of accidents and the pro-

motion of industrial hygiene, five Gold Medals are placed at the

disposal of The American Museum of Safety for annual award.

Three of these are in general fields. One, the E. H. Harrimon

^Memorial Medal, founded by ]^Irs. Harriman, will be competed

for by x\merican steam railways, for the best record in accident

prevention and hygiene, affecting the public and its own person-

nel, during the current year. A fifth ^kledal known as the Rathe-

nau Gold Medal of the Allgemeine Electricitaets-Gesellschaft of

Berlin, is to be awarded for the best device or process in the

electrical industries, safeguarding industrial life and health. This
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is one of the very few instances where the bestowal of a high

European honor is made through an American institution.

The First International Exposition of Safety and Sanitation,

held under the auspices of The American Museum of Safety in

New York, last December, attracted an attendance of upwards

of 113,000 people.

John R. Edwards, Rear Admiral. L'. S. X.. writes, January 2,

1914:

"Personally. I have no hesitation in stating, that it was the

most instrutive and interesting Exposition I have ever attended,

and I believe that it is but the forerunner of other Expositions

conducted under the auspices of the ^Museum, that will do much
for the safety and sanitation of the industrial work of this

country".

The American Museum of Safety in the absence of any State

or City endowment, has been able to carry on its work by private

subscriptions and membership fees. These, however, are inade-

quate to the results which could be accomplished as evidenced by

the work already done. Briefly recapitulating:

First—In co-operation with the Board of Education, through

the Museum's own corps of Lecturers, 450.000 pupils in the pub-

lic schools of Manhattan and Brooklyn have been reached by

safety lectures, illustrated with .models.

Second—The collections of The American Museum of Safety

at the United Engineering Societies' Building, have been made

the subject of special study by State and City Factory Inspectors;

by pupils from the vocational, technical, high and other schools

in the New York Public School System, normal school teachers,

and special collegiate classes.

Third—East year, a ten days' Exposition of Safety and Sani-

tation brought together safety appliances and methods for pro-

moting health, whereby the entire citizenship of Greater New
York could see practical inexepensive safety methods for safe-

guarding life and limb.

In connection with the Exposition, a three days' Conference

was held on Safety and Health, at which national experts dis-

cussed the latest and most scientific methods and their application

to these problems. These discussions were free to the public and

were of great educational value.

A similar Exposition will be held in Xew York City, in Decem-

ber of this year.

Fourth—Loan collections from the Museum are sent, from

time to time, to educational institutions. Frequent requests are

received from educational institutions and organizations desiring
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to promote safety in other municipalities, but this co-operation is

seldom possible on account of limited funds at Museum's com-
mand.

Fifth—Through its Research and Information Department,

hundreds of questions are answered on definite, concrete problems

of safety in mills, factories, and plants.

Sixth—The Museum's inspection service makes definite studies

of industrial plants, following up these inspections with recom-

mendations for the installation of safety appliances and the best

hygienic methods.

Seventh—Lectures at the Museum reach special audiences,

particularly safety inspectors and engineers, students and mem-
bers of labor organizations.

Eighth—The Library contains a unique collection of reports,

photographs, lantern slides and other specialized information on

safety and health, to be obtained nowhere else, as evidenced by

the statement of an investigator from the Public Library, that its

collections were so complete that all questions and inquiries on

these special subjects coming to the City Library, would be re-

ferred to the Museum.
Ninth—The members of the Museum's directors are serving

on several important boards concerned with the safety and health

of the municipality. They are also giving their time and efiforts

without any personal compensation whatever to the promotion

of the Museum's work.

Tenth—The resources of the Museum could be placed at the

disposal of every City Department for advice in the prevention

of accidents and the promotion of health.

Eleventh—New York City is one of the most important factory

centers in the world, lioth City and State need the services of

an institution which may be maintained as a clearing house of in-

formation on all matters of vital concern to the safety, health

and working efficiency of the wage-earners of the Common-
wealth. The Museum's aims and objects are heartily endorsed

by the Central Federated Union of Cireater Xew York, who
ask that it be supported and maintained for the instruction and

benefit of workers in evcrv line of industry.



SAFETY FIRST IN THE SHOP LABORATORIES

B. \V. BENEDICT
Formerly Safety Engineer for the Santa Fe Railroad

Director Shop Laboratories, CniTersity of Illinois

L'luler the provisions of an Act ])asse(l by the General Assembly

of Illinois in 1909 aimed to promote the health, safety and com-

fort of employes, it becomes obligatory upon all owners of power
driven machinery within the State to provide safeguards for the

dangerous parts of same, and observe certain rules tending to

insure the Safety of the workers emi)l()yed. Previously, the

protection of the worker was a question of policy with the em-

I WILL

BE CAREFUL
^LWAY5

l)loyer and practice in respect to safe factory conditions varied

in the same degree as the employers themselves and their ideals

differed from each other. Safe and unsafe conditions existed

side by side in adjoining factories. The act was rendered neces-

sary by the failure of certain employers to take adequate meas-

ures for ])rotecting their workers engaged in the operation of

dangerous machinery. While the law did not materially affect

those industries which had already given heed to the conserva-

tion of the lives and limbs of the workers within their walls, it

compelled the indififerent producer to assume a more enlightened

attitude toward matters affecting the workers and to make his

plant a safer place to work in. The law was the natural expres-

sion of an enlightened Commonwealth seeking to protect those

of its members engaged in occujiations surrounded with more or

less danger.

54
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As the Safety Act is specific in respect to kinds of equipment

to be safeguarded without quahtication as to the purpose used

for, it is clear that the machinery in the shop laboratories comes
within the jurisdiction of the law. Although not used for com-
mercial purposes this equipment has the same power to injure

as any other and it should be protected as similar machinery

used in industrial work. A sincere desire to remove unnecessary

danger from the laboratories has always been a feature of Uni-

versity policy, but following passage of the Safety Act accident

proof equipment was sought as before and also a strict compli-

ance with all provisions of the law. Serious accidents in the

laboratories fortunately have been few. The number in the last

decade can be counted on the fingers of one hand, a truly re-

markable record considering the large number of young men
who during this time made almost dailv use of the shop equip-

ment. A record such as this is gratifying but not wholly satis-

factory when he ideal is a clean accident sheet. Even with the

most efficient safeguarding, accidents will happen if the workers

fail to observe the ordinary rules of caution. Investigation shows
that a large percentage of the accidents that happen result from
recklessness and negligence on the part of individuals. This

kind of accident may be classed as "unpreventable" because no
form of safeguard can be devised that will absolutely prevent

them. Practically all of the accidents that occur in the shop

laboratories are of this type.

A spirit of carefulness on the part of the individual is just as

essential as efficient safeguards in the prevention of accidents.

In the shop laboratories both of these conditions have been

sought. At the present time practically all of the machinery

used by students is protected in a substantial manner and fully

in accord with the law. Ultimately it is aimed to liave every ex-

posed part of running machinery whether directly dangerous or

not. covered by a protecting guard. The hope is to make this

machinery safe from every accident which might result from
known or unknown causes. To anticipate the latter may appear

altogether impracticable but the attempt is justified by the

knowledge that prevention of an accident which otherwise might

happen is the end to be sought. A remedy applied after the post

mortem is just one accident t(xi late. There is a large feeling

of gratification in the fact that most of the safeguards have been

designed, built and erectefl by the students themselves.

Carefulness is inborn in some while it seems to be almost

totally non-eristent in others. The first needs no outside help to

keep him away from dangerous practices, while the second lacking
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a certain coordination between mind and hands so necessary

when using power driven machinery, must be protected against

himself. Unfortunately we cannot fit out these individuals with a

set of mental safeguards that work automatically and thus pre-

vent these unjustifiable accidents, but we can by keeping ever

before him the idea of "Safety First" minimize tiic number of

disasters. Throughout the shop laboratories the words "Be
Careful" in white letters on red backgrounds are much in evi-

dence, also other cautionary signs on dangerous equipment. The
object of these is to impress upon the mind (which may for the

moment be wool gathering) the need for constant care. But few
accidents occur when the mind is on the work and directing a

safe course for hands and feet. These constant reminders exer-

cise a positive force on the individual and experience here and
elsewhere show they are effective instruments in the prevention

of accidents. The safety first talks given at intervals are part

of the plan to keep the senses alert to the dangers of carelessness.

Illustrated lectures showing unsafe practices contrasted with safe

and proper practices are being prepared and these it is hoped will

stimulate more interest in the cause of personal safety.

First aid is given in case of injury by shop instructors who
have taken special courses in first aid instruction and by virtue

of this training are especially fitted to render this kind of service.

The treatment given is usually adequate owing to the minor

nature of the usual injury but it was ])lanned as ])reliminary only

to regular attention by a practicing |)hysician. Detailed records

of all vital information relative to accidents are being maintained

in order to provide the means for a thorough study of accidents

and their causes. It is hoped that a study of this kind will enable

the staff to anticipate in some measure at least, those wayward
excursions of the unthinking student into the fields of dangerous

practices.

(Grinding on emery wheels without goggles, using poor and

dull tools, operating machines with guards removed, oiling or

wi])ing machinery while in motion, unnecessary motions with

tools which might injure nearby students, talking to others oper-

ating machines, are all forbidden practices which should not be

indulged in. One of the most important rules of railroading

"In case of doubt take the Safe side" should be the motto of

every student taking work in the University laboratories. .Safety

guards will do much but even these do not fully protect the

careless. They cut down the hazard without entirely eliminating

the danger. The key to the situation is in the hands of the

student himself—constant adherence to the slogan "Be Careful."



A YEAR'S RECORD IN ACCIDENT PREVENTION

MARCUS A. DOW
General Safety Agent, N^ezv York Central Lines

The problem of preventing accidents, or as it is more com-

monly called the "Safety First" problem, is beginning to attract

the attention of persons in every walk of life. It is of interest

to pause and reflect upon the development of this movement,

which has become nation wide in scope, and ask the question as

to what has been the cause of its phenomenal growth. The
movement was destined from its beginmng, I think, to be more

than a passing fad or fancy, because the need of something of the

kind in our industrial and public life was so apparent. An awak-

ening American conscience pointed accusingly to a record of

approximately 35,000 persons killed and two million injured in

accidents in this country in a single year, and so to close the

flood gates upon a surging sea of preventable accidents and edu-

cate the employer, the employe and the general public to work

together to prevent the sacrifice of the lives and limbs of these

persons who form the bone and sinew of our national existence,

this great movement was started. The growth of the movement

has been greatly enhanced by the gratifying results obtained, and

the reason for the permanency with which the idea has become

established is to be found in the far reaching benefits to humanity

that have accrued since its inception.

Before speaking specifically of the results of Safety work on

the New York Central Lines I think it will be of interest to state

briefly some of the things that have made these results possible.

Two important elements have received consideration in our acci-

dent prevention work,—one of these is the mechanical clement,

or the guarding of machinery, the installation of safety devices,

or the correction of physical conditions, which, if left uncor-

rected, might contribute to unsafeness. The other is the human

element, and realizing that the greater number of preventable

accidents have been caused by unsafe practices, and the tendency

of people generally in all walks of life to take chances, our old

established policy of utilizing every reasonable mechanical safe-

guard, has been augmented by a thorough, systematic and per-

sistent campaign of education, to educate both our own cm])loyes
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and the general public to avoid practices which involve risk of

injury. As far as our employes are concerned, it has been our

aim to bring about a co-operative effort on the part of all classes

of employes that would curb this tendency to take chances.

Railroad employes, not unlike persons in any other walk of life,

become so accustomed to their surroundings that often practices,

which involve risk of injury are followed unthinkingly. Most

men would realize these practices were unsafe if their attention

were called to them. Railroad officials, or the heads of industrial

plants of any character, cannot observe the actions of all the

employes, or any considerable ])art of them at all times, therefore,

it becomes the important duty of every employe to call to the

attention of his fellow employes, practices which involve risk of

injury, when such practices are observed. In order to obtain

results in the reduction of accidents, it is necessary for the men
in the ranks to have the subject of Safety kept continually before

them, and teach them that instead of waiting for an opportunity

to perform a service that will prevent an accident, they must
keep their eyes open and look for such an opportunit}'.

There have been many heroes in the ranks of railroad men,

whose acts will live long in our memory as illustrations of hero-

ism and strong devotion to duty, unexcelled even on historic

fields of battle. Not long ago on one of our grade crossings, a

flagman at the risk of his life rushed onto the track in front of

a fast approaching train and seized a small boy who had run out

in front of the train and jumped with the child in his arms clear

of the train as it sped by. the pilot of the engine missing him by

a fraction of an inch. That flagman's act deserves the highest

commendation. He saw his duty, performed it unhesitatingly

and today is a hero. But it is not always necessary to wait for

the opportunity to perform some such spectacular act to save the

life of a fellow being, for here is another incident. A section

hand saw two workmen from an industrial plant located near the

railroad, enter the right-of-way and start to take a short-cut

across a bridge on which the track was laid. He stopped and

warned them of their danger and told them thousands of human
beings were killed every year because they took chances and
walked the railroad tracks. Even while he was speaking to them
a fast train rounded the curve and thundered by. and the track-

man asked them if they realized what would have haj^pened to

them on that bridge if he had not stopped and warned them. The
two men thanked him and one of them, who was a foreman, was
so impressed that he went back to his mill and preached Safety

to his ,men, warning them against the danger of trespassing on
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railroad tracks. This little incident was not recorded in head-
lines. That humble section hand was not hailed as a hero. r>ut,

nevertheless, he performed an act as commendable as that of any
hero, for in giving that timely warning, which he considered it

his duty to do. he not only probably saved the lives of the two
men directly in danger, but prevented the other workmen in that

mill from daily endangering their lives by trespassing on the rail-

road tracks. No one will ever know just what results in ])revent-

ing accidents that obscure section hand accomplished bv that

simple performance of duty as he saw it. but it was a most com-
mendable act, even though he did not have to risk his own life

in the saving of another. There is not a railroad man or employe
in any large industrial plant but what if he kept his eyes open,

would soon have the opportunity to do a real service in the

promotion of safety and perhaps save a life by giving a timely,

friendly warning to a fellow employe whom he sees doing a

thoughtless or impulsive thing that might result in an accident.

That is the kind of co-operation on the part of the working
men that is necessary to make the Safety Momement a success.

The mere slogan "Safety First" counts for nothing if these men
are not educated to understand its full meaning and live up to the

spirit of it. "Safety First",—they are simply two words which

stand for a principle, and if the employes believe in that i)rinciple

and believe that ''Safety First" is a good thing for them and for

their families—if they believe that life is sw-eet and that it is

good to live and to live a comfortable life without being crippled

or maimed—if they believe that it is better to be careful than

crippled—if they believe it is better to correct unsafe practices

and conditions than to make widows and orphans— if they believe

in that—then they must make a firm decision way down deep in

their hearts that they will support that principle not only by each

one being careful himself, but by doing a constructive, co-opera-

tive and systematic work in bringing his co-workers to the sup-

port of that principle. Upon his fellow^ workers to a large degree

depends his own Safety, and the thoughtfulness and self-control

which guides the careful man in his work, must be inculcated by

that man into the minds of those who work with him, to make

the Safety Movement a complete success. And it is to instill that

spirit of co-operation into the employes and recruit a vast army

of Safety men, that our effort is being directed. We have en-

deavored to teach them that safe men are more im])ortant than

Safety appliances. It is the neglect of little things that causes

big accidents. As an illustration: the yard emiiloyc who

thoughtlessly leaves a part of a cou])ler lying alongisde the track
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may not consider his torgetfulness of any consequence. But
su])pose later on another man should alight from a moving car

and stumble over that obstruction and fall sprawling under the

wheels, and be dragged forth a useless, helpless cripple, to be for

ail his days, if he lives, a burden to himself and to society—

a

sight from which to turn the eyes—an unfortunate, pitiable thing.

racked by pain and soured by the bitterness of his lot and all

because some thoughtless fellow emjjUjye had left material where
he knew it should not be. and did not thijik or did not take the

tittle to remove it. Suppose that should happen, as it often has

ha])i)ened, would it still be a little matter and of no consequence?

1 think not. And so we are trying to impress upon our men the

necessity of looking after these little things. That is the great

lesson we have endeavored to teach, through our illustrated lec-

tures conducted systematically in our lecture and Safety Exhibit

cars, which we have even gone so far as to require our employes

to attend on the Co,mpany's time ; that is what we have taught

through bulletins, pamphlets and a score of other agencies to

keej) this thought continually before the great army of men
employed on this road.

lUit our efforts have not l)een confined entirely to educating

the employe. Our work has been carried on in the broadest

manner, and a systematic effort made to reduce accidents afifect-

ing the outside i)ublic. notably the trespasser.

Interstate Commerce Commission records indicate that there

are more than 5000 persons killed and an equal number seriously

injured each year while trespassing on railroads. The number

of trespassers killed is equal to more than half of all fatal acci-

dents occurring on railroads. Careful investigation shows con-

clusively that more than 75% of these trespassers who are killed

are citizens of the wage earning class or women and children,

only a small percentage of them being tramps or hoboes. Yet

this forms one of the most difficult Safety problems we have to

deal with. What we need is a uniform law in each state that will

prohibit unauthorized persons from walking the tracks and make
it a ])unishal)le offense. I will admit that such a law in itself

alone will not prevent trespassing nor trespassing accidents any

more than would a law which would require a person to stop,

look and listen at a highway crossing prevent crossing accidents.

Such preventive legislation must be reinforced by systematic,

thorough and persistent education to convince all persons of the

justice of such laws and that they were framed for their own
protection and to save human lives and not for the mere purpose

of guarding the railroad i)roperty against unlawful intrusion.
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Public sentiment has demandecl and received the safest and ,niost

improved equipment and methods of operation and, as a result,

the number of passengers killed com])ared with the number car-

ried is infinitesimally small. We should not forget that the -man

carrying his dinner pail on his arm who takes a short cut along

the tracks is just as dear to his family and of just as great value

to the community as though he paid a dollar to ride. If the

public will take enough interest in the individual acts of the

trespassers and the travellers on the highway to insist upon the

elimination of their recklessness, a great step will be taken to-

wards the solution of the problem of preventing this class of

accidents, which, after all, is the public's problem and needs only

the public's attention to prevent.

New York State is in advance of most states in that it has an

adequate law prohibiting unauthorized persons from walking the

tracks. In our educational campaign we have employed a Safety

Agent to devote his entire time to this trespass problem. He has

called upon the judges of all courts in this state having jurisdic-

tion and sought their co-operation in the enforcement of the law

for humanity's sake ; he has called upon and received the prompt

support of the editors of newspapers in giving a wide publicity

to our campaign ; he has posted notices in various languages along

the entire right-of-way calling attention to the dangers of tres-

passing; he has called upon the heads of manufacturing plants

located along the road and the Superintendents of Schools to

solicit their aid in the education of both children and adults, and

because we have done all of these things in a systematic and

persistent manner, thereby educating the public against the dan-

gers of trespassing, there were on the four principal roads of the

New York Central Lines during the year ending June 30th, 1914,

as compared with the previous fiscal year, 109 fewer trespassers

killed and 83 fewer trespassers injured. x\nd as a result of all

of this educational work both as to employes and the public, there

were on these same roads of the New York Central Lines during

the twelve months ending Sept. 30th, 19 14, as compared with the

previous twelve months, 330 fewer persons killed and 4074 fewer

persons injured in all classes, including employes, trespassers and

others. On the New York Central proper, east of RuA'alo, during

the year ending June 30, 19 14. as compared with the previous

fiscal year, there were 102 fewer persons, all classes, killed, which

is equivalent to 102 human lives saved, due in a great measure

to effective Safety education.

In order to further stimulate this work aiul make the lessons

more impressive, we have introduced a new feature in our Safety
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educational work by producing a moving picture play l(jr the

purpose of educating the employes to be careful. 1 have prepared

a two reel film entitled "Steve Hill's Awakening", with a view
not only of arousing interest, but of making a lasting impression

on the minds of the employes and their families who witness it.

Didactic lectures, stereopticon views, bulletins, etc. have their

uses, but it w-as my thought that if railroad men could see pictured

in active form same of the things they do that cause injury, and

incidentally tell a human interest story that would drive home
the far reaching and unhappy consc(jnences of negligence, it

would serve better than anything else to curb the chance-taking

habit among them. While this is the first attempt of any rail-

road to use a moving picture story of human interest, with the

principal parts played by professional actors and actresses, to

teach safety, I feel sure it is only the beginning of an extensive

use of moving pictures for this jjurpose.

It has been our idea that whatever work was attempted along

Safety lines, must be constructive in character and aim to a

definite i)urpose. Vou cannot start out with a great "Hurrah
Boys" and shout the slogan "Safety b'irst" and let it go at that

and expect results. Whatever work in the way of Safety edu-

cation is attem])ted, whether public or industrial, must be con-

structive in character and aim to a definite purpose and work must

be conducted along clearly defined lines, j^ointing out what is

unsafe, what causes accidents and what must or must not be

done to prevent them. Such education beginning with the chil-

dren in the schools and carried on in all industries and in all

railroads will in the end ])roduce humanitarian results that will

be the greatest mommient to our civilization that was ever erected.
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RALPH C. RICHARDS
Chairman, Central Safety Contmittee, Chicago & Northivestern Railway

Prior to the inauguration of the Safety First movement, there

had been for ten or fifteen years, much discussion in the public

press, among the people, in the legislatures and in Congress on

the question of prevention of accidents by law ; and, in pursuance

to the theory that the fixing of greater liability on the employer

to respond in damages would make them more careful and thereby

reduce the number of accidents, employers' liability laws, laws

Diagram No. i will show the importance of stopping people trespassing

on the tracks and cars.

DURING THE LAST TWENTY-FOUR YEARS
108,009 PERSONS KILLED
117,257

" INJURED

225,266

Walking on Railroad Tracks and Flipping on Cars in United States

Why not make and enforce Laws to prevent tliis Slaugliter?

taking away the defense of fellow servant, assumption of risk,

contributory negligence, as well as workmen's compensation laws,

were enacted, with the result of requiring the employer to respond

in damages for the benefit of the injured man or his dependents,

but without any result worth mentioning in the way of retiucing

the accidents or decreasing the toll of death and injury, which is

63
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what the workiiigiiian. the eini)l()yer and the pubhc most want
and need.

As no re(hiction in the numher of accidents was accompanied

by such laws, some other method had to be ado])ted, as neither

the workingman, the employer, nor the public could longer stand

any such drain of human life, which, according to the government

reports, amounted to one death every sixteen minutes, or 98 each

day of every one of the 365 days in the year, and four injuries

every minute of every hour of every day. or 5720 each day of

every one of the 360 days in the year. And contrary to the

general understanding only one tenth of the cleaths and one

sixteenth of the injuries to the workmen were on the railroads;

the others occurring in factories, sh()])s. mines, stores and on

farms.

If I were only a word i)aintcr or an orator, as a man ought to

be who has such a sul)jcct as this to talk about, so that 1 could

visualize to you, to every workingman and his family, to every

emjjloyer an<l ti) the ])ublic what these statistics of 35.000 work-

ingmen killed and 2.000.000 injured every year means, of the suf-

fering and privation and often destitution, the loss of efficiency

in carrying on our industries, as well as the loss to the com-

munity that follows in the wake of these 35,000 fiuierals and the

vast army of cri]:)])les and injured ])eople, then I could secure

your active hel]) in the greatest movement now in existence in

this countrv—the movement for the COXSI'LRXATK )X OT*^

HUMAX IJFK.

The management of the Chicago & Xorth Western Railway

recognized ])erhaps earlier than most other employers of labor,

the great suffering caused by avoidable accidents resulting in

death and injury to its men, j)assengers and others. It was de-

termined about four years ago to inaugurate a movement to

reduce such accidents, both as a matter of humanity and for the

purpose of increasing the efficiency of the organization. We
recognized that every time a capable, experienced emplnyc was

killed or injured it not only l)rought suffering and sorrow to him-

self and family, l)ut necessitated the employing of a new and

inexperienced man in his ])lace, thereby increasing the risk to the

other men in the service and at the same time decreasing the

efficiency of the organization, frequently very seriously.

The work of organizing and directing this movement was

assigned to me and as T believed that only through the active

co-ojieration and assistance of the men who were being injured

and killed coidd any plan for the i)reventi()n (^f accidents be made

a success, and that if the men could be gotten to understand the

matter right, their co-operation and assistance could be secured.
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I undertook to organize the movement on the basis of making the

men the controhing factor in the movement.

For all practical purposes the only accidents that can now be

materially reduced on the railways without the assistance of the

public are those resulting in death and injury to employes, and

during the past four years great efforts have been made to do

something in that direction and I am glad to say that by the

Diagrams Xos. 2 and 3 show the importance of preventing little

accidents.

Xo. 2

EMPL(^VES KILLED OX
THE CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY,
YEARS ENDINC; TUNE 30, 1912, 1913 AND 1914

Stop tlie little accidents and we will

wipe out tlie accident Inisiness

enthusiastic co-operation of the men and the managements the

elTort has been successful. The movement bringing about that

result is now generallv known as SAFETY FIRST and it

stands for

:

The conservation of human life.

The making of Safety men as well as Safety things.

The elimination of the Chance-taker, who is the maker of

cripples, widows and orphans, and

For greater Safety and Regularity.

The church tells us that the saving of souls is the most im-

portant work in the world ; always has been and always will be.

and vet some people sell their souls for money, reptitation, glory

or to satisf\- ambition, love or hate. lUit no one will sel his life

or limb ; it is our most precious possession ; the one thing none of

us will part with, and so it seems to me th-^i^ COX.SFRX'AITOX'
OF THAT LIFE AND LIMP, must be the second most im-
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portant work in the world, a million times more important than

the conservation of our water ixjwer, land, timber, minerals, coal

or anything else.

In May, 1910. we commenced the work by holding meetings

on all the divisions of the system, first of the division officers

and foremen, and afterward of the men, and explained what we
intended to do and its necessity.

That it was the men and not the stockholders, officers or fore-

men who were killed and injured and paying the fearful toll in

death and injury.

That it was the men and their families who would be most
benefited by the prevention of accidents.

That the golden rule in railroading—"IT IS BETTER TO
CAUSE A DELAY THAN TO CAUSE AN ACCIDENT"—
should be observed.

That it actually took less time to prevent an accident than it

did to report one.

That when we needed new men, if we had fewer accidents on
our road than other lines had, we woidd have the pick of all the

best railroad men in the country.

That we wanted to get rid of the careless habit and acquire

the Safety habit.

That we wanted to stop making cri])ples, widows and or])hans.

That the greatest risk a careful man runs is the risk of injury

from some careless fellow-worker, and that when the careless

man will not change his ways and try to do better, he should be

gotten out of the service.

That ICV'I'LRY ACCIDEN^T is a notice that something is wrong
with the man, plant or methods and should be immediately inves-

tigated by persons in charge of the work to ascertain the cause

and to apply a remedy.

That if we would reduce the accidents 50 percent the assess-

ments for life and accident insurance which the men are paying

ought to be reduced in the same proportion.

Division .Safety Committees were then organized in each divis-

ion of the road, composed of the Superintendent, Division Engi-

neer and Division Master Mechanic, and one or more representa-

tives from each class of labor, such as engineers, firemen, con-

ductors, brakemen, switchmen, signal men, trackmen, station men,

bridgcmen. carmen, telegraph operators, train dispatchers and

linemen.

Terminal Safety Committees were organized in the large

terminal yards, the members being yardmasters, switchmen, engi-

neers, firemen, trackmen and carmen.
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Shop Safety Committees were also organized, composed of all

classes of labor employed in the shops—always the men who were
doing the work and getting hurt (not the bosses), being the large

.majority of the membership.

Local Safety Committees composed of a representative of each
class of labor employed in that vicinity were also organized at

outlying points, in order to stimulate the interest in the Safety

movement.

No. 3

THE CHICAGO AND NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY,
YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1912, 1913 AND 1914

Stop the little accidents and we will
wipe out the accident business

These committees meet once each month. The men serve not

less than six months nor more than twelve, and are paid for their

time and expenses while attending meetings.

Then the Central Safety Committee was organized, coni])oscd

of eleven general and division officers, representitig all branches

of the service, of which I am the chairman, and to whom all

division, shop, terminal and local committees report and to whom
all changes in standards, rules and customs are submitted, and,

if approved, are referred to the management for adoption. All

matters local to the divisions, shops and terminals are disposed

of by such committees without reference to the Central Safety

Committee.

On a railroad 8,408 miles long, running through nine states,

it necessarily took some time and considerable work to lay the

foundation for such an organization and get it properly started,

but on January i, 191 1, our organization was practically com-
pleted.
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During tlic- year 191 1. being tlie first year this organization was

in existence. 5/)i9 different subjects were l)rought to the attention

of these committees and acted upon.

During the years 1912 and 1913, 10.159 suggestions were made

by these committees, of which 9,772 were adopted.

In 1911. 1912 and 1913 two hunch^ed and seventy-six recom-

mendations made by the various Division, Shop, Terminal and

Local Safety Committees, changing standards, rules, methods or

conditions were approved by the Central Safety Co,mmittee and

adopted and put into eft'ect by the management of the company.

Every member of the committees is furnished with a Safety

button as his badge of office and is made to feel that in the meet-

ings all are on a par. and that each man comes there as a commit-

teeman, not as an officer or employe, and that all are full ])artners

in the enterprise and responsible for its success.

That suggestions that might bring about greater safety and

efficiency in operation were not only invited but solicited. Postal

cards were furnished to the members of the committees and

em])loyes generally, on which immediate notice could be given

to the chairmen of committees of dangerous conditions and prac-

tices, so that the same could be remedied immediately and not

wait for the meeting of the committee.

^Meetings were also held at various points on the system at

wliich the general public were invited for the i)urpose of inter-

esting them in the safety movement. At such meetings talks were

given on llic subject, illustrated by lantern slides.

This conii)any has also pre])ared and sent to all the school

and munici])al authorities along its lines what is known as a

trespass circular, fully illustrated, calling attention to the great

number of men, women and children killed and injured tres-

passing on the railroad tracks of the country, in hopes that the

school authorities, after having their attention called to the mat-

ter, would instruct the children and st) jjrevent some of these

imnecessary accidents occurring.

During the year 1913—which is the last year for which acci-

dental statistics have been furnished by the Interstate Commerce
Commission—5.558 persons were killed and 6,310 were injured

walking on the railroad tracks or flijjping on the cars. Mfteen

times as many trespassers were killed as passengers, and twenty-

eight times as many as passengers killed in train accidents, four-

teen every day in the year, because we either have no laws penal-

izing trespassing on the tracks and cars or if we do have, neglect

to enforce them. I think it a conservative statement to say that

it would cost the states, counties and municipalities less to enact
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and enforce trespass laws than it does to pick uj) and Ijury the

dead, liold inquests on the bo(Hes and care for the crip])le<l.

During the last twenty-four years there were
lOcS.ooQ persons killed,

117,257 persons injured.

225,266

walking on railroad tracks and fli])ping on cars in the L'nited

States.

Diagrams Nos. 4 and 5 sliow the importance of stopping the careless

practices.

THIS DIAGRAM SHOW'S THE CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS
IN WanCH EMPLOYES WERE KILLED WHILE ON DUTY
DURING THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1913

Wliy not stop careless practices and so reduce
injuries and deaths to North Western men?

149,163 w^ere citizens of the locality in which the accident

occurred, mostly wage earners—or 66%
3 1,049 were children under nS years—or 14%
45,054 were tramps and hoboes—or 20%

After the work was well under way it was rlecided to award a

banner t(j the division having the fewest accidents in proportion

to the number of employes and its train mileage, and the Central

Safety Committee awarded that banner to the Sioux City Division

for 1910, the Wisconsin Division fnr i(;i 1 and nji^, and the

East Iowa Division for 1912.

We believe that this is the first time that such an award has

been made in the history of railroading in this ny ;iny other

country.
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Safety rules for employes engaged in the shops and on the

tracks were prepared by the Central Safety Committee, printed

in many languages and furnished to every employe in these de-

partments.

There are now about 913 officers and men serving on these

committees and if Benjamin Franklin's saying that the eyes

of the master can do more work than both his hands is true,

surely 913 pairs of eyes, trained to look for defective conditions

and dangerous practices, can do more than the eyes of one

officer or fifty officers, and from the results that have been

attained during the fifty-three months that the safety organization

has been in existence (during which time the earnings and mileage

of the company have increased) we have shown a very grati-

fying improvement in the matter of

:

Cleaning up obstructions in yards, station platforms, shops

and roundhouses

;

Installing additional light to secure better w^orking con-

ditions
;

Putting up railings at dangerous places

;

Covering gearing, belts and moving parts of machines;

Blocking frogs and guard rails;

In putting a stop to dangerous practices and customs

;

Better inspection and repair of cars, engines and .machines,

which has not only brought about greater safety, but also

more efficient operation.

We also show the following reduction in our accident record,

as compared with fifty-three months on the basis of the year

ending June 30th, 1910, that being the last year prior to the

organization of the safety committees. In these statistics every

accident is counted where the injured person loses more than one

day's time

:

165 fewer employes killer, a decrease of 34.4%
10174 fewer employes injured, a decrease of 26.6%
878 fewer passengers injured, a decrease of 21.5%
206 fewer outsiders killed, a decrease of 19.4%
206 fewer outsiders injured, a decrease of 7.6%

This not only means that in the last fifty-three months we have

had 369 fewer reports of people killed and 11,258 fewer reports

of people injured than we would have had during that period on

the basis of the year ending June 30, 1910; but that 369 fewer
times did we have to call the priest and the undertaker ; that 369
fewer times were widows and orphans made and sorrow and
sometimes destitution brought into families; that 11,258 fewer

times was someone injured, often permanently; that just that
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many times fewer did we have to call the doctor, and that in

our own railroad family, 11,258 times did we avoid increasing

the risk of other employes, our passengers and patrons by taking

experienced men out of the service and putting green ones in

their places, and that just that many fewer times did we avoid

decreasing the efficiency of our organization.

This result has been obtained because we have learned that

accidents are not inevitable, as we had commenced to believe,

but, on the contrary, a large proportion of them can be avoided

by the exercise of care.

THIS DIAGRAM SHOWS THE CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS
in WHICH EMPLOYES WERE INJURED WHILE ON DUTY
DURING THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1913

Why not stop careless practices and so reduce
injuries and deaths to North Wfestern men?

And because the North Western men demonstrated that

Safety First stands for

The conservation of human life,

Greater safety and regularity,

Safety men as well as things,

Increased efficiency, and
Greater harmony and co-operation,

seventy-six other railroads, with a mileage of over 197.505 miles,

have also adopted the North Western Safety First organization,

or one practically similar to it.

Every year about 1500 North Western men serve on these

safety committees and become more or less imbued with the idea

that Safety must be FIRST. Eventually we hope to have every

permanent employe of the North Western Railway serve as a
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Safety Committeeman. We hclicvc that this iiuist certainly

result in gradually hringing al)OUt a higher regard for life and
liml) and for greater safety and regularity in operation.

( )nce or twice each year the Chairman of the Central Safety

Committee and as many of the meml)ers of that Committee as

possihle visit each Division, Shop and Terminal Committee, spend

a day or more with them, attend their meetings, take i)art in the

transaction of the business of the Committee and do evervthing

possihle to keep up the interest and enthusiasm of the men.

Fn this connection we desire to call attention to what the Inter-

state Commerce Commission say in their 1912 report:

"(ireat possibilities in the direction of a solution of the

problem of accident prevention He in the so-called Safety

Committees which have been organized on many roads.

These committees are composed of officers and employes
wlio co-operate in striving to eliminate accidents due to

failure of men properly to perform their duties. By making
"SAFETY FIRST" the dominant idea in the minds of

employes and continually ]:)ointing out methods for its attain-

ment, an imi)ortant step in the right direction is taken."

Safety First is not a question of dollars and cents ; it is a ques-

tion of saving human life, the most valuable thing in the world

which, when once gone, can never be brought back. It is trying

to save men from losing their legs and their arms which never

can be ])ut back, it is trying to save the making of widows and
orphans, destitution and misery. Neither the officers nor the

laws can do it. But whether the men themselves can do it or not

I believe is best indicated by the following statement showing

what has been accomplished by the Safety Vhst Committees

during the five months ending Xovember 30th. 191 4, as com-

pared with the same months in 19 13 and 1909, the latter being

the last year before the organization of the Safety b'irst Com-
mittees :

1914 1913 1909

b'mployes injured 2587 2963 3602
I'juijloyes killed 22 32 51

This means a reduction in injury cases in 1914 as compared
to i()i3 of 12.9'/ and com])ared to 1909. a reduction of 28.4%;
it means a reduction in fatal cases in 1914 as compared to 1913,

of 31.3'/ and compared to 1909, a reduction of 58.8'^.

If we had some way of inoculating men with safety virus

or of quarantining the careless men the same as we do scarlet

fever, smallpox or dij^htheria patients, we would very soon stop

the accidents.



PROGRESS OF SAFETY WORK
AT THE NORTON COMPANY

Xortoii Coiiipaiiy Iiisfrctioii J)cpart\iicnt

History

Organized safety work at the Norton Company had its l)egin-

ning in March. 1909, when a Safety Committee of five members
was appointed, and given instructions to make an inspection

of the Plant, and to make recommendations with a view toward
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Chart Showing Time Lost Comparing Years 1913 and 1914

reducing to a minimum the danger of accidents to the workmen.

This Committee, which was made U]) of four heads of de-

partments, and one mcmljcr of the luigineering Department, is

still in existence and since its organization has made monthly

inspections of the Plant and held monthly meetings, the principal

result of their work being the installation of nearly every prac-

tical mechanical safeguard ])ossil)le. At first, only the most dan-

gerous places were protected, but by degrees, all the lesser danger-

ous were also guarded against until at present it is very seldom

73
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that the cause of an accident can be traced to the lack of a me-
chanical safeguard.

In the fall of 191 3. the so-called "Safety First" movement was
being very much agitated all over the country. The most im-

portant thing which was being pointed out was the fact that the

education of the workmen in matters pertaining to safety was
fully as important as the installation of mechanical safeguards.

Although the number of accidents in the Norton Works had
already been materially reduced by the installation of such me-
chanical guards, it was decided to conduct a safety educational

campaign, in order to reduce still further, if possible, the possi-

bility of accidents.

Deliberate plans were accordingly made for such a campaign
and later put into execution. The principle of this campaign was

Compariaon of Time Lost by Men Who Came to the Hospital and
Those Who Did Not, During the First Year

to keep the "Safety First" idea before the men at all times, and
as a means towards this end, a Safety First Association was
organized in March, 1914. Any employee who could memorize
a set of twenty "Safety First" rules was made a member and was
given an attractive meml)ership button. The charter list con-

sisted of one hundred and forty names, including executives of

the Company, foremen and others. The membership now num-
bers five hundred. Occasionally social evenings are held for the

members, and a series of instructive lectures has been planned for

the coming winter ])y the Social Committee of this Association.

To further stimulate the interest of the men in the "Safety

First" movement, a system was adopted of appointing a Safety

Inspector in each department. These inspectors are chosen

from among the workmen and each serves for a period of three

months. Their duties consist of assisting in the enforcement of

the "Safety Rules" and of making safety recommendations. Each
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of these inspectors wears a distinctive badge during his term of

service.

The workmen in addition to being cautioned against care-

lessness are encouraged to make safety suggestions and a special

form has been printed for this purpose. We have received many
valuable suggestions from this source.

o
FIRST AID

IN CA.SF-S OK

ILLNESS OR ACCIDENT

Instructions to Dressers

First E)utie« For Fractures and Dislocntions

., Trlt^ln^r Numb

M-ph,.o# I,

For Bums and Scalds

For Major Injuries ut'<rM^"J?

t Rtn^>, rloihr. -roufiJ m,ur> b> vwril,

i Pal pxllMt on till btti'k.

A If much pion. nNiryhlnr Grain '., ^> :

f ynr irj.pounr..) ^»om*.i*
^°'' MinOf InjurieS .-•^•mi (.-.'f^ k-«t I*-*

ii«-l. .bMk. Ill'

MblMfH-Nt/ut of BtdoJv >n •.nvrinlf «tj«*

For Fainting and Sudden Sickness » «««k m mfhiMUr «ff iit iiMtNti f.r tin

. jtU^t un ^J^k with hnid (...M ihMD hwl. " '*"**'* " ""' "I"""* 'T*' *'•"'' «•'

NORTON COMPANY
Madiol Dip^rimr

A book of standard safety specifications for use in our Tlant

has been issued in order that all might know just what was meant

by safety. Several other l)ooklcts have also been issued on the

subject of safety in general.
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Present .letivities

The Safety Committee makes montlily ins])ecti()ns and holds

monthly meetings.

FIRST AID

ILLNESS OR ACCIDENT

INSTRUCTIONS TO FOREMEN

^PPIJ *•"•"• i.«»|«»rti>

NORTON COMPANY

FIRST AID

EYE ACCIDENT
Infflj;,, I'.rlitlc. in tyc
'..I.J.Sl..l.C'"«f'Al»..M.r

Bufiu *ih1 St^M. of \ht Eye

OthfT Sevcrg InjuriiM of the Eye

NORTON COMPANY

The Safely I^rst Association conducts lectures and iK^lds

social evenings.

Department Ins])ectors apjxMnted every three months and at

expiration of service are written jjcrsonal letters hy the \\ orks

Manager.
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Workmen in general make safety recommendations on special

form provided.

Interest kept alive by posting of bulletins tbrougbout tbe Works
and by live articles publisbed in the shop newspaper and other

publications. These articles include lists of names of men who
have made safety recommendations, new members of the Asso-
ciation, etc.

Results

Practically all dangerous i)arts of machines have been well

guarded, many special and unique safety devices having l)een

installed to meet special conditions.

Where it has been found impossible to install satisfactory

guards, conspicuous warning signs have been posted and special

instructions issued.

Standards for such guards and signs have been adopted and

all future installations will be properly protected.

Previous to the time when this safety work was started and for

a considerable time thereafter, it was not ix)ssil)le to keep an

accurate record of the accidents which occurred, owing to the

fact that the men were accustomed to report only the more
serious accidents. At present, even the slightest accidents are

reported. This condition makes it very difficult to seciu'e any

data which will show the true reduction in accidents which must

be due to this safety work. The following figures are very

interesting, however. During a period of seven months, ending

November i, 1913, there was an average of one accident causing

actual loss of time for every twenty-nine employees. During the

corresponding seven months of 19 14. there was an average of one

such accident for every sixtv employees. It is, of coiu"se, im-

possible to state just what was the cause of this reduction, but

we believe that our "Safety First" work was the principal reason.

The following two incidents will also help to show how the

"Safety First" habit has been acquired by both foremen and men.

One of our foremen was at first ver)' much oi)])osed to llu-

installation of any guards on any machines in his department,

thinking the "Safety First" idea was all nonsense. A few weeks

ago a spare machine was set u]) in liis department, and as we did

not contemplate using it for a few weeks, the installation of the

usual guards was postponed for a few days on account of rush

of other work. It happened that this foreman had occasion to

start this machine before the guards were in i)lace. but before

doing so he called the Secretary of the Safety Committee to his

department and fairly "raked him over the coals" for not having
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the usual guards in place. It was also very interesting to see all

the precautions he had taken to put up temporary guards before

starting the machine. And this was the same foreman who a few
months ago thought safeguards were a nuisance.

About two months ago one of the workmen met the Secretary

of the Safety First Association and without any solicitation gave

the following "testimony." He said in substance "Your 'Safety

First' idea is taking hold of me all right. Yesterday, while

walking through the shop, I met two men rolling a heavy iron

.mould and my first impulse was to run across in front of it, but

I thought of 'Safety First' and waited until they had passed."

The Norton Company publishes a number of interesting bul-

letins and booklets on the Safety First work at their company,

among which are the following:

Safety as Applied to the Use of Grinding Wheels
Health and Sanitation

Safety as Applied to Grinding Wheels
Report on Investigation of Grinding W^heel

Protection Devices

Standard Safety Specifications

What to do in Case of Fire

Health and Safety Bulletins (In book form)

Safety Rules

Safeguarding Grinding Wheels.

Editor.



EFFICIENCY IN ACCIDENT PREVENTION

ROBERT J. YOUNG
Manager of Department of Safety and Relief, Illinois Steel Company

It is clear to a student of the subject that in order to procure

efifipiency in accident prevention, three broad branches of this

work must be undertaken, viz. : Organization, Safe Guarding and

Education. Full efficiency cannot be obtained if one of the

branches is neglected.

The question frequently is asked as to the relative value of the

different branches of this work, and although it is difficult to

separate them, careful observation leads to the following con-

clusions :

Organization 60%
Education 25%
Safe Guarding IS'/' 100%

Or, going more into detail, they would be divided about as

follows

:

Organization

—

Attitude of Officers 30%
Safety Committees 20%
Inspections ( Workmen ) 10% 60%

Education

—

Instruction of ]\Ien 9%
Prizes 8%
Posting Signs 2%
Lectures 6% 25%

Safe Guarding

—

Guards 8%
Lighting 3%
Cleanliness 4% 15%

100%

SAKKTV ORGAN' IZATION

As an example, let me describe the Safety Organization of the

United States Steel Corporation and the Illinois Steel Company,

a subsidiary company of that Corporation.

For a number of years the United States Steel Corporation

and its subsidiary companies have been carrying on an active

campaign for accident prevention.

Covering the entire United States Steel Corporation, with ref-

ernce to this subject, is a Committee of Safety composed of the

79
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General Solicitor of the Corporation. Kaynal C. Boiling, who acts

as chairman; C. L. Close. Manager of the lUireaii of Safety,

Sanitation and Welfare of the Corporation, who acts as secre-

tary, and seven members, each being a representative of one or

more of the subsidiary companies, and engaged in safety work.

This committee conducts thorough inspections of all jilants of

the subsidiary companies from the standpoint of safety. At its

quarterly meetings the committee considers j^roposed safety de-

vices and plans for interesting the workmen, and acts as a clear-

ing house, disseminating this information to all comj)anies. It

also considers all serious accidents which have occurred in any
of the companies with the view to preventing their recurrence.

The Committee has compiled a book of rules governing the

installation of machinery, and issues periodically l)ulletins on

Safety, Sanitation and Welfare work.

J>efore describing the safety organization of the Illinois Steel

Company. I should state that this organization is ty])ical of the

safety organizations of all of the subsidiary companies. A Cen-

tral Committee of Safety has general jurisdiction in safety mat-

ters over the hve plants of the comi)any. This committee is

composed of the (ieneral Attorney of the company, who acts as

chairman, his assistant in the Law Department in accident mat-

ters, the Assistant General Superintendent and the Safety In-

spector of each of the jilants and the Manager of the Safet\- and

Relief Department, who acts as secretary.

A meeting of the Committee is held once a month, and at these

meetings all accidents occurring at the several works which are

in any wise serious or from which a lesson can be drawn are

considered, and, if possible, steps taken to prevent a recurrence.

This Committee also considers safety devices and schemes to

interest the workmen in accident prevention. These subjects

may originate in the Committee or be referred t(j it by plant

committees of safety, or from other subsidiary companies' safety

committees througli the committee of safety of the Corporation.

To assist this committee, from time to time, a meeting of a

sub-safety committee composed of engineers, or master mechan-

ics, or department superintendents, is called to consider special

questions that have arisen and on which the memljers of the

Sub-Committee are experts.

The Committee has issued books of rules and specifications,

standardizing safety devices and regulating operations from a

safety standpoint. Safety bulletins, profusely illustrated with

l)ictures showing how accidents hapjien and how they may be

prevented, pictures of safety devices invented by workmen, to-
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gether. if possible, with a photograph of the inventor, accident

charts, etc.. are pubhshed monthly.

Each plant of the company has a safety committee composed
of the Assistant General Superintendent, who acts as chairman,

the Safety Inspector, who acts as secretary, and two or more
department superintendents. The committee has general juris-

diction over safety matters in that plant, and meets once a

month, the regular meeting being at least one week prior to the

meeting of the Central Committee of Safety. At these meetings
all recommendations from any source are considered and a care-

ful record kept as to the progress of work upon the recommenda-
tions made for the different departments.

In checking the accident records of the different departments,

this committee also considers the number of cases of discijiline

reported from that department, as it is firmly believed that en-

forcement of the rules has a direct bearing on the number of

accidents. When a serious accident occurs in the plant, the

committee goes in a body to the scene of the accident and makes
a thorough investigation. There is no question but that these

investigations by officials have a tendency to impress all with

their sincerity in the work of accident prevention, but it also

insure's careful considerations, by those empowered to act, of the

conditions causing an accident. All accidents occurring at their

own or other plants are made a subject for special discussion by

this committee, and, if possible, recommendations made for their

prevention. Complete records of the meetings of the Plant Com-
mittee of Safety are sent to the Central Committee of .Safety,

with a copy to all other plants.

In each department of a plant is a committee of safety com-
posed of foremen and workmen. It is the duty of this committee

to make monthly inspections of their department in a body,

recommending Safety devices, and plans for preventing accidents.

by eliminating dangerous practices or suggesting schemes to

advertise the necessity of all workmen being watchful at all

times for their own and others' safety. Their report goes to the

superintendent, with a copy to the secretary of the Plant Com-
mittee of Safety, and is by him presented at the regidar meeting

of that committee, together with a rc])ort as to what action has

been taken thereon.

The department committee also makes an immediate investiga-

tion of all accidents occiu'ring in the de])artment which will cause

the loss of more than ten days" time or from which a lesson may
be drawn, reporting to their superintendent, with a co])y to the

secretary of the plant committee of safety, how the accident
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happened; what, in their opinion, can be done to prevent a similar

accident ; who, if any one, they think was negHgent. and what
discipHne they recommend being meted out to the neghgent

person.

It will be seen from the above that reaching from the smallest

department in a plant to the Committee of Safety of the United

States Steel Corporation there is a closely knit organization, co-

operating in accident prevention. Safety propositions originating

in a safety committee of a subsidiary company are passed

through the Committee of Safety of the Corporation to the

Central Committee of Safety of other subsidiaries, and by that

Committee on to the Plant Committees and the Department

Committees. When advice is wanted on how to prevent a cer-

tain kind of accident and a call is sent out from anywhere along

the line, it is sure to reach both ends of the organization of

safety committees, in all companies, which means that thousands

of minds are giving the subject their best thought, and if any

means of betterment can be found, they will be found.

SAFE GUARDING DANGEROUS PLACES

It would not be practicable to attempt to cover the details of

safe guards in this paper, but possibly a description of. a sys-

tematic method of insuring the installation of i)roper guards

would not be amiss.

The Central Committee of Safety of the Illinois Steel Com-
pany has for some time been engaged in standardization work.

A book of plans for devices of safety has been prepared for the

purpose of standardizing the safety appliances and precautions

necessary to protect employees from the dangers incident to

machinery and unsafe working conditions and to secure the

provision of efficient safe guards and proper working conditions

at the time construction work is planned and machinery is in-

stalled, as well as to show the conditions to be maintained during

operation. This book has been prepared in loose leaf form so

that additions or amendments may be readily made to it. The

plates in this book are reduced drawings of actual construction,

and are intended to be used by the engineering department as

examples only. The dimensions shown are not required to be

followed unless they are made obligatory in the text of the

specifications which appear upon the page opposite to each plate.

On all plans or specifications for new construction or work by

way of replacement, it must be shown that a check has l^een made

for safety, and it has been made the duty of superintendents of

plants to see that safety devices and precautions provided for

in our book of standard safety devices are complied with before
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.machinery or plants are put into operation, and that they are

thereafter maintained. No new machinery or new plant may
be put into operation unless it has been first approved for safety

by the safety inspector, except upon the specific order of the

general superintendent or assistant general superintendent of the

plant. Xo machine tools may be ordered unless it has been

shown that the plans and specifications therefor have been

checked for safety.

SAFETY EDUCATION

This branch of the subject is indeed a broad one, and first I

want to touch on it in generalities.

It may seem to the uninitiated as I proceed that I am wander-

ing from the subject, but there are so many ways of reducing

accidents through education, or, in other words, through building

up a spirit which will cause us to think always and consistently

of our own and others' safety. That is the key. A spirit or

conscience, a personal responsibility and an esprit de corps that

will secure hearty co-operation.

Study a number of accident reports and you will find that

about nine out of every ten of them would not have occurred if

some one had done some little act or if some one had used a

little more care. If the driver of the street car or the motor had

slowed down at the corner, the man would not have been killed

—

if the workman had looked before he threw down the material

he would have seen the man below and warned him out of

danger—if the mechanic had properly adjusted the brake instead

of giving it a twist and a promise, the load would not have

dropped and a man would have been saved to his family.

Let us look at this phase of the question from the standpoint

of the public for a moment. Ask the average person you meet

—

"\Miat is this Safety First movement?" "Is it much of a move-

ment?" And you will be told, "Yes, it is quite a big movement;

they seem to be pushing it pretty hard." He has heard about it

but he has seen only the crest of the wave—he does not realize

the great underlying force—that tidal wave that is being set in

motion. It is still
—"They are pushing it" with him. So far as

he thinks, laws and safety devices are all that are necessary to

protect the public, his family or himself.

For a number of years the States and the General Government

have been passing laws devised to make conditions safer, but the

results obtained, except in few cases, have not been very success-

ful because of the lack of co-operation on the part of those

afifected. We do not feel this lack of co-operation is due to a

feeling of antagonism l)Ut rather to a lack of education— to a
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failure to appreciate what an enormous loss is being sustained

each \ear through accidents and how easily this loss can be

reduced through education and organized effort for prevention.

The only thing that will make our industrial plaiUs or railroads

and public places safe is the development of conscience—a reali-

zation of the human responsibility.

Organizations being formed throughout the country for the

promotion of safety and welfare are an evidence of a public

awakening. As stated before, our public officials have not been

unmindful of the necessity of proper laws, but it is not alone

through remedial legislation that great results can be obtained.

The public must be educated and public sentiment must be back

of the movement. Our governiuental organizations in co-operation

with the semi-public safety organizations, through the press and

through mass meetings, through talks on safety to the school

children and through sermons on safety from the pulpits, can

build uj) that i)ublic sentiment, that feeling of human responsi-

bility. If through these different agencies we so educate the

public that safety will be always hrst in its thoughts, the problem

of accident prevention in our industries and on our transporta-

tion lines will have been solved. On the other hand, if the

employer and employees who really constitute the public were

imbued with an enthusiasm for safety, the problem of public

safety would be very simple. It is not the calamities about which

we read but the i.solated cases that make the large total of casual-

ties each year. The only cure for this is the elimination of that

proneness of human nature to take a chance, and this is a duty

which devolves upon the public, the employer and the employee

—

but we cannot sa\- in a like degree.

The employer occui^ies a very responsible position with rela-

tion to accident prevention. The power to provide means of

education in safety—the power to teach restraint and thought ful-

ness for the safety of others, lies in his hands and he should

realize that he cannot, even if he would, shift the burden of

responsibility.

I am not belittling the responsibility of the employee in acci-

dent prevention but the lead must be taken by the employer. In

the stress of business—in the hurry for production—a great deal

depends upon the attitude of the employer and his agents. It is

necessary that he have a sincere desire to prevent accidents and

that he be willing to make some sacrifice to accomplish that end.

It is not sufficient that he wishes there were no accidents ; that

he is sorry the workmen are so careless—but he should point out

the way ; he should lay out the plan of caiupaign ; he should
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build up that feeling of ])ersoiial responsibility or conscience

which will make every man feel that the success of the work

largely depends upon his own efforts. Xo man should feel that

he is only a cog in a machine. If interest and co-operation are

shown, and sought, they will be forthcoming.

Here is a new way of looking at it. When an employee com-

mences to feel that his services are very valuable to the employer

—that things would be in a chaos if he "quit"—he is commencing

to be valuable to that employer—he is geting that "conscience"

which is so necessary for full efficiency.

One of the greatest railway systems in this country owes its

success, in a large measure, I believe, to the fact that every man
on that system feels that the success of the road largely depends

upon him—that in his way he is just as important as the ])resi-

dent of the road, and the road fostfers that spirit. I was talking

with an old track walker who has a little shanty on one of the

mountain divisions of that system and it was refreshing to hear

liim tell about the importance of his duties and how if he were

not continually on the watch, his road might suff'er. That is

what I mean when 1 talk about developing a "conscience".

We condemn a man who carelessly injures another but we
know he would not have done it had he stopped to think—he

did not feel that personal responsibility or have that conscience

which would have prevented the accident. We should teach

them to think. W'e cannot do it in a day, or a week, or a month,

and we cannot do it by merely installing safety devices and telling

them they must be careful. They know that they should be

careful just as well as we do—when they stop to think. W'e

should reach them in other wa}s. W'e should get a great family

spirit working among them—we should teach them the brother-

hood of man. Xot by preaching—they hear enough of that—but

by building up that atmosphere around the works and carrying it

so far as we can into the homes.

We know that the conditions under wliicli we work—our feel-

ings towards our work and our employer—has a very material

effect; that pleasant surroundings and proper conditions make

for better and more careful workiuen and a higher standard of

citizenship.

Therefore, in showing how the L'nited States Steel Cor])ora-

tion and the Illinois Steel Co,mpan\- carry on their camjiaign of

safety education, I am going to cover several other things besides

advertising safety—things which also help to build up that great

family spirit, things which help to awaken that "conscience"

about which we have been talking.
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Although Safety Committees are invahiablc in promoting

"Safety First" education, other ways also must be used to that

end. We must get into personal touch with the men and keep

the subject ever before them. The following are some of the

methods used by the Companies with which 1 am connected:

Starting at the Employment Office, a man seeking employment

is confronted by a sign which tells hi,m that unless he is willing

to be careful of his own and others' Safety, he need not ask for

employment.

The man is given a book of Safety Rules, printed in his own
language, and is later examined on them by his foreman.

We require that all Foremen pass an examination on the Safety

Rules. When an efficiency of 90% or better is shown, a "Safety

First" button is given. The men are also invited to take these

examinations and win a button and a large number of them have

successfully done so.

Over the IMant entrances are illuminated signs upon which are

displayed Safety precepts. These little sermonettes are printed in

foreign languages as well as English, and are changed period-

ically, and tend to remind the men that to a large extent they are

their brothers" keeper.

The "Plant Preacher". When new men are employed a notice

is sent to the Safety Department ; where one or more men are

employed who are versed in the intricacies of the foreign tongues,

and when an employment notice is received, one of them calls

upon the foreman to whom the men have Ijeen sent, and in

conjunction with him talks to the men about their duties and

about being careful in their work and how to avoid injuries.

When men are spelling off or at lunch hour when the men are

in groups, the plant preacher improves the ()])])()rtunity of preach-

ing on "Safety First."

(iang Safety Man. Another scheme is to have each foreman

ap])()int so,me one of his men to act as a Safety overseer. In

addition to his regular work, this man is also on the alert for

dangerous conditions, and practices, reporting the same to his

foreman. The man selected to fill this post is given a badge.

lUillctin hoards. On each Plant highway and in each depart-

ment, one or more of these Safety bulletin boards are installed.

L'i)on these boards is placed material which will keep the men
interested in accident ])revention. Among otlier things are shown
Stories of Accidents, narrow esca])es from accidents, newspaper

cli])pings of accidents, list of departments successful in making
the 1 booster Class for the prior month, etc. This material, of

course, is fre(|uently changed. Stories of accidents are printed
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in the monthly Safety lUilletin and extra copies of these stories

are made for the Bulletin Boards.

Articles Advertising The "Safety First" Idea. Buttons and

Watch Fobs—Badges of distinction—given to men who are. suc-

cessful in passing an examination on the Safety Rules with an

efficiency of at least 90%.
Prizes. When a department is successful in meeting certain

fixed requirements in accident prevention records, during any one

month, each man in that department receives a Safety First

token. These requirements are based on past records and inhe-

rent hazards of a department.

Sanitation. As I have mentioned before, we believe there is a

great deal in the psychology of accident prevention, that the

conditions under which we work are material, that pleasant sur-

roundings and proper conditions make for better and more
careful workmen. Many installations of sanitary equipment have

been made. Great care is used to see that these installations are

not only adequate and efficient but that they are attractive and

are kept in a clean condition.

Flowers. Making steel and raising flowers would have been

considered as rather mcongruous years ago. Now flower beds

are common sights enjoyed in an up-to-date steel plant.

Steel Works Clubs. Another means of building up that family

spirit is the establishment of Clubs and social centers wiiere all

.may meet on a common ground and learn that those whom they

imagined "wore horns" or were always "looking for the best of

it." are in fact rather decent fellows.

\'isiting Nurses. \^isiting Nurses are employed and the influ-

ence of these good Samaritans is well known, but the value and

appreciation of their services will not be comprehended until you

have actual experience.

Safety Mass Meetings and Banquets. An effi^-t is being made

to carry this movement into the homes, schools and churches,

llanquets are given to the clergy, and have resulted in "Safety

iMrst" sermons preached on "Safety First" Sunday.'., moving

])icture shows of Safety devices and of dangers of the street are

given to thousands of school children, and general mass meetings

to ])romote Safety are held in Club auditoriums.

^'ou may wonder, you who have not yet had experience in this

work, does all of this effort pay? The answer is obvious. Sta-

tistics show that there are 2.000,000 people maimed and 40.000

people killed each year in these United States. Stati.stics also

show that fully 80'/ of these acciflents can be prevented through

safety education

—

i,C)00,ooo peo])le saved from injury, ^^j.ooo

ho,mes saved from a call from the Grim Reaper—Death.
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The "Safety First" movement was given prominence in the

United States about twenty-five years ago and since that time it

has had a very rapid growth. The steel mills have been jMoneers

in this work in this country, Init it was not until 1892 that any

definite action was taken by them, and not until 191 1 did Xew
Jersey lead with the first compensation law in America. This

work is now developed to such an extent that even Germany
with over fifty years of experience is able to receive valuable

lessons from the work in the United States. The State and

Federal Governments are now back of the movement and have

given aid by collecting data, publishing ])ulletins. and helping

with their money. The private corporations have spent thousands

of dollars on the publication of bulletins, printed signs, motion

pictures, and general educational work among their men and their

families.

This work has taken sucli a national turn that even the schools

and colleges are giving special work along this line, and in two

engineering schools special courses are given which lead to the

degree of Safety Fngineer. These courses are strong on mathe-

matics, mechanics, physics, economics, general chemistry, draw-

ing and languages. One can see that our own University is tak-

ing part in the general education of the public, for placards and

"Safety First" ideas in the wood shop make it evident that the

present students are given a start on "Safety I'^irst" that was not

given a few years ago.

For the largest success in safety work in and al)out any plant

it is necessary for the superintendent or works manager to be a

firm believer in "Safety First". Shoidd lie treat this work in a

light vein, it is a very easy matter for his assistants to do the

same, and in a short time this spirit of indifl^erence is transmitted

to the foremen and workmen. But when he is a "booster", it is

an easy matter for the safety department to bring its work to a

high standard. In small plants emjjloying only a few hundred

men. it looks as if the hazardous risks were very small, and it is

.sometimes a question in the minds of the officials as to the

advisability of s])en(Hng money on the "Safety First" work and
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safety appliances. Then it is that the safety (lei)artnicnt can

furnish the necessary data and facts to substantiate their chiinis.

One writer states, that, "In the United States alone over $250,-

000,000 in waste occurs annually fro disability." Mr. (i. L.

Avery, Secretary of the Avery Company, who has charge of

their safety work, has summed it up briefly in the following

words : "When the bosses, so to speak, have been educated to the

real value to be gained, it is then possible for cooperation at tlie

money source."

Too much stress cannot be given to the proper selection of tlie

safety engineer, or safety inspector. He must be a worker with

men and understand men in their work, in their homes, in sick-

ness or in health, and upon him depends a good deal the attitude

that the men will take towards the "Safety First" movement.

He must be a diligent inspector, tactful, and of an inventive turn

of mind, and know how to plan improvements and carry them

through. His organization must be complete, and his word final

on all subjects pertaining to the safe methods in and about the

plant. He must be able to create a spirit of confidence in his

system, and lead men in such a way that they will not only be

loyal to the company, but boosters for the safety department.

His personal interest in all matters pertaining to the welfare of

the men will go a long ways in building up a spirit of cooperation

and loyalty. He is indeed a social worker, one who "believes

in prevention rather than relief." And in this idea, he is well

backed up by the cold-blooded facts that prevention is not a fad,

but is true economy for the industrial interests.

This is well illustrated by our own experience, from an insur-

ance standpoint. In an article contributed to the National Com-
pensation Journal, the liability cost at our factory in Peoria is

shown to be $1,888 per hundred dollars pay-roll. These figures

include everything chargeable to liability insurance, such as ad-

ministration expense, cost of employment department, compen-

sation expense, depreciation on safeguards, etc. The scope of

the safety work was enlarged during 1913, and the rate averaged

$2.13 per hundred dollars pay-roll. The figures for 1914 are not

yet ready, but will show approximately $2.00 ])er hundred dollars

pay-roll. In these figures, insurance premiums for 191 2 are

between 40'/r and 50*^ of the total cost; in 1913, between 15%
and 20 '/f ; and in 19 14 the premiums will be slightly less than in

191 3. Had we not eciuijJiJed a first-aid hos])ital and ojierated it

in conjunction with our employment office, it would have cost us

for full coverage under the Illinois Workmen's Compensation .Vet

$3.35 ])er hundred dollars ]:)ay-roll, and the same protection, in-
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eluding the cost of employment and administrative expense in

handling insurance, costs us about $2.00 per hundred dollars pey-

roll. As a result, nearly a dollar a month per man employed is

saved, besides giving the man medical attention that enables him
to safeguard his health, thereby rendering him a more valuable

emi)lo\e to the Avery Company.

The worlcman is looking for a safe place to work, one where
the directors think it better "to conserve rather than to waste."

The workmen will feel better if they know that the plant is

trying to work for their welfare, and should an accident occur,

they are in most cases willing to settle matters outside of court.

This in itself, means less notoriety for the company and more
actual money for the individual, and leaves a better feeling be-

tween the two parties, and often makes a more loyal man for the

Company.

The Department Committee makes possible another point of

contact between the men and the safety department. They rep-

resent the "man on the job." and often can bring out unsafe

local conditions that the safety inspector would overlook. These
conditions, when brought up, should be given careful considera-

tion ; and the credit should be given the person who points out

the unguarded place, and if possible, he should be allowed the

time and privilege to suggest or work out his idea as to its

guarding, even if it is rough, for a "poor device faithfully used

is better than a good device employed under protest." The com-
mittee work can be strengthened by smokers, luncheons, excursion

trips to other plants, and a definite plan whereby all the available

men can be put to work on the committee. The weekly reports

as to new ideas, or decreases in accidents, can be published and
circulated about the plant, and will tend to develop a good-

natured rivalry among the different men of the department.

The safety department, if properly conducted, can be felt in

all of the departments. The employment department should be

cautioned to exercise due care in the proper placing of the work-

men—the physical giant should be given his place, and the small

alert man given the work he can handle, and each will work with

safety to himself and fellow workmen, and profit to the Com-
pany. Often the very attitude of the employment agent will

drive away from the plant the best of workmen, and leave only

the rougher element from which to choose.

Conservative estimate says it costs over S300.CXD to train a

man for a new job, and care should be used in the choice of this

man, and also care in his protection after he has been ])laced on

the job.
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A well-equipped dispensary or tirst-aid hospital goes hand in

hand with the safety work. It can well be made the center from

which all men may be reached. If the plant is small and does not

keep a doctor in attendance all the time, he can have his regular

hours and then some competent person be left in charge during

his absence. Small cuts or bruises, when given proper treatment

at the first will often prevent a loss of time to the Company and

the man, and what might lead to serious complications.

The Illinois Compensation Law first went into effect on April

ist, 1912, and the Avery Company immediately organized and

established a complete first-aid hospital and examination room,

which have been operated in conjunction with the Employment
office. Medical supervision, and the physical examination of

employees, are "Safety First" of the first importance in pre-

venting serious accidents and in maintaining a normal, efficient

working force. The man is fitted to his job, and the job to the

man, and any defects or disorders that might later be used as

the basis for a compensation claim, can be entered on the phys-

ical examination record at the time. If an applicant, for example,

has a bad heart, and would prove too much of a hazard to his

fellow workmen, he is denied employment at that particular

work. In the adjustment of man and job, therefore, due regard

is had to the applicant's own safety, his fellow workmen's safety,

and the safety of the Company. The purpose of medical super-

vision, however, is not to produce a physically perfect force of

workmen. If it is found that the .man's physical condition is not

compatible with the type of work he had expected to do, an

effort is made to place him at other work where he will be less

of a hazard to the company, to other workmen and to himself.

Not infrequently, special work is arranged for the injured em-

ploye, other than his regular duties, in order that he may lose as

little time and wages as possible ; as, under the compensation law

he would receive no compensation for a given length of time;

and after that, as long as he is disabled, he receives only half

wages.

Proper lighting of the plant must be given careful considera-

tion. Long, narrow, dark passage-ways are a menace to life and

limb; dark, closed stairways often are equal to a treacherous

pit; either can be given enough light by installing one or two

tungsten lamps. The current consumption would be very small

in comparison to results obtained.

For the plant running night and day shifts, or even one wiih

much night work, the proper illumination will soon pay for its
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lirst cost of installation. In- the increased outpnt alone. In one
machine shop which had been equipped with the ordinary i6 c. p.

carbon lamps for years, the lamps were taken out and the shop

equipped with tungsten lamps and steel reflectors. The lights

were hung high and so shaded as to prevent any rays entering

the eyes of the workmen. This gave good general illumination,

so that one could walk about the shop and not be in danger of

falling over the work on the floor. P.y the end of the first week,

the foreman in charge made the statement that he could get out

as much work at night with the new lights as he could in the

daytime, and that there was an increase in night production of

50% over the old method. With such practical results, there

should be no arguments that proper lighting will not pay.

Often the introduction of new lights in an old shop is a matter

of education. Many of the older men are accustomed to the old

"glow worms" just in front of their eyes. A sample installation

over one machine will often convince the men. and in a short

time they will be asking for a similar light, giving )-ou the assur-

ance that it will have the best of care.

Improper lighting on a lathe in one factory nearly cost the life

of the operator, and as it was, the man was allowed $1500.00

compensation for the injuries received, all of which could have

been prevented by proper illumination at a cost of less than $5.00.

Pilot lights for gauges, watchmen's station, fire-alarm boxes,

signal l)Uttons, hose reels and hose connections all serve as a

guide for ((uick location at nigiit or on a dark day. ((Large

areas are well taken care of by means of the nitrogen lamp, or a

cluster of tungsten lamps under the proper reflector.)

In tlie changing of lights and wiring, great care should be used

to see that the electrical work is put up in a safe and workman-
like manner. Xot only should the National Electric Code be

followed closely, but care should be used to guard against any

possible chance for a workman to receive a dangerous shock or

burn.

Electric workers should be given special lessons on "flash-

overs", in first aid, the breaking of accidental contacts, artificial

respiration and the proper installation of all electrical equipment.

No repairs or changes should be allowed except by qualified

workmen. An unsoldered joint, poor insulation, a defective

socket, or an over-fused circuit will in a few seconds cause more

damage than can ever be fully repaired. Regular inspection will

tend to keep the electrical construction up to the best standard.

The equipment of factories with motor drive allows close con-

trol of machines, the stopping or starting of which is imperative
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in case of accident. It does away with long heavv belts, and the

belt shafts which serve as a good chimney and give much aid in

case of a fire.

The electric cranes of a plant should be given special attention,

both as to operation and their operators, and also as to the

movements pertaining to the work they are called upon to do in

the different departments. The operator should be carefully

chosen and given special instruction in regard to his work. He
should be able to know something of the weight of material he

is called upon to handle, the best possible "hitches", strength of

ropes, chains, hooks, etc., and see to it that all rules are enforced

pertaining to the safe operation of loads and use of the crane.

The company should do their part and see that the crane is

equipped with proper limit switches, emergency switches, guards,

ladders, toeboards, signal gongs, etc. This material should receive

regular inspection ; and written reports given by the inspectors,

repairman or operator should be sent to the foreman in charge

and he in turn should send them to the safety department.

Steam boilers should receive proper inspection by competent

men and a report should be kept on each boiler as to its condition.

Recording steam guages serve as a check on the fireman and

give a graphic record of the day's run, showing excessive pressure

or pressure too low for fire pumps.

Elevators should receive the proper inspections and prompt

repairs should be made on any defective parts. The cables, signal

bells, control levers, ropes, and operating machinery should re-

ceive the most careful inspection. This is especially true of

elevators not having a regular operator.

In the "Safety First" movement, it is of course recognized

that no two plants or industries are exactly the same, and that

it is impossible to give a remedy for the prevention of accidents

that would fit all plants. Nevertheless the once accepted idea

that each plant could meet its own problems no longer stands

;

for. in the long run. the lasting benefits and advantages to be

derived come, and must come, through cooperation. Accident

prevention, as well as fire prevention, reduces to two im])ortant

factors—inspection and education. lulucation in these subjects

is not a "one man job," but requires a high degree of cooperation,

and this made most effective by organization. IJefore the proper

spirit can permeate the plant, the officers and management must

be vitally interested in the subject. And if the men are to became

interested, and their interest increase, they must have a i)art to

perform. Cooperation is essential, and it is only througli organi-

zation that this is possible.
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There are both chrect and indirect forces at play which relent-

lessly increase or decrease the efficiency of industrial health and

safety work. Regarding the indirect forces, such as the personal

habits of employees, home conditions, ability to lessen fatigue

by means of proper diet, rest, and recreation, and even the gov-

ernment of the community in which they live, we prefer to make
no comments. They form a very complete and distinct iield for

investigation. The direct forces to be considered here might be

defined in a general way as those capable of being directed by

the management of a given industry. They are first, proper

arrangement of buildings, machines, and materials ; second, the

guarding of machinery ; third, the maintenance of well-lighted

and sanitary work rooms ; fourth, providing adequate emergency

treatment and hospital facilities; and fifth, making constant and

scientific interpretation of accident and illness records. It is

assumed that whenever an attempt is made to carry out these

suggestions, an organization exists which will give details serious

attention.

The National Cash Register factory is especially fortunate

because its buildings are efficiently arranged. There is ample

breathing space between the buildings. They are united by

means of bridges and tunnels, rendering transportation prac-

tically immune from the hazards which ordinarily accompany

trucking and hauling across streets and tracks. Adequate floor

space is also a safety asset. The construction engineers from the

first demanded wide aisles. The lines were laid down and along

with them came the order: "Thus far shalt thou go." It was

early realized that if aisles and stairways are to be kept clear

of stock, another convenient place must be available. So ad-

equate floor space was made the rule.

The safe arrangement of machines can not be overemphasized.

If too near the aisle, trucks are interfered with and the passerby

is exposed to revolving stock or machine parts. This also applies

to the crowding of machinery. In order to make safety doubly

sure before power is applied to the new machine, the arrange-
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ment must be O. K.'d by our Maintenance Engineer, every possi-

ble guard ,must be installed by our Chief Millwright under the

Maintenance Engineer's direction, and must have the approval

of the job-foreman, foreman, and supervisor of the department

concerned.

Pits, platforms, stock bins and piles, hoists and elevators, are

all constructed with guards, railings and safety devices wherever

90 Plik CENT OK THE WALL SPACE AT NATIONAL CASH KECIISTER CO. IS GLASS

possible. The standard railing is of pipe, supplemented with wire

mesh, especially when guarding overhead platforms. Careful

inspection makes a high standard possible. Elevator cables,

for example, are examined weekly and any defect reported at any

time is given immediate attention. Many valuable safety sugges

tions coming from the rank and file point out defects which

could scarcely be detected by any one other than iho man on

the job.

Students of Safety tell us that not more than 33/^% of

efficiency can be gained by guarding machines. While this may
be true as a general statement, our company feels that a large

percent of our efficiency in accident prevention is due to the instal-

lation, maintenance and constant emphasis of safety devices. The
facts that the company s]XMids money for guards, places the

planning of devices in the hands of the best engineers, and is
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always anxious to find a new place or condition calling for

guards silently suggest to employees to be careful and to think

of safety first.

In the Women's Division of the factory safety work has been

advanced to the extent that there is i)ractically no "class feeling"

between factory and office department employees. To guard

against the crowded street cars, women employees come to work
at eight in the morning and leave at five, fifteen minutes after the

factory closes in the evenings. Clean sleevelets and aprons are

FOUNDRY .\T NATIONAL CASH RKGISTER CO.

furnished to all women. They are made to eliminate the loose

sleeve and skirt hazards. Drills, cutters, and shafts are covered

so that it is impossible for the worker's hair to become caught.

The rest periods of ten minutes at ten o'clock in the morning

and three in the afternoon combat fatigue, and to combat fatigue

is to reduce accidents. To this end rest rooms are available for

all departments. Alternating the work serves the same purpose.

It relieves the bodily and nervous strain which ordinarly follows

the repetition of any given operation.

Two of our departments demand special attention—the W'ood-

working and i'unch Press departments. Here every possible

l)rccauti()n is taken both to guard the machines and to caution
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the men. Signs are placed on the machines and in other con-

spicuous places pointing out special hazards. A red hall with
"SAFETY FIRST" in hlack letters is suspended from the ceiling.

Perhaps the most effective plan, however, consists in making the

job-foreman directly responsible for conditions in his section.

He must be certain that the new employee is instructed, that the

job has been "set up", that the machine is in good repair, and that

the guards are in place before work can be started. This a])plies

to all departments throughout the factory.

The plant is w^ell-lighted and kept clean, in part because of the

close relation between these qualities and the prevention of tires

and accidents. Large windows afford sufficient natural light for

every department. Eleven men keep clean 350.000 square feet

of window glass. This comprises four-fifths of the wall space.

The windows are washed the sam^ way, the bolts to which the

washer's belts are attached extending through the sill. When
there is sufficient light, inspection is a simple task and wrong
conditions, whether in the collection of trash or in tlie careless

arrangement of stock, almost automatically adjust themselves.

One hundred and forty men are trained and equipped to keep

the factory clean. It is one of their most important duties to

report anything found to be unsafe.

Exhaust systems carry the dust from our woodworking, sand-

ing, polishing, grinding, and buffing equipment. To insure

efficiency, U Tube readings are taken at regular intervals on the

various hoods and conveyors. The company found that a reading

at the time of installing a system was not sufficient. There should

be some means by which to discover when and where a conveyor

became clogged, a motor slowed down or was over-loaded, or a

fan did not operate properly. Systematically recorded U Tube
readings have solved this problem and make a standard condi-

tion possible. It is remarkable what the regular testing of

equipment—and we might add—the regular testing operators,

will accomplish to render dusty work "safe."

Regardless of the efforts put forth in equipping machines and

educating workmen, the company has found it advisable to main-

tain a modern emergency hospital and a treatment room. .Ml

injuries, however slight, are sent to th.e hosi)ital for treatment.

This seems to be the best means to guard against infections.

The treatment room is open to all employees and renders service

to all who are for any reason indisposed.

All accidents reported to the hosj^ital are carefull\- classilied

and analyzed. A separate record is kept for each department and

all safetv education is based U])(^n the facts as revealed in these
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records. They present our safety problems in very concrete

form and give direction to all safety work. It is not difficult

to make suggestions for safety to a department head if his record

for the past month or two shows the need for each recom-
mendation. The scientific interpretation of accident records

jnakes for safer conditions by pointing out practices, conditions,

machines, jobs, and departments which require attention. And
this interpretation of records goes farther. It opens new fields

for thought and action. As we study them these questions occur

to us : What constitutes the scientific method in dealing with

the whole problem of accident prevention ? What is the psycholo-

gical explanation of accidents? What constitute the most ad-

vanced standards for industrial health and safety? We must
patiently look forward to the time when there is greater cooper-

ation between workmen, engineers, employers, and the students

of industrial conditions for the answer.



ACCIDENT PREVENTION
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY

ILL. GAXXETT
Inspector of Safety and Fire Prcvcntio)i

"When thou buildest a new house, then thou shalt make a battle-

ment for thy roof, that thou bring not blood upon thy house, if

any man fall from thence."—Deuteronomy 22 :8.

"SAFETY FIRST" is not a new thought, it is simply a slogan

indicative of our recognition of an ancient admonition. "Safety

First" appeals to us a rallying cry in the cause of Accident Pre-

vention—the Conservation of Human Life. War has its horrors,

\\ith death and suffering following in its wake. We have also

learned from sad experience that death and suffering attend us

in times of peace, through carelessness and thoughtlessness. Men
take unnecessary chances, they sometimes do things without

thought as to consequences as to themselves or others. It is to

overcome this that we have banded together in this great Safety

Movement. The large number of preventable accidents and

resulting fatalities have brought about an awakening of public

conscience. All over the land in shop and school, men are labor-

ing to bring about a thorough and wide-spread realization of the

importance of accident prevention. "Conservation of National

Resources" has given way to "Conservation of Human Life".

The appalling loss of life and serious injury to workmen in the

industries due to accidents wherein men are needlessly struck

down while at work have Ijrought about this awakening. Men
are beginning to realize that their duty to their families, their

fellow men and to themselves demands that they think of the

consequences of their acts l^eforc they act and that they should

co-operate in the Safety movement with all the i)ower ihat is in

them.

In this great humanitarian "SAFETY FIRST" movement,

which is especially attracting the attention of large employers,

the Commonwealth Edison Company has put its shoulder to the

wheel and is endeavoring to do its share in curtailing this waste,

privation and distress. Realizing that in unity there is strength

and that to reach any appreciable degree of success, the most

interested person. THE MAN ON THE JOB. should have

means for united effort, Mr. Samuel Insull. President of the

Company, in December, 191 3, inaugurated the safety organiza-
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tion. by appointing a Central Committee on Safety, the personnel

of which was a guarantee that the word would receive the wise

consideration it demanded. An Inspector of Safety and Fire

Prevention was also appointed. The Central Committee desiring

to proceed along purely democratic lines in organizing, directed

the forming of employes into Committees and Safety Organiza-

tions, along such lines as would allow the utmost freedom of

action and permit independent discussion of matters relating to

personal safety among the rank and hie.

The plan adopted and which has been highly successful, was
formulated in the adoption of the following:

CO.XSTITUTIOX OF THE S.XFETV ORGAXIZ.\TIOXS
1. The name of tliis organization shall l)e The Safety Organization of

the Commonwealth Edison Conii)any.

2. The purpose of the organization shall be to prevent accidents by
securing the co-operation of the emploxf^s of the Company, by affording

them an opportunity for the discussion of Safety Work and by organizing,

instructing and interesting them in methods of performing their work
with the greatest safety to the public and to themselves.

3. The Safety Organizations shall consist of:

((j) The Central Committee on Safety.

(b) Intermediate Safety Committees.
((•) Employes' Safety Organizations.

4. These several committees shall be constituted as follows

:

(a) The Central Committee, as appointed by the President in his

letter of December 8, 1913, consists of the Chairman, the Inspector of

Safety, and three other members appointed by the President, and the

President. Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer of the Connnon wealth
Edison Section of the National Electric Light .\ssociation. Ex-officio

Member—the Manager of the Bureau of Safety and, as members, such

additional employes of the Commonwealth Edison Company as the Com-
mittee may elect to membership. The Inspector of Safety shall be ex-

officio Secretary of the Central Committee on Safety.

(b) The Intermediate Committee shall consist of foremen and
other employes of similar rank selected by the Central Committee. The
Inspector of Safety shall be e.x-ofificio permanent Chairman of the various

Intermediate Committees, but each Committee shall, in December of each

year, elect from its own membership a Vice-Chairman and a Secretary who
shall hold office for one year and until their successors are elected.

(r) The Employes' Safety Organization shall include, in proper

groups, such classes of Employes as may be designated by the Central

Committee.

Each Employe's Organization shall, in December and June of each

year, elect from its own membership a Chairman, Vice-Chairman and
Secretary w^ho shall hold office for six months and until successors are

elected.

5. The respective duties of these various organizations shall be as

follows

:

(a) The Central Committee shall consider recommendations sub-

mitted by subordinate Committees or Organizations and any other matters
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affecting the Safety Movement, to compile statistics of accident cases and,

by means of bulletins and public speakers, to disseminate the information
thus obtained among the employes for the purpose of instructing them
and keeping their interest alive in the Safety Movement.

(b) The Central Conunittce shall, when it appears warrantable,

send recommendations to Department Heads, advising them of its findings

and conclusions as to hazardous conditions or methods and suggesting
such ciianges as may appear advisable.

(c) The Central Committee shall have full and complete authority

over tlie entire Safety Organization ; shall have its own series of account
numbers ; shall prepare its Budget and be accountable for expenditures.

For convenience in conducting its work it may delegate such of its

duties as may appear expedient to an Executive Committee, called the

Commonwealth Edison Safety Bureau, consisting of the Chairman of the

Central Committee on Safety, the Inspector of Safety, the Head of the

Claim Department and ex-ofificio. the Manager of the Bureau of Safety.

The Central Committee shall meet as often as once a month.

(d) The duties of the Interpiediate Conunittees sliall be to consider

and transmit with any recommendations to the Central Committee, any
matters which may come to them from the Employes' Organizations. It

shall also be the duty of the Intermediate Committees to consider any
matters interesting the Safety Movement, which may be proposed by a

member, and to forward to the Central Cunnnittec any recommendations
resulting from such deliberations.

In order that recommendations originating either in an em])l()yes'

Organization or in an Intermediate Cnnnnittee may become (juickly

available to the Company, there shall be sent to the proper Department

Head a copy of each recommendation forwarded from an Intermediate

Committee to the Central Committee.

(c) The Employes' Safety Organizations siiall meet at least once

in three months to discuss matters relating to Safety and to receive and

consider suggestions made by members which may tend to prevent acci-

dents to employes or to the public. Any recommendations which may
result from such discussion in these Organizations shall be sent to tlie

Central Committee through the Intermediate Committees.

(/) With the approval of the Chairman of the Central Connnit-

tee on Safety, special meetings of any Intermediate Safety Committee or

of any Employes' Safety Organization shall be called by tlie President of

said Committee or Organization on written re(|uest of not less than live

members of such Committee or Organization and may be called by the

Chairman of such Committee or Organization when he considers such

meeting warrantable. Such request or call shall state the tin:e. place and

purpose of such special meeting.

Ptirsuant to al)()vc ])lan, six liUcniKMliatc .Safety Coinniitlccs,

with an average of fifteen members, \vcre formed as lollow.s:

I'owei" I'lants,

Street Division.

Sub-stations,

Service Division,

Constrtiction Division,

Transportation <!<: ."stores.
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Each Intermediate Safety Committee contains in its member-
ship, employes of similar rank from other departments whose
work is such as to bring them in contact with the activities of the

division with whom the majority of each of the committees are

connected. By this arrangement it has been found that safety

suggestions that reach a particular committee can be more readily

and promptly discussed from all angles and can then be for-

warded to the General Com,mittee with a complete report for or

against adoption. The Intermediate Committees also of their

own initiative may and do suggest changes in physical conditions

of the property and methods of ])erforming work.

The Inspector of Safety & Fire Prevention is permanent

Chairman of each of such committees ; Vice-Chairmen and Sec-

retaries are elected by the several committees and hold office for

one year and until their successors are elected.

The employes of the company whose work is of a hazardous

nature and those whose work Ijrings them in contact with such

work were formed into thirty-eight I'lmployes' Safety Organiza-

tions, which elect their own Chairman. \'ice Chairman and Sec-

retary, who hold office for six months. These organizations

have met at least once in each three months. Suggestions were

invited from employes on all subjects relating to the advance-

ment of the movement. These suggestions may be forwarded

through their several organizations, or may be directed to the

Inspector of Safety & Fire Prevention. All suggestions are

acknowledged through company mail, considered on their merits

and the author advised as to final action ; if rejected, reasons for

such action are given. We have found that the large majority

of suggestions call for ])hysical changes in buildings or ma-
chinery.

An analysis of accidents brings out the fact that but a very

small proportion of our accidents are due to such conditions as

are covered by such suggestions, but rather are due to improper

methods of performing work or failure of the injured to prop-

erly protect themselves from injury. We have foimd that men
are reluctant to suggest along the desired lines through timidity

and fear of involving their fellows, notwithstanding our assur-

ances that it is only by eliminating bad practices that we can

eradicate the cliief cause of accidents. To overcome this timid-

ity, we are now having )icar accidents discussed in Employes'

( )rganizations with more favoral)le results. There is a certain

element in every workman that causes him to have considerable

pride in side-stepping something, and this ap])lies to accidents as
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well as to other incidents of life. Through this medium of dis-

cussion we hope to bring about a different feeling and attitude.

All meetings of Employes' Safety Organizations are addressed

by the Inspector of Safety & Fire Prevention, or his assistant,

and a representative of the Bureau of Safety. Accidents are

described and in some cases conditions existing at time of an
accident are reproduced, such as erecting an improvised pole line

in a meeting room and causing men to act on the pole as did the

injured at time of accident, there being no current on such im-

provised line. Comment is invited. The members take great

interest and enter freely into discussion of the accident.

A majority of suggestions coming from employes have been
adopted and further suggestions encouraged.

Every member is expected to consider himself a committee of

one for the elimination of acciflents.

We have found that much depends on the attitude of foremen.

They have a large responsibility ; they are responsible for the

safe conduct of their work and should give particular attention

to safe methods and practices. They should knozv that the tools

and appliances which their men use on the work are in good or-

der. They should never relax their viligance when the safety of

their men is at stake. The success of safety work depends in a

great measure on the co-operation of the foreman and the nature

of the relation existing between him and his men. He should

have a genuine interest in their welfare and never forget his

responsibility as a leader. He should see that safety rules are

obeyed by his men and should never break a rule himself. Re-

fore allowing his men to proceed on a job he should study the

conditions and not possibilities of accident. Having determined

that a job should be done in a particular manner he should give

his orders to the men and satisfy himself that they understand

them. He should see that all hazardous points are properly safe-

guarded and permit no premature removal of safeguards or

disobedience of his instructions. A foreman is pre-eminently

his brother's keeper and he should thoroughly understand and

remember it. Many serious and fatal accidents are attrilnitable

to slackness in discipline and disregard of orders.

To further assist in the work. Safetymen have been appointed

by certain organizations from among their membership to serve

for two months. It is the duty of these men to observe and

correct unsafe methods of doing work and conditions not con-

ducive to safety. They render reports of their observations to
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the Secretary of their Organization; he in turn reports to the

Inspector of Safety.

Having an organization, the success of the safety movement
absohitely depends upon the degree of co-operation and enthusi-

asm shown by the man who is in the best position to prevent an
accident—the man on the job. In our safety work it has been

found that frequent meetings, posting of catchy bulletins in spe-

cial bulletin boards, distribution of snappy safety slogans in pay
envelopes, personal conversation with the men, articles in our

company's monthly publication and system of suggestions, have

been productive of very good results. The work requires con-

stant and concentrated effort. It is a matter of education. Eter-

nal vigilance is the price of Safety.

With the beginning of this work, we planted a seed which
cannot be expected to grow and bear over night, but the fruit of

which we expect to gather throughout the coming years.
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EDITORIAL

We wish to thank those companies and indivichials who have

made this number of the Technograph the largest and hest issue

in the liistory of its publication. We feel that the men who have

written on "Safety First" for this issue guarantee the imi)ortance

of the movement. We therefore urge upon all readers to care-

fully read and study each article, and beconie members of the

national committee of the whole in advocating, preaching, and

practicing "SAFETY FIRST." The college man is jjcculiarly
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adapted for this work, as he goes to all parts of the world and in

all lines of Inisiness. He is often in an executive position where
he can enforce the principles of accident prevention. Acting in

concert with the practical men of his organization, he can efTect

great changes for the better in conditions as he finds them. There
is always room for improvement, and one of the easiest ways is to

disseminate knowledge of safety work until the slogan of every-

one is "Safety First" or its co-partner, "I will always be careful."

The lUisiness Manager w-ould like to have more applicants for

positions on the business stafif. Men who do not care to be of-

ficially connected with the Technograph but who know they can

secure advertising will find it to their advantage to communicate

with him.

We wish to emphasize upon our readers the fact that the adver-

tisers are the men who make the Technograph possible. We urge

you. therefore, to read the advertisements carefully, patronize

those who advertise in this publication, and mention the Techno-

graph when you are in their stores or in writing.

Any suggestions for the Alarch issue should be placed in Room
lOO, Engineering TTall. at once. This number will feature the

Electric Show.

The College of Engineering Library is short the following

numbers of the Technograph: Numbers i, 2, 3, 4, ii, 12, 15, 16,

17, 18, 20, and 21, those issued during 1910-11 except \'ol. XXV,
No. I. Anyone in possession of any of these numbers will confer

a great favor upon the College of Engineering if they would turn

them in to Miss Manspeaker. clerk of the college.

We wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to Mr. !'>. W. Bene-

dict, Director of Shop Laboratories, who has acted as consulting

editor for this issue.

DEPARTMENT NOTES

E. E. SOCIETY
Since the last issue of the Technograph the E. E. Society has

passed through some rather stirring periods. The Electrical

Show lias been the chief topic under discussion, and although at

the first meeting the students were not very enthusiastic in its

support, yet. under the influence of a little faculty opposition,
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they have all finally united in a determined effort to make this

show the best ever.

The regular meetings of the society have progressed as usual

with, however, a slightly smaller attendance than might be desired.

The A. I. E. E. have helped materially, both by the interest they

have shown in our activities and also by the instructive speakers

they have brought from outside.

One of the biggest boosts that has been given the show so far

was the combined smoker held by the E. E. Society and the

A. I. E. E. at Nelson's Hall on the evening of December 12, 1914.

This smoker compared very favorably with the feed given earlier

in the year, and far surpassed all previous smokers. The crowd,

consisting of about 150 students and faculty members, gathered

shortly after the winning of our first basketball game, and for

an hour made it their chief business to eat, drink, and get

acquainted. The regulation apples, smokes, parfay, and music

were served as the first course during this time. Abour nine

o'clock a motion was ,made to adjourn to the floor above, where

everybody was seated and treated to a lunch of sandwiches, coffee,

and apple pie a-la-mode. It was hard to tear the boys away from

this, but finally most of them again congregated on the lower

floor ready for the evening's addresses. President Hermann

first gave a short talk and told his story "Did yez ever bowl?"

If you never heard it, ask him about it. This was followed by

several other speakers who spoke very enthusiastically concerning

the show and told some of their plans relative to it. Acting

Dean Richards gave a good address on ''\^arious Methods of

Power Transmission." His talk covered the ground thoroughly

and was much ejoyed by all. Professor Paine spoke on the atti-

tude of students and instructors toward each other, emphasizing

the spirit of friendship which should e.xist, and yet at the same

time bringing forth many of the amusing phases of the question.

The meeting closed in form with an enthusiastic account of the

old show given by one of its most i)rominent promotors, L. A.

Dole. K. A. J.SMES.

M. E. SOCIETY

At the A. S. M. E. meeting held in the Engineering Lecture

room December 3, Mr. O. C. K. Hutchinson gave an illustrated

talk on, "The Mechanical Equipment of a Sawmill", and the

handling of lumber from the raw material to finished product.

E. S. McPherson gave a very interesting talk on "The i'.al-

ancing of High Speed Gas Engines" on December 17, although

not well attended, more of these addresses should be encouraged.
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The new equipment of the power plant is now being used which
consists of two new five hundred horsepower l>abcock & Wilcox
boilers, automatic stokers, link belt for the conveying of coal, a

200,000 pound lUififalo platform scale for the weighing of coal

cars, and individual scales for the boilers which are electrically

operated. With these facilities coal can be easily transferred

from the cars on the track to the hoppers where it can be spouted

to the stokers. The individual scales for the boilers will be used

in determining the amount of coal used by each boiler. This new
equipment aids greatly in the production of increased power and
relieves the pressure which was too great for the old facilities.

L. H. SCHICKEDANZ, '16.

C. E. CLUB NOTES
The C. E. Club has been able to secure some very good talks

from the students who were on the program. On the 20th of

November E. K. Burton, 'ii, gave a very interesting and instruc-

tive survey of "Engineering Construction in Porto Rico." Mr.
Burton has been on the islands since he graduated and has had

responsibility of all the engineering work in Porto Rico.

"Frisco Harbor Dock Construction" was ably discussed by

A. Xorberg, '15. on December 11. Mr. Xorberg was inspector

on this work and his talk proved very instructive, especially to

those interested in methods of constructing and pouring concrete

in forms subject to strong tides and ocean weather conditions.

P. W^ Freark.

THE RAILWAY CLUB
Instead of the regular meeting on November 6, the club took

an inspection trip to the Illinois Central shops north of Cham-
paign the following Saturday afternoon. The trip was arranged

by Mr. Keller of the Railway Department.

On November 20 Mr. B. W. Benedict of the Shop Laboratories

gave a talk on the organization of the Mont Clare Shops of the

B. & O. at I'altimore. During the j^ast smnmer Mr. Benedict

had charge of their proposed reorganization.

Mr. R. J^). Keller of the Railway Department gave an illustrated

talk on "The Development of the Locomotive" at the meeting of

the club on Devember 18.

IU)W. II. SCHI.ADKR. '16.

THE FIFTH BIENNIAL ELECTRICAL SHOW
On April 8. 9, and 10. 191 5. the students in the E. E. Depart-

ment will ])ut on their fifth E. E. Show in the old Armory and
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the E. E. laboratory. Last fall a lively time was experienced by
the foremost agitators for the show. R. L. Hermann and W. S.

Haggott. in getting the petition through the Cotincil of Adminis-
tration but after an enthusiastic meeting all the objections van-
ished. Soon the Board of ^Managers was chosen and the wheels

started for the "" Biggest Show Ever".

It is early in the game yet but nevertheless a number of ex-

hibits and stunts are under way. One of the features of the last

show, "The Electric Cafe", will be elaborated and repeated. This

exhibit will occupy the center of the armory. The slogan will

be "A Cuisine Par Excellence" and with beautiful lighting effects,

music, and a cabaret by the Lambkins Club the Cafe ought to be

the center of attraction. All the cooking will be done electrically

and the spectators can go through the "kitchen" while it is in full

operation.

The Panama Canal and ^liniature Railway will be the most

extensive exhibits of the show and of show history, for that mat-

ter. With the aid of the Government Canal Commission the pro-

duction of an exact .model of the canal will be made and the

locking through of vessels hauled by the electric locomotives will

be shown. The ^Miniature Railway will embody some of the

latest safety appliances in the way of signals and automatic

devices.

A spectacular and wonderful stunt will be the starting of an

automobile, suspended in mid air. by wireless and the shifting of

the gears. The fakes will be the best bunch of mystifiers that the

students have ever gotten out and all sorts of impossibilities will

be shown to be possible in stich a straightforward and open man-

ner that one does not know what to believe.

In the work on the show the underclassmen have shown uniM-e-

cedented interest and this fact doubly assures a show that in

years to come will stand as one to be patterned after.

MINING NOTES

^Mining Engineers held a meeting Nov. 17, at which moving

pictures of the mining and smelting of the lead ores in South-

eastern Missouri were shown, as well as the manufacture of

White Lead. Prof. Stoek and Dr. McEarland explained the va-

rious processes shown by the film.

The Senior class of the Mining School left Champaign at noon

Xov. 20, bound for Oglesby, 111., where they were shown thru the

Limestone mine of the Marquette Cement Co. as well as the mill

where the rock is converted into cement. The party visited La

Salle, 111., where thev visited some interesting Geological forma-
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tioiis in the vicinity of Starved Rock. A most interesting visit

was paid to the I Hack Hollow mine which is located in this dis-

trict. The importance of the mine is due to the fact that here is

seen the only example of Longwall Mining on the incline in the

State of Illinois. The party then proceeded to Joliet where they

were shown the steel mills and coke j^lant of the Illinois Steel

Co., concluding their trip in the city of Milwaukee, with a visit

to the new intake tunnel which is under process of construction.

This tunnel extends under Lake Michigan for 4200 feet and is a

circular cement structure. Its ])urpose is to furnish a part of the

city's water supply.

The most cordial treatment was accorded the party everywhere
and many valuable pictures were taken which have been made
into slides for the use of the Department.

The Mining Society held their regular bi-monthly meeting Dec.

8 at which the Seniors gave a review of the inspection trip taken

previous to the Thanksgiving recess. The talks were illustrated

by slides showing the places visited.

A recent communication from the American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers was received by the Student Branch of that body,

causing a closer degree of affiliation between the two organiza-

tions by reason of a ruling passed by that body entitling Student

members to the publications of the Society as well as the oppor-

tunities of the employment department. It is their desire to co-

operate with the Student branches in securing speakers of merit

for the meetings. It behooves every miner to become associated

with our society. Pay your dues now.

An innovation in the Mining Society has been introduced which

consists of a circular letter sent to all graduates who write of their

experiences and difficulties encountered in the field. The letter

is read before the society, thus keeping the members in touch with

one another and j^ointing out mistakes to be avoided by tlie un-

dergraduates when they assume the responsibilities of engineers.

NOTICE
The Hotel Beardsley is now operated on the

EUROPEAN PLAN
with American Meah in Connection

Guests occupying rooms will be entitled to meals at 50c each as desired.

Those wishing meals without rooms will be charged 75c as heretofore.

Price of Sunday meals not changed — still 75c.

Room Rates will be from $1.00 up

BEARDSLEY HOTEL COMPANY



Wickes Vertical Water Tube Boiler
STEEL CASED SETTING

Very high thermal efficiency is obtained from this boiler and
setting, because

:

1st. High furnace temperature results from Dutch oven.
2nd. Gases entirely surround and closely scrub heating surface

from entrance to release.

3rd. The gases cannot leave the heating surface. There is

no possible chance for short-circuiting.

4th, Boiler heating surface absorbs the heat—empty pockets in

setting lose the heat. There are no empty pockets in this boiler.

5th. The steel cased settings are always tight. No cracked,

warped, leaky, defective and unsightly settings exist with this setting.

6th. A steel cased setting is a simple and sure cure for air

infiltration losses. The largest preventable losses we have to contend

with in boiler efficiency are excess air losses.

7th. A very long gas travel—hence long contact with heating

surface is provided—hence heat absorption is assured.

The "WICKS" boilers are boilers that engineers and business

men are, more and more, not merely thinking about and considering,

but PURCHASING, for good and Profitable reasons.

Let us send you intensely vital reasons and facts—they will in-

terest you.
Ask for our Little Book—sent free

THE WICKES BOILER CO.
MaiD Ofiice and Works: SAGINAW, MICH

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

When writing to advertisers please mention THE TECHNOGRAPH
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Western Springs, III.

CONCRETE
The Road of the Future

It is only a question of time until the main country traffic

will be over highways built of smooth, hard, dustless,

concrete. The sooner the principal roads of the country
are standardized by permanent concrete surfaces, the

sooner the taxpayers will be relieved of the endless
expense of repairing and renewing which dirt and
macadam roads require.

Write for "Concrete Pavements, Sidewalks,
Curb and Gutter," one of our many free
booklets on concrete in road construction.
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OFFICES^
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Single

Phase
Motors

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company was the

Pioneer in the deve.opment of the commercially successful

motor of the single-phase type. For many years it was

practically the sole manufacturer of this type and is to-day

the recognized leader in the single-phase field.

For a given starting torque a Wagner single-phase motor

disturbs one phase of a polyphase line, from which it takes

its entire power, less than the ordinary polyphase motor

disturbs €very phase.

*

Polyphase generation with a single-phase distribution has

become to be recognized as modern practice.

As alternating current sin-

gle-phase and polyphase spe-

cialists, we invite correspon-

dence.
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THE ENGINEER AS A SOCIAL FORCE-

EDWARD ORTOX, JR.

Dealt, College of Iliujineeriiuj, Ohio State i'liifersity

It has been said that man is a reasoning animal. Without
doubt the statement is true in both of its imphcations. Ihit. ad-

mitting man's capacity to reason, it is astonishing how Httle of

his reasoning power he devotes to the consideration of himself

as a social factor in the life around him. The major part of the

average man's mental activity is spent in consideration of the

immediate and pressing question. "How can 1 secure mv daily

bread"? and scarcely less to the next topic, "How can 1 have the

most pleasure or enjoyment as I go along" ? Outside of the

fields comprised in these two topics, the average man thinks

little. 1diis is tantamount to saying that man. in the large, is a

verv seltish and self-centered fellow.

Alan\- i)eople would take issue w ith these foregoing statements,

and would consider that the spiritual side of man's nature has

received no proper recognition in the above sordid summary.

They would point out the wonderful organizations perfected by

man for the upbuilding of the spiritual side of his nature,

churches, schools, libraries, museums, art galleries, charitable and

philanthroi)ic institutions, and many more,—and would say that

here and not in eating, sleeping or enjoyment is the real exjires-

sion of his conscious life.

I'.ut after all, the good things, which lighten our load and

brighten our waw and without which life would be indeed brutal,

are not the product of ilie ordinary man's thought. They are the

output of the best, not the worst, nor yet the average, it is the

leading man in the community who i)lans such social ameliorants

and betterments, the man who does think of them and who pnts

*Lecture delivered before the College of KtiKinccriiiK of the I'liivcrsity of Uli-

nois, January 12, 1915.

in
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his personality into the work of reahzing such plans, becomes
thereby a leader and no longer one of the average mass.

When a boy goes to college, it is very strong presumptive evi-

dence that either he or someone responsible for his actions, is a

member of that precious minority of the human race that really

thinks on impersonal, unselfish and altruistic affairs. A reason-

able amount of consideration of a plan of life, or a career, and
reasonable forethought as to his probable place in the social scale

is im])lie(l in the very act of coming to college. Peoj^le who
bestow no thought of such topics are usually not much interested

in college. Its present pleasures are not conspicuous enough,

and its future advantages are too distant or too indistinct to

attract a boy whose mental caliber stamps him as one of the

unthinking average. Therefore, it is fair to expect that in college

we should tind. if anywhere, a group of people who are bestow-

ing serious, thoughtful consideration on the whole question of

the social order of the present and future, and upon the part

which they themselves desire and ex])ect to })lay in it.
'^

1 feel that I cannot too strongly emjjhasize this first point : that

the college man must be presumed to belong to the rather small mi-

nority of the human race upon whose constructive thought prog-

ress depends. It is not intended to say that there is not plenty

of selfishness and self-interest, and ol)liviousness to these great

human ])roblems among college men. I hit it is intended to say

very emphatically that if there is not a larger proportion of

iin])ersonal. thoughtful, unselfish consideration for the good of

the community and the race here in college than in circles out-

side, then indeed education is a misnomer and the future is dark.

I do not want to be judged one-sided or partial in my estimate

of the relative importance of college men and non-college men
in this intellectual minority which originates, improves and en-

forces the progress of the world. We have no exclusive right

of entry, no reserved seat among this body. ^Slen of every

stratum of society, of every race, of every time, have overcome

all handicaps and have won their places among the world's

thinkers. \\\(\ college men are granted no ])rivileges here that

they cannot prove their right to.

In this circle is the truest democracy that exists. .All that

college life can do for a man is to favorably incline this circle

to him—to assure him a kindly reception. It entitles him to the

benefit of the doubt, so to speak, as to his right to enter. It

defers, but does not avoid, the searching test of fitness which

decides whether he shall remain in the little world of power, of

outlook, of op])()rtunity. of altruistic purpose, or shall drop down
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into the great mass of common [K-ople who till the work-a-day
world and pass away without leaving a mark ujxjn its surface.

Aly second point is that all kinds of college instruction do not
equally tend to produce thinkers in the sense in which 1 am
using this word. By thinker, or educated man. I mean one in

whom the acquisition of knowledge has brought with it a sense
of obligation to use it. in part at least, for the beneht of the rest

of the world : one who can by reason of his education see out
beyond the narrow l)oundaries of self-interest and view the

whole held of humanity, who can realize the sordid struggle for

existence which most people are born to endure, and whcjse heart

and mind are hred thereby to make these conditions more
tolerable.

College courses are classified as general or cultural courses, and
specific or professional courses. The general course has for its

object this very opening up or liberalizing of a man's mind which
I have attempted to indicate above. It usually does not prepare

him for any calling; it is a foundation upon which a man may
erect any kind of superstructure he pleases. On completion of a

general course, he may begin his life work in any field, always

as a beginner. -His practical readiness for work of one sort, or,

in fact, of any sort, is not much changed by this type oi educa-

tion, but he should have acquired that which is worth more tlian

all else—the liberal mind.

How^ does the so-called cultural ci^urse impart this liberal atti-

tude of mind? It is difficult for me io answer this question, for

although the content of the course partly accounts for it. this is

not sufficient. No one becomes liberal minded by studying any

single thing or any group of things in an arts curriculum, nor

does the failure to study certain things prevent a man's becoming

liberally educated. Without doubt, history, literature, familiarity

with the great minds that have gone before, must exert a pow-

erful influence on any young and receptive intellect, and must

help to give a bent to that intellect where it itself becomes

constructive.

Another grouj). now presented in wonderfully able and at-

tractive guise in the present day colleges, is the social grou]),

economics and sociology. He is indeed heavy, whose enthusiasm

for humanity does not take fire when he sits under an able

teacher in social science, as now presented.

The mental philosophy group also, logic, ethics, psychology, and

mental physiology, opens the mind to an appreciation of what it

itself is. and how it works. lUit. after all, learning about things

is not necessarily acquiring a point of view, and every class illus-
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trates how very widely different the same sul)ject matter l)ecome.s

A\hen assimilated by different minds.

I ihink it is only fair to say. tliat the largest factor in acquir-

ing the liberal point of view consists in consciously ado])ting the

teachable or receptive attitude to it. ( )ne may gain culture from
almost any study, or even any instructor, if only one places him-
self in the rece])tive attitude. And right here. I believe, is one
of the greatest and most important differences between the lib-

eral arts student and others.

In going into a course of study which frankdy makes no pre-

tentions to producing industrial, or commercial, or professional

competency, the student must at the very outset admit to himself

that the gains of the course, if any, are going to be dependent

upon his willingness to harbor hospitably new knowledge, new
ideas, new points of view, in short, to ac(|uire culture. And,

once a boy fights out this fight with himself, and promises to

himself that he will hold his mind open and receptive to what-

ever his teachers seek to present, half the battle is won. The

teachable attitude of mind and f>oor opf^ortunities are dearth fifty

times more than the finest o/^f^ortiinities in the leorld and a con-

ceited or stubborn or nni^'illing spirit.

Strictly professional courses, like law or medicine, are differ-

ent in purpose, content, and results from the liberal arts courses.

Everything is subordinated to the idea of linal comi)etence in a

specialty. And. unless the teacher himself goes more or less

afield in his instructi<Mi and brings culture into the curriculum

by his own personality, or unless the student has already gained

a liberal outlook in his jM-eliminary training, he is very likely to

go forth in life higlily trained but very little educated. Such

men are a hindrance rather than a help to a community, for they

expect to receive the consideration which falls to the educated

man. but they can give back to the community no adequate re-

turn. l)ig specialists are not necessarily big men and it is big

men that do things in the world.

Xow. how is it with the engineer? Does the engineering

curricuhnn in itself, from the cultural standpoint, compare with

that of medicine, law. and other strictly professional schools, and

does it impart the liberalizing influence of the arts course? Here,

there would be a diff'erence of opinion. 1 think that its place

justly falls between the two. lUit. many would say that it is

professional only, and that there is no more hope of culture

coming from an engineering course tlian from any other pro-

fessional cotirse. and that if it comes, it must come from the

teacher and not from the subject.
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My reason for saying that the engineering eourse is more
favorable to the absorption of cultnre tlian some others is based
upon the fact that the engineering course is more general and
less professional than other professional courses. In fact,, the

young man who studies engineering today is really working "in

parallel" with the arts student and not "in series", since his

coiu'se is not superimposed upon an arts course but is prefaced

with the same preparation, and is com])leted with the same time

allotment. Fin^ther. there is in the composition of the average

engineering course not less than one-half and sometimes two-

thirds of general subjects, chiefly the fundamental sciences, and

some cultural elements, that would be welcome material in any

arts college curriculum. Thus my contention is justihefl. that

engineering education is more cultural in type than that of law,

medicine, or other professional schools.

There is another reason for my belief in the cultural value of

an engineering education, viz., that it breeds a mental sincerity

or intellectual honesty which is, next to the liberal mind, the most

priceless product of education. In fact, it is the very foundati(^n

of the liberal mind. No ,man can have the truly liberal attitude

of mind, except upon the basis of intellectual honest}-. Hut. all

intellectuallv honest people are by no means lil)eral and ])road

minded.

I contend that the engineer, dealing as he does with the fixed

facts of nature, and using in his plans, and his calculations, the

most accurate knowledge he can obtain, is irresistibly brought to

the habit of mental honesty. How can it be otherwise? What

does it profit to "fudge" an analysis, or to leave a bad closure in

a survev, or assume a wrong strength of material, when we know

that the error lives till it is corrected and vitiates everything in

which it is used? There is no satisfaction in fooling oneself,

and the engineer, who must be lionest witli himself, becomes hon-

est by habit with the world as well as himself.

Intellectual honesty, sound scientific training, developmeiU of

strong reasoning ability, and i)ower of continuous application are

the lawful and legitimate products of an engineering training.

I'.ut, the attitude of o])en minded receptiveness to culture is not

emphasized in an engineering course and hence the engineer may.

with all of his i)ractical efficiency, take his degree with the gates

of his mind stiil closed or but half ajar to the blessed inHnence

of true culture. He must desire it, if he is to get it. If he docs

desire it, he will get it.

In.the.title of my article, 1 nienii-uuM the engineer as a social

force;j(What does this imply? To me. it means leadcrshii) of
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men. A man is justly called a force in a community only when
he is a leader of men. He may he a good leader or a had one,

hut unless he is a leader, he is not much of a force for either good
or evil. The actions or opinions of no one are imix)rtant except

in so far as they are ahle to control or influence the actions and
opinions of the masses, who cannot lake the initiative themselves.

In what way does a man make himself felt as a leader? Well,

there are many kinds of leaders, of course; hut the kind that rise

most easily to one's mind, such as political leaders and social

leaders, are not the kind that I should encourage young college

people to emulate. At least this is not the type of leader that

the term is most often used to descrihe. The kind of leadership

that I have in mind is not necessarily leadershij) in either church

or state, in either law or levity, though it may l)e in any of these

fields. W hat I do mean is that ([uality to which men instinctively

defer, that unselfishness in the consideration of the i)uhlic's husi-

ness. which makes one forget his private interest. This (|uality

may he foiuid anywhere, in the ])r()fessions or out of them, among
the educated and the working classes, in men and women, and it

ought to he more often found in college ])eople than in any other

sort.

In what position is an engineer to thrust himself into such

leadership? In a splendid position, say 1. I'he key to such lead-

ershij) is service—disinterested puhlic service, and can any class

of men uiake themselves more serviceahle to the i)uhlic than

engineers ?

The civil engineer is intelligent ui)on what his CDUimunity

needs in the way of water supply, of sewage disposal, of good

streets and highways, of good hridges. of good trans])ortation

facilities, of {protection from floods and storms, of ])ermanence

in estahlishment of locations and houndaries. If any of these

questions is to he settled in a community, who is so competent to

advise the people as the civil engineer, if only he he hroad

minded and sincere? He will have to estahlish his disinterested-

ness as a ])reface to exerting any influence, hut if he has done so,

who can compete with him in the puhlic confidence in settling

such (|uestions .'

The mechanical engineer is informed upon the manufacture

and utilization of power, the development of transportation sys-

tems, the development of large groui)s of industries, etc. Con-

sider how often cities undertake to make jxnver and sell it.

or to huy power from private sources, without any adecjuate

guidance in the real economy involved. How can a city decide

such things wisely, except when the clear hrain of some -ade-
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quately trained engineer has cleared away all the irrelevances,

and bared the problem in its naked fundamentals.

The electrical engineer has his large list of questions of jjublic

policy in his iield also. What sort of illumination ought a" city

to have? What sort of a fire alarm, telephones, telegraphs, light-

ning protection, safeguards against electrolysis in i)ublic and ])ri-

vate structures? What sort of power circuits and how distrib-

uted, and w'hat sort of electric transportation ?

The mining engineer has a duty of most urgent i)ublic impor-

tance to perform. He alone knows what is being done with the

mineral wealth, which is the people's after all, tho in our short-

sighted system in America it is temporarily committed to the

wasteful stewardship of private control. Other wealth is more
or less created by men, mineral wealth is not. It is here to be

utilized, once and for all, and waste is irretrievable.

The chemical engineer is the people's mentor in the many
questions involving purity of materials, quality of the materials

bought under specifications, protection from chemical frauds and

the undertaking of chemical absurdities. Any man may form an

opinion on sonie sort of engineering ]M-oblems, but no one can.

have the least opinion about a chemical statement except the

chemist.

I have thus far mentioned only those things in which tlie

engineers are specifically instructed and in which they are bound

to have definite opinions. But, in other public (juestions which

do not come specially in any single engineering field, or perhaps

in no engineering field, is it not perfectly logical to expect that

the engineer's training will make him more competent to grasp

them and deal with them effectively than a man whose training

has been less rigorous and in whose curriculum dcscri])tivc and

speculative subjects form a larger part?

It seems to me that the educational value of tlie descriptive

and speculative subjects is largely cultural, and as such, entitled

to our most respectful consideration, but when it ccMues down to

actual creative work on the solution of problems, such subjects

are far inferior to the exact sciences. And therefore, while the

engineer may lack the vision which the cultural course makes

possible, nevertheless his hard common sense and insistance on

basing all action on definitely known foundations is of the utmost

value to society.

Our public men at present are so largely made up of lawyers

and others of non-scientific training, that the injection of the

advice of the public spirited engineer into public affairs can only

have the happiest results, lie ought to be able to ;ivert many
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mistakes, to prevent the expenditure of public nionev in ways
tliat cannot tail to lead to success, and to act as a wholesotne
check on visionaries and idealists, and at the same time to lead

the way in many other reforms where physical and chemical

laws are fundamental. If the problems of society are to be set-

tled, then leaders must be found who will lead the public on the

right way. If C()m])etent leaders do not arise, then less competent
ones will settle these matters for the time, at least. Is it not a

pity, is it not a shame, if the engineer, the man whose preparation

in so many respects is the strongest of any class of educated men,

does not make his leadershi]) strongly and increasinglv felt?

We have heard a great deal about "the white man's burden"

and "the black man's burden" ; but the people are the educated

man's biu'den, and the engineer is an educated luan.

How do the engineers of the past and the present measure up

to their opportunities and their duties in this matter?

As I rim over, in my mind, the names of some of the famous

engineers of the i)ast. 1 am struck with the fact of how compara-

livelv little known to the world in general their names are. Sci-

entists, poets, historians, musicians, warriors, kings, explorers,

physicians, artists, all sorts of people, have writ their names

on the scroll of. fame. lUit how many engineers do we hnd

there? I supi)ose Xewcomen. who lirst luade an effective steam

engine, has done as much to relieve mankind as anyone who has

lived in the past two centuries—but how many people in an ordi-

nary audience would know who Xewcomen was? The case of

lames Watt is a parallel. 1 sujipose the name of Robert Steven-

son would be more generally recognized as the lirst man to

achieve success in steam locomotion, but I presume he figures on

the roll of fame as an inventor rather than an engineer. How
man\- people know anything about Smeaton. who built the I^ddy-

stone light and discovered Portland cement? ( )r. Sir Henry

Hes.semer. who first i)laced steel on a tonnage basis. De Lesseps,

the brilliant b^-enchman who built the Suez canal, and who mis-

erablv failed in his attempt at I'anama. will be remembered for

a while, but the irony of the situation is clear, when we find that

he was a good deal of an idealist and dreamer, who failed be-

cause of his inability to handle a difficult problem after succeed-

ing with a relatively easy one.

Coming down to the present day. who knows the names of the

chief engineers or the chief of the motive ])ower divisions of our

great railways? We know the names of Collis P. Huntington,

and lav (lould. and William \'an<lerbilt. and Pierpont Morgan,
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and James J- Hill, but who knows these men as engineers, or

Avho knows the engineers who made their work possible?

Let us turn to the cities, is the city engineer of an American
city considered on a parity with the mayor, or a councihnan?

And yet he tells the mayor what he can do. and what he cannot

do. and his decision stands no matter how the council roars when
some half-baked plan of public improvement is ])unctured. \\'1k>

thinks of the city engineer, except as an irritating official who
makes people move obstructions in the street, or to put down new
cement sidewalks where they have perfectly good l)rick ones?

In business, it is a little better. Corporation ofticials usually

consider their engineering department rather carefully and are

usually careful to follow their advice in the main, but after all it

is only as experts on the ]^hysical side of the problem that the

engineers are used.

This certainly sounds discouraging. If an engineer, even an

eminent one. can only hope to be a sort of high grade technical

advisor to men wdiose fitness to lead the public mind is clearly

less than his own. the question is. "JVliy he an riujineerf" But

we must be cautious in reaching such a conclusion. Things don't

usually "just happen" in this old world, and if we find the railroad

president can get the public ear. while he still has to depend upon

the judgment of his engineer staft" for every important decisicMi

he has to make, we are very likely to find that there is a reason.

If we find everywhere, in all sorts of enterprises, that the engi-

neer furnishes the definite knowledge of what to do and how to

do it. while others are known to the ])ublic a> tlie leaders, it is

because the leader has some quality which outranks mere know-

ledge of physical facts and methods. If the engineer's conil>c-

tcncc could command the pu])lic attention, then he would be the

leader, but it ordinarily does not. A little clear thinking now will

be necessary to bring us to the answer to this riddle. As 1 see

the case, it is like this

:

(A) Men cannot be led by reason alone. The appeal to their

sentimental or imaginative side is absolutely necessary to leader-

ship. The engineer's training all the way thru is such a gruel-

ling drill in being exact, definite, specific, in short in being right

on everything he does, that it breeds oat this imaginative, heroic,

sentimental side of his nature, and leaves him a very useful tool

for somebody else to use.

(15) The engineering curriculum at school leaves too little

room for cultural sul)jects. It makes too little ai)peal to the

imaginative side of our students' natures, ^'oung engineering

students are possibly as full of romance and imagination as the
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average, but they get mighty Httlc encouragement to use it in

their work, and it dies a natural death ere they walk out of col-

lege with their diplomas, nicely yradiiated sticks!

(C) Many of the students entering our colleges of engineer-

ing, however, are seriously defective in their ideals, viz. : They
are in deadly earnest to get a job, or get ready for one, in the

shortest time and with least work. Their conception of engineer-

ing is a strictly l)rea(l and butter conce])ti()n. They shy from

anything outside of what they think is necessary to their business,

as if extra knowledge was poison. The idea of studying any-

thing not in the curriculum never occurs to them, and is resisted

if suggested.

(D) The remedy for this is clear to me. The two qualities

necessary to leadership which engineering training does not spe-

cifically give, and which .most engineers don't get, are culture and

altruism. Engineers have done a large i)art of the work in luak-

ing the world the comfortable, livable i)lace that it is. but they

have not received a large i)art of the credit for it. It is their

own fault. They have let others solve the social and Inmian

problems, while they have thought in terms of materials. Those

who have had the culture, the altruism, the i)ublic spirit, have

been the social force in their communities. And. they will con-

tinue to be. until the engineer shall meet them on their own
ground.

Show me the engineering student whose attitude to culture is

one of respectful receptiveness, and 1 will show you one who will

become cultured. Show me the young man who gathers in his

four years at college the vision of service to his fellowmen

—

who labors to gather more and more knowledge and a riper and

maturer judgment, that he may more ]X)wer fully do his part in

advancing the cause of civilization and righteousness—who feels

the responsibility of the educated minority to help those less

fortunate or less able, and I will show you the kind of an engi-

neer who i\.'ill become a social force. Show me the student who
acquires, with his technical knowledge of engineering, the culture

of the true gentleman and the altruism of the great Xazarene,

and I will show you one who will build structures of men's souls,

as well as with senseless wood and iron and stone.

Young Gentlemen: If you do not become powers for good
in your respective spheres after you leave college, it will be your

own fault. All that is needed is the desire—the will to be so

—

all else lies readv to vour hand.



THE ENGINEER VS. RHETORIC
A. F. COMSTOCK

Associate ill Railn'oy Engineering

A recent report by a special committee of the engineering

faculty, headed by Professor P.aker, on the subject of rhet(-»ric in-

struction for engineers is of great import to every engineering stu-

dent. The proverbial antipathy of the engineer toward rhetoric

seems likely to be doomed, if the committee's report is finally

approved and its provisions enacted. Greater emphasis is to be

placed upon rhetoric, a higher grade of accomplishment insisted

upon, and, incidentally, a method of dealing with delinquent

students is proposed which is a distinct departure from present

practice.

There are two main recommendations in the report. The first

would make Rhetoric I a prerequisite for Junior standing, while

the second would empower engineering instructors who find a

student's written work unsatisfactory from a rhetorical stand-

point, to report the case to the rhetoric authorities, who, after

consulting with the student, might prescribe, if deemed necessary,

additional work in rhetoric which the delinquent would be re-

quired to take preparatory to proceeding in his course and as an

additional requirement for graduation.

Neither of these recommendations has been formally approved.

The indications are. however, that both will find ready support

among the engineering faculty, although it is entirely possible

that the second recommendation might ultimately be vetoed, even

tliough approved by the engineering faculty. Its chief interest at

this time is as an evidence of the stringent measures that the

faculty apparently feels justified in adopting in order to insure

more fruitful results from the study of rhetoric. Several minor

recommendations deal witli other ])hases of the matter which will

not be here discussed.

i>y insisting upon rhetoric being taken early in the curricidum.

it is hoped that its importance will be more properly emphasized,

and that the student will be compelled to rid hini.self of his most
glaring faults in diction before habit too firmly fixes them in his

mind. Then, by insisting upon a reasonabl\- high standard of

written composition throughout the various technical courses,

with recourse to a penalty for failure to contiiuially measure up
to this standard, it is believed that a more cro<lital)lc (|uality of

written and oral expression will result.
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Criticism of college curricula and methods of instruction by
large employers, when intelligent, is generally helpful to a college

faculty. ( )ne of the most persistent criticisms of the engineering

graduate (and this implies the curricula) has had to do with his

inability and unwillingness to undertake duties not strictly con-

fined to the engineering department, or to a i)articular branch of

the engineering department. The charge has been made by those

competent to judge that our engineers are too often wanting in

culture and breadth of vision. While this is a serious indictment,

it has been returned from too many sources to be seriously ques-

tioned. The increasing amount of attention which the matter is

receiving from engineering organizations and faculties throughout

the country, is witness to its importance.

A frank yet able aiialysis of the engineers' shortcomings is

contained in an address by ^Ir. (ieorge b\ Swain, Professor of

Civil Engineering in Harvard University and Past-President of

the American Society of Civil b^ngineers, before the American
Institute of Electrical luigineers, i-'eb. 17 last. A general dis-

cussion of the status of the engineer took place at this meeting,

and was participated in by several eminent engineers and teachers.

Professor Swain held that deficiency in personality is largely

responsible for the engineer's failure to receive recognition com-
mensurate with that accorded the lawyer and the business man.

A plea was made for greater emphasis upon fundamentals in our

college curricula, with more attention given to cultural subjects,

and this opinion was shared by Dr. Alexander C. Humphreys,
President of Stevens Instiute of Technology and Past- President

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

It is a singular fact that Professor Swain's remark concerning

the engineer's failure to receive recognition has been iterated, with

one exception. In- all of the six si)eakers who have addressed the

College of I'Lngineering so far this year. The statement is fast

becoming hackneyed, although its truth is unquestioned.

Definite steps for bettering the training of engineers so as to

obviate the foregoing criticism of lack of culture must be taken.

Examples are not wanting to show that engineers, given the desire

for true culture, ever have been able to obtain it. Eurthermore,

the practice of engineering is not known to contain any antidote

to culture. The whole difficulty ai)arently centers in an attitude

of mind. There appears to be no good reason why aptitude for

mathematics and science should spell dislike for rhetoric, econom-

ics or philosophy. Our young engineers must realize that they

are preparing for a profession—not a trade.
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The recent changes in our engineering curricuhi wherebv nine
hours of non-technical sul)jects are introduced, reallv constitute

a step in the general direction of broadening the student's view-
point. The proposed recommendations regarding rhetoric con-
template another step in the same direction, although this time In-

endeavoring to arouse a more wholesome and receptive attitude

of mind toward a subject already in the curriculum.

The attitude of engineering students toward rlietoric has been
very generally characterized by boastful if not arrogant indif-

ference. This fact is confirmed by long observation from many
different quarters, and is the only plausiljle explanation of the

astonishing paradox of how the average engineering senior

manages to keep himself so nearly immune from the advantages
of several courses in rhetoric which he has ])ursued along witli

several years of almost continuous reading of Ijooks.

As an excuse and alibi for this callous indifference on tlie part

of the student, we hear many statements like the following: "1

don't like the instructor. I don't like the text-book. I don't

like the theme subjects. I dc^n't like rhetoric." I'ersonalK I

have scant sympathy with the originators of sucli remarks.

Having spent some years in inti,mate contact with many \oung
men deprived of even the rudiments of an education, without the

assistance of an instructor, or a text-book or an\- of tlie numerous
advantages within the reach of a college student, and having seen

some of these men, with all of their handicaps—l)y sheer grit

outstriping some of the whining college graduates al)out them

—

my patience is easily strained \)y excvises whicli l)cgin with the

words "I don't like" or "1 can't".

Besides the direct loss in specific knowledge that results fi-om an

indift'erent or unfriendly attitude toward a subject, there is per-

haps a greater indirect loss wliich every student should foresee.

To pursue a subject in a lialf-hearted way for any length ot' time

is almost certain to leave an indelible habit in the individual,

which, later on, readily attains ])roportions which may seriously

curtail liis usefulness and o])])()rtunities.

Another mistaken idea whicli has gained some vogue is that

there is a sj^ecial brand of rhetoric called "rhetoric for engineers".

To a certain extent rhetoric ma\- l)e tauglu in an utilitarian way.

but not to the extent commonly supposed. J'here is piobably no

.more difficult writing than ])ure technical writing, if a student

wishes to begin on a dillicult thing, he should begin by describing

a machine or a drafting table. ])ut he should understand that unless

he has had a good previous training in rhetoric, the ta>k is almost

like taking calculus without having had algebra. ( )ur best tech-
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nical writers, with few exceptions, have been men who were well

schooled in ordinary, every-day writing before turning to the

technical. There may be some justification for teaching utilitar-

ian rhetoric where a student's interest can be gained in no other

way, but it is doubtful if the process can l)e defended uj)on any

other ground.

In concluding. I wish to call attention to another aspect of the

engineering student's attitude toward rhetoric and the other sub-

jects not related to exact science and mathematics. All of us

must do things occasionally which we do not like to do. Em-
ployers rarely ask us if we would like to do so and so. As long

as no compromise or dishonor attaches to doing these things, we
are cx])ected to ])erform them with the same cheerfulness and

care that we perform other duties. The student who refuses to

become interested in subjects whicli the faculty ])rescribes or rec-

ommends, is more than likely to be the same man who. after

graduations, incurs the disfavor of superiors through his persist-

ing in the same unfortunate attitude. As a matter of fact, many
em])loyers are growing caustic in their criticism of various phases

of this "1 know better" attitude on the part of young college-

trained men, and every student will do well to fortify himself

against it in every possible way.



THE STARTING OF GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES
BY ELECTRICITY

T. W. FISK

Associtifc ill Electrical Jiiu/iiiccriuc/

For the past three years a gasoHne driven automobile has not

been considered complete without the so-called electric self-

starter. This equipment, while very convenient when in operat-

ing condition, has given no little trouble to operators during the

stages of development. These troubles were due perhaps more
to the highly complicated systems that were first put on the market

than to any fallacy in theory.

At the present time gasoline driven automobiles are started

electrically . with as little attention given to the starting system

as to many other parts of the machinery. As is generally the

case with any new development there is a large number of dif-

ferent makes of electric starters on the market at the present

time. This accounts for the fact that practically every automobile

.manufacturer uses a system differing, though only slightly, from

that used by his competitor. This is done perhaps more for sell-

ing purposes than for any real operating advantage in one system

over the other.

It is not the purpose of this article to compare the relative

advantages of a large number of systems but rather to point

out the main differences in the two general schemes that are com-

monly used to-day.

In the two systems there will be found the following apparatus.

System A.

1. An electric generator whicii produces current and delivers

it to the lamps, storage battery or both,

2. A storage battery which receives and accumulates energ>'

from the generator. The battery may then deliver this sti^-ed

energy to the starting motor or the lamps or to both at the same

time as occasion demands.

3. The starting motor, which receives power from the battery,

slowly revolves the engine until ignition takes place and the engine

runs on its own power.

Besides these three princii)al imits the system in goiural in-

cludes the following auxiliary apparatus.

la. A solenoid so arranged in the battery-generator circuit that

the circuit will be opened when the voltage of the generator is

1-25
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lower than the voltage of the l)atterv. This musl he <ione in

order to prevent the hattery from diseharging thru the armature
of the generator when the engine is stancHng still or when the

speed is low. The ahove statement might lead one to helieve that

since the generator voltage is proportional to the engine speed, the

charging current would also he pro])ortional, and therefore small

at low speeds and very high at iiigh engine speed, a condition

which would soon cause hattery troui)le. This, however, is

remedied by so designing the generator that the maximum charg-

ing current is limited to so,me predetermined value, irrespective

of the engine speed. In many automol^les the generator and

solenoid are so designed that the hattery starts charging at a low

rate when the car is driven at ahout nine miles i)er hour and the

charging rate increases to a maximum value when the speed is

about 25 miles per hour ( liigh gear transmission assumed).

The solenoid is so designed that while it closes the circuit and

allows current to flow from the generaator to the storage hattery

at a car speed of say nine miles per hovu". it does not oi)en the

circuit until the car speed has been reduced to eiglit miles per

hour. The reason for this is as follows ; suppose that the switcii

did open and close at the same car speed, and suppose the car

to be driven for some time at this i)articular speed. The switch,

which is usually small and light, would then vibrate l^etween its

open and closed position very rapidly, throwing it out of adjust-

ment and burning its contacts fro.m the electric arc pnidnced each

time the circuit is opened.

2a. An ammeter, which is usually located on the dash where

the operator may read it at any time. The object of the ammeter

being to show whether the system is operating ])roperly. \\ hen

the car speed has increased to nine miles an iiour the solenoid

closes the generator-battery circuit and a current should flow

from the generator to the Ijattery. 1'his is inchcated b\ the move-

ment t)f the ammeter })ointer tt) the right, a distance which is pro-

portional to the amcnmt of current being delivered to the battery.

Now. if the car is driven at any s])eed below eight miles per hour

the generator-battery circuit should be ojien, there should be n(^

flow of current and the ammeter pointer should ])oint to the zero

mark at the center of the scale. Again, if the car is stopped and

lights are desired it is seen that the current must come from the

battery, and therefore the ammeter will show discharge and the

pointer will deflect to the left of the zero l)y an amount propor-

tional to the current supplied to the lam])s.

Finally, it is possible to sui)i)ly the i)ower to the lamps from the

generator directlv if the amount of i)ower needed corrc'^ponds to
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the engine speed, and under these conchtions the ammeter will

again read zero. Therefore we see that the ammeter is a good
guide to the working condition of the equipment.

3a. The control switch. This is used in many installations,

first to connect mechanically the starting motor to the engine, and
second, to close the motor-battery circuit. The final step allows

current to flow from the battery into the motor which in turn

cranks the engine until ignition takes place as stated above. The
control switch is then released. A spring action opens the elec-

tric circuit and disconnects the motor from the engine. This
completes the total operations of an electric lighting and starting

system.

System B consists of practically the same equipment, the gen-

eral exceptions being:

1. The motor and generator are built as one machine. This is

made possible due to the fact that the direct current dynamo is

reversible in its action. That is, the dynamo will deliver current

as a generator when driven by mechanical means, or will deliver

mechanical power when supplied with electric current.

2. The control switch does not connect and disconnect the

machine from the engine as this type of motor-generator must be

permanently connected to the engine either thru gears or by a

chain.

The disadvantage of this system is, probably, the loss caused

by the constant rotation of so large a machine as the motor-

generator. The motor, since it develops a large power, must be

large compared with the generator capacity needed. For instance,

on one particular system the motor receives, when starting the

engine, approximately 300 amperes at 6 volts or a power input of

300 X 6 = 1800 watts. This corresponds to 2.42 horse jjower.

The generator used with this system delivers a maxinnnu current

of 12 amperes at 7J/2 volts or a maximum power out])Ut of

12 X 7I/2 = 93^ watts, which represents an output of '/« horse

power. Thus it is seen that the motor capacity must be much
greater than that required of the generator, if now the motjr

was used as much of the time as the generator, it is evident the

battery would soon be discharged. This is, however, not the

case as the time required to start the engine is small in compari-

son to the time that the engine is in operation. The above, there-

fore, shows the disadvantage of rotating the large machine when

only a small amount of generated power is needed for charging

the battery. One automobile owner using this type of starrmjf

svstem ,made the statement that the gasoline consumption of his
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engine was reduced 20'A when the starting system was discon-

necte<l.

Jn the starting systems as used at the present time the storage

battery is undoubtedly the weakest Hnk. This is due to the fact

that the battery is very much overworked when sui)])lying ])ower

to the motor for starting jjurposes. 'I'lie battery when perform-
ing tliis function may Ije required to dehver 300 ami)eres for

from 5 to 30 seconds, while the normal discharge rate is 10 to 15

amperes. It is. however, not the total energy taken t)ut that

causes the trouble, but rather the rate at which the energy is

withdrawn.

The voltage of the batteries used in different systems varies

from 6 to 24 volts, with a tendency at the present time toward
the 6-volt system, because 6 volts is correct for lighting purposes,

as the lamp filaments for a given candle power at 6 volts are

stronger than for the same candle i)ower with a higher applied

voltage.

In the 6-volt system the cells are charged and discharged in

series ; thus each cell is sure to receive its pro])ortion of energy

from the generator. In other systems, as for instance a 12-volt

imit. the 6 cells are very often connected in series for discharge

purposes, and 3 in series with two sets in parallel when charging.

This scheme often leads to serious trouble caused by one cell

becoming shortcircuited. If one cell in this type of battery con-

nection does fail the group containing the three good cells w^ill

discharge into the group containing the shortcircuited cell with

the result that the voltage of the system will be materially reduced,

and the cells in the group that were originally good will soon be

ruined if the trouble is not corrected.

Figure i is a wiring diagram for one of the more complicated

1) systems, and illustrates how difficult it may become to locate

a short or open circuit in this net work of conductors.

i'igure 2 is a wiring diagram for an A system, the simplicity of

which is self evident.

In conclusion it may be said that the electric starter is rapidly

approaching a satisfactory development and even at the present

time there are many systems of both the A and B types which are

giving excellent service when not abused by the operator.



COAL WASHING
CARL WEXDEL

Adjustment—Efficiency of the Washer
There is hardl}- a material which cUffers so much in every con-

ceivable may as coal from different coal fields, or even from
dift'erent seams in the same field.

It is, therefore, obvious that a very careful investigation be

made on any coal before a washery is built or the plans passed
upon, as otherwise, later on. it will cost more money to adopt
the plant for its work, after it has been put into operation, than

money spent beforehand in investigating, and in conjunction with

that, a well designed and carefully worked out plant, which would
perhaps cost more in original outlay of money, would undoubt-

edly later on prove to be more economical in operation.

It is very difficult to convince a prospective owner and operator

of a Coal Washing plant that this is so. as without question as a

general rule, the man who has the handiest arguments and the

lowest price will get the contract—and liis arguments based upon
nothing but generalities.

When investigating some new machine or process for the con-

centration of coal. I have many times been told, even before the

party has seen the coal to be tested, that: "We can do that."

For instance, it was desirable to reduce the Sulphur in a coal

containing a fine flakey Sulphur—about the most difficult i)roi)o-

sition there is—and I would be asked. "I low much Sulphur does

your coal contain?" "Aljout 2.ftO'/( ." "How much of this is com-

bined?" "About .g'/( ." "( )h, we can do that."

Invariably I have found tliat this premature statement was

wrong. In saying so, I do not mean to convey the idea that the

particular washing ap])aratus or jig could not ultimately do a

certain thing. l)ut it surel\- would take a great deal of experi-

menting on hv(/e (jiiantities of coal to finally adjust and change

the machine so that it might do the work.

And here is one of the main i)oints—that of adju>tnK'nt.

I will sav that almost any jig on tlip luarket will do the work

at least as far as the concentration of Ash is concerned, if ad-

justed riglit for tliat particular kind of coal.

It is to be noted that hardly any machinery sees as hard

service as that of coal washing machinery, and therefore, it is of

utmost importance that the construction of the various kinds of

131
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machinery wliich goes to make up your installation is carefully

analyzed, and it is not enough, as far as you are concerned, to

know that the specifications tell you that a crusher so and so or an
elevator of this or that capacity be installed, but go into details

and find out from the various manufacturers which ])articular

make will best answer your purpose, and then change the speci-

fications and insist that you get equivalent value.

It is no particular fun to shut down your whole plant on acctnuit

of a pulley slipping because there was no key, or when a crusher

gets choked up and parts break and belts fly off when it could

have been prevented by a breakpin at a suitable place.

Most coal washing plants are built so that if one unit stops

the whole plant shuts down, and the unit which most often gives

you trouble is some little bit of a part tucked away where you
cannot get at it readily, and which in itself, represents perhaps,

a very insignificant sum of money—but your delay certainly

means money, since it means lessened tonnage, wages to your

men. perhaps coal burnt up under your boilers, waste of water

and often coal, since you may have to flush out part or all of the

system in order to get at the broken part, etc.

If you contemplate washing a certain coal, and you know that

somewhere a washery is working on a similar coal, that is. where

the Sulphur is distributed through the coal in about the same

way. and is of about the same size and formation, and the slate

also is similar, that is. of about the same hardness and crushes

up in the same way. and lastly acts in the same way when sub-

jected to immersion in water for a certain time, then it is a wise

thing to make an investigation of this washer for yourself. When
doing that, it is well to have in mind. "iJelieve nothing you liear

and only half what you see."

When doing this, it is natural that merely looking on upon the

performance of the washer does not tell you much and intelligent

sampling of the various products should be made which sami)les

later on should be analyzed in the chemical laboratory.

Not very long ago, I visited a coal washing plant somewhere

in the South. I, and my friends with me. had a letter of intro-

duction from the owners to the man in charge—who l)y the way.

impressed me as being a very capable man—and ui)on presenting

our credentials, we were cordially received, and told to ask any

questions we wished.

So I asked, "What is the ash in your raw coal?" "229^."

"What do you wash to?" "Oh, about 6'/ ." "That is very good,

how many percent of Refuse do you get?" "Oh. about ()'/t
"
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So I figured out that the Refuse must liold about I50',« ash

and when I meutioned that he "oauie riglit dowu.'" and 1 got the

honest and geuerally customary answer, that, lie did not h)io7C.

And still this man handles perhaps a couple of thousand tons

of coal a day. representing as niany dollars or more in that time,

and each percent or ton of Refuse costs just as much a< the

mined coal, plus overhead cost of washing.

As the machinery in the washer is improved U])on and new
methods are introduced which means higher efficiencv. it is

imperative that the working force in the washer is also improved

upon, and it is earnestly to be hoped that the o])erator shall

realize this and endeavor to employ a skilled class of labor and
mechanics commanding good wages, insuring of the best results

at all times.

Right here it might be of interest to show a simple equation

by which a theoretical yield can be calculated when knowing the

percent of ash (or sulphur) in any of the three products, or,

when having the percent of ash or sulphur in any two products.

and the yield is known, how to get the theortical i)ercent. ash

or sulphur of the third product.

R— '/( Ash in Raw Coal

C— */( Ash in Washed Coal

1 — '/i Ash in Tailings.

lOO (T — R) ,,,..,,
' _ = [A \ leld

Example: Ash in Raw Coal = 13.0%
Asli in Washed Coal = 7.0%
Ash in Tailings = ('>5.o%

% Yield of good coal ?

100(65.0— 13.0) . 5200

Or
65.0— 7.0 ' 58

89.655 ',( ^'ic]l

Ash in Raw Coal = 13.0';^

Ash in Washed Coal = 7.0%
Ash in Tailings = x

Yield of good coal =89,655%
100 (X— .3.0) _

X— 7.0

100 X— 1300 = 89.6 X — 627.2 ;

100 X — 89.6 X 1300— 627.2 ;

10.4 X = 672.8; x = 65.0% Asli in Refuse.

Note :

If the Ash in the final refuse falls below 60^; —investigate.
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Cioing hack to the investigation of the washer and the sanipHng

thtre are two ways of treating these sani])les so as to get restilts

which tell the story.

One, is to make Sink and hdoat tests on your sani])les. and the

other, is to size and analyze them in the Chemical Laboratory.

The first method, of which more later, which is the shortest

tells }()U that things are not satisfactory, or satisfactory, as the

case may he. but the second method will tell you

:

First : On what size of coal the best washing is being done.

Second: How to crush your coal so as to get the best results.

Third : (Jbviously. what size or sizes to omit.

This sizing should be made on general samples of the various

])roducts, so that a true percentage of the various sizes can be

had and all of them of the same weight.

The bulk of your coal is crushed, say, to -yi" size ( 1 am here

speaking chiefly of coal which is being treated for metallurgical

purposes ) and you then screen your crushed Raw Coal on for

instance, ^". on 5^", on j4", on y»" and thru J/s". The same
weight of Washed Coal is sized the same way and by analyzing

the two coals for ash and sulphur, you find out where the best

reduction lies.

You may find out that the tines in the raw coal in themselves

contain the least ash and sul])liur and by comparing the raw coal

analyses with those of the washed on the same size, say thru

jz-s" }'ou find that the reduction in ash or sulphur on this size is so

small that it does not warrant the expense of washing.

The rational thing is then to screen this size ofif before washing

and add it dry to the washed product later on. Or you may find

that the bulk of the raw coal should be crushed finer. Suppose

that it was crushed to i" and you find that the best reduction lies

in the sizes around ^". Naturally, you then should try to crush

the ci^al so that the bulk produced is to this size.

Example "^i"

Washed Coal Showing Poor Results on I'ines.

On I" On y2" On 14" On >^" Thru J^"
33.08'/. 22.72^^ 19.82% 8.49'/ 15.89%

% Ash 7.32 r).43 6.48 7.38 14.39

This shows that the fines were not benefited ])y washing even

if the fines in the Raw coal held tlie highest percentage of ash,

as it did in this particular case.
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lixaniplc "
B"

% Ash—Raw Coal 13.07 '/ Ash—Washed Coal S.71

Sieve Test Raw Coal—On Y^" On ><^" Thru Vs"

247370 28.03% 47-22%
% Ash 18.90 13.20 10.85

Sieve Test—Wash Coal 28.94% 30.17% 40.86%
% Ash 10.49% 9.69 8.56

% Reduction 44.5 36.2 26.6

Note :

Reduction on coarser material as coni])ared to that of the liner.

lixiunf^lc "C"

Screening Test on Raw Coal.

On^" On><" On>4" On i/^" Thru >«;"

7.52%, 16.27% 21.86%, 20.87% 334870
^/, Ash 16.80 12.86 12.09 11.66 17-07

This example shows how the Ash varies in the different sizes.

Most likely in this case, less oversize on the •)4" would he hcne-

ficial but that might increase the fines below j4>'^ zvhicli arc not

benefited by washing to the same extent as the oversicc.

For a coal of this kind, it is imperative to use a crusher in-

stallation which produces as little fines as possible, and this rule

holds good in most cases.

Ifnportancc of Crushing of Coal to tlic Proffer Si:;c.

The proper crushing and maintenance of the size which gives

the best results is a very important part in the washing i)roccss,

as without this, we get away from the fundamental i)rincii)le of

concentration, viz., specific gravities versus size.

This latter I will not touch upon, as you all kr.ow aboui thai,

and I will confine myself to the practical ai)plication of washing.

It is generally known, and 1 have, I dare say, invariably found

that the coal below j/s" is not benefited by washing to the same

extent as the coarser coal, and that these fines, in fact, imjiair the

good results which otherwise might be had on other sizes.

This is especially so where the slate has a tendency to disin-

tegrate in the water.

When you treat a coal containing such slate you will hnd it

difticult to keep the sieves of the jigs in working order as tiiey

soon clog up and ridges are apt to form, etc., which all tend to

destroy the free action of the jig. in such a case, it is very

im])ortant—although seldom done—that thc-e tines are treated
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by themselves. 1 believe that the best niclhucl is then to wash

these fines on a b'eldspar bed. as indeecl all and any tines.

"Hindered Settling" would give good results on any fines of

whatever description, but as the conversion cost at jiresent times

would be too high, we will omit such a])])aratuses.

Again, tables might be used to advantage for tines and espe-

cially where a small tonnage only has to be treated. One table

in particular seems to give good results, especially for the re-

washing of primary refuse, and 1 understand that as much as

eight (8) tons per hour per table is being treated at a jilant in

the South.

The main thing, though, is simplicity in installation, and that

can only be attained where as few various parts, and as few

diflferent types of machinery, as possible, are being used. There-

fore, see to it that all elevators, conveyors, sprocket chain and

pulleys and gears are of as near one ty])e as it is possible to get,

as that will make them interchangeable and al.so reduce the

spares.

It will also be simpler to break in a ,man to know how to care

for one set of machinery, as compared to where a number of

different types of machines and parts are being used.

Care of Jigs.

As much as it is necessary to maintain an even crushing of

the Raw Coal at all times, it is just as necessary to watch the

sieves on the jigs so that they do not get over-loaded with scrap

iron or sticky clay, and also to know that the sieves are j^roperly

fastened down as the slightest loose action in them means im-

paired washing.

When a sieve starts to get away from its fastenings, it will

not be long before it is gone entirely, and then you have the

extra job of also cleaning out the jig body which very quickly

fills right up with solid coal.

It may also be found that too large quantities of fines go thru

the sieves into the jig body. This may be overcome by using a

heavier bed. and as a general rule, the heavier the bed. witliin

certain extents, the better the washing, but hand in hand with

that goes a smaller tonnage over the same jig.

Recovery of Fines.

The bugbear of all coal washing is the recovery of the fines or

sludge. In a great many washeries, no attempts are made to

recover the fines, or what amounts to the same, the water, or

where it is done it is made in a verv inefficient way.
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In Europe, again, the recovery of the fines has been Ijrought

up to a very high standard, and costly installations are empl())e(l

while in this country, the extravagance in letting things go to

waste is enormous. Times are changing and it is up to the engi-

neer to show where a saving can be made—not in dollars, l)ul in

cents. Obviously saving the cent will save the dollar.

It is natural that the well organized companies. with capital

behind them take the lead, and by doing that they may sooner or

later force the other parties to do the right thing.

Suppose a washer is treating one thousand tons of coal a day

and no recovery system for the fine coal is being used. At least

241,000 gallons of water would flow down the creek in that time,

containing about 3% of coal of the tonnage treated (this figure

founded upon actual practice), or 30 tons of coal ])er day worthy

at least as many dollars.

Thirty Dollars ($30.00) per day would certainl\' i)a\- interest

and amortization on a recovery system even if the money for the

same had to be borrowed, not to speak about the preservation

of the natural resources, as that ,much less coal would have to be

mined—in some cases at least.

The most common means employed for the recovery of the

fines is an elevator boot of indiiTerent capacity, sometimes pro-

vided with baftle plates. Again, settling tanks of rectangidar

shape provided with a slow moving scraper or screw conveyor

for the removal of the sludge are used and if made large enough,

they are efficient.

The overflow water is then fairly free from tines, and is well

suited to be used over and over again. In other places, the

washing water is pumped direct back to the jigs from the large

elevator boot and if the hutch-work is re-washed, the loss should

not be very large.

It may be of advantage not to use over again the water from

the re-wash jigs, as the fine sulphur held in susi)ension in the

water may be high. In sucli a case, you may find a stream run-

ning away from the washer although the case is not as bad as it

may look at first sight.

The proper thing would l)e, in man\' cases at least, to never-

theless clarify this water, if for no other reason, to i)revent the

streams or creeks from unnecessary contamination. In many

places, this is imperative as the state laws forbid contamination

of any flowing waters.

Large conical settling tanks arc also efficient. Vhc point to

take into consideration here is to ])lace them as low as possible
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as tliat will save i)o\ver in pumping against a certain head, and
it may he of advantage to syphon out the sludge.

Anotlier good way is to employ a numher of ""Spitzkasten"

where the water overflows from one into another and where the

sludge is removed from the bottom by gravity or by a centrifugal

pump connected u]) to the bottom discharge of all of them and
pumping this skulge to the re-wash jig. to the secondary coal or

to the washed coal as the case may be.

Another advantage of this system is that if the jigs are set

high enough, all the saturated water can flow by gravity into the

settling system and pumping is saved on that ])oint. although

naturally, the clarified water will have to be lifted up re(|uired

height for re-use on the jigs.

Jt is not easy to determine which system shall be used and
local conditions must be taken into consideration. l)Ut it is wise

not to ])lace too much reliance in a statement that in such and

such a ])lace all the coal is recovered and not a drop of water

goes to waste, as this cannot be done, as even where a system is

used by which no water is allowed to escape from day to day the

time surely comes when the system has got to be cleaned out. and

an entirely fresh supply of water provided for.

The system, therefore, where a certain amount of water is

allowed to esca])e from day to day and where this amount is con-

stantly being re])laced by fresh water, may be just as eciMiom-

ical and under certain conditions preferable.

1 cannot at the present time give the ajiproximate settling

area for the saturatored water as {practiced in this country but

herewith some figures compiled from the latest work of Pro-

fessor Jungst of Clausthal. ( ierman}'.

Tons
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As early as 1858. did Sir ilcnry Ik'sscnicr suggest ihai specific

gravity solutions be used on a large scale for the sei)aration of
coal and slate, and still earlier was the method used by lierard.

At the present time, the method is used solely as a labo-raK^ry

substitute for washing, and as a means for fmc'ling <iut the <li vi-

sion line between. on economical or uneconomical washing where
a coal of unknown qualities is concerned, it is of great value.

r.efore going further I wish to mention that the method has
been applied in practice in this country by |. R. Cam])bell, Chief
Chemist. H. C. Frick Coke Company and tliat results i>btained

on his washer, as far as separaticMi was concerned, were very

good.

The Sink and Float test is also emploxed as a means of finding

out how much coal is contained in the refuse and Ikiw much
good coal there is in the secondary product.

To rely absolutely upon what the Sink and I'doat tells us in

regard to probable results later on. when it comes to washing on

a large scale, would be futile, and the claims of soin'e washer

expert when he compares his Sink and Float tests with the re-

sults on the washer, and dwells upon his "lOO'f efficiency",

should be taken with a grain of salt.

As a rule, it takes at least a couj^le of months to properly tune

up a new washer and even then it is impossible to maintain ideal

conditions, since ideal conditions do not exist in tlie whole coal

washing game.

How can it, since, for instance, the crusliing clianges with the

moisture in the coal, and the sizing with it. if sizing is em])loyed?

Suppose that the coal is shipj^ed from some distant i)oint and

that dry weather prevails. This tlien affects the coal and also

the washing as considerably more water is needed when the coal

comes extra dry as compared to when under normal conditions.

I go so far as to say that the Sink and Float test means very

little to me, unless I know the methods employed when making

the same. While the same specific gravity solution ina\ be used

by different parties making tests on the same coal, but at tlif-

ferent locations, the results may—and will—vary for the reason

that no two men conduct their tests in the same way. as far as

I know.

For instance, one man uses a large sample and stirs tlie sample

for a long time in the solution, while another party uses .1 small

sample and merely wets his sami)le.

The ultimate results certainly cannot come out the same.

One man uses a narrow receptacle, an<l another, a wide one,

and again, we get a different solutii>n of the problem.
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Xot until the Sink and I-'loat test has been standarthzed as to

specific gravit}' of tlie (Hfferent solutions for various products,

the size of the sanii)le, the time of immersion and last, the shape

and size of the receptacle, uot until then, will the Sink and Float

test really mean anything to the engineer who has to pass upon
questions relating to the efficiency of the washer.

Cj. R. Delamater. Consulting Engineer. Harrisburg. Pa., has

done a great deal in order to standardize the Sink and Float

test, and deserves credit for this work.

( )n a visit to Ijirmingham. Alabama, I discussed this subject

with a well known chemist and Consulting Engineer, Mr. Han-
cock, and he also pointed out the im])ortance of the careful

sampling which has to be made if the Sink and Float test is to

have any value. For instance, if a small sample only is taken

and used for the test, a large piece of slate may entirely upset the

results and the man making the test is powerless to do anything

since he cannot begin to pick out his material. He. himself, uses

a twenty-iKumd sample, if I remember right)}', which shows that

painstaking and hard work are needed in order to insure of

tolerably reliable results..

The importance of careful sami)ling can. therefore, not be

exaggerated, and the larger the original sample is. the better.

1 mentioned that the Sink and I'loat test was valuable in finding

out the composition of the secondary product.

This secondary product is really the best criterion there is on

the washing as it is evident that if there is a large amount of real

good coal in the same or an equally large amount of pure slate or

both, the washing is poor, and the mere fact that the secondary

coal is high in ash is no guarantee of good washing.

The re-wash jig or the third compartment in the three-cell jig

is for the purpose of separating and saving the bone coal which

is too high in ash to go witli the washed i)ro(luct. but at the same

time is present in too large quantities, to be discarded with the

refuse.

If it is desirable to wash for such a low ash in the good coal

that it is of advantage to produce a secondary product, the prob-

lem may come up. where the division line lies between an econom-

ical percent of secondary coal or an un])rotitable one.

The question ,may also arise if it should be better to wash for

two products only, that is. add the secondary coal to the washed

coal with a resultant higher ash in the washed coal, but with a

higher yield of this ])ro(luct. or w ill it be more profitable to wash

for three ])rodiicts.
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The answer is ditticult to get at before actual washing has

commenced as the percentage of this secondary i)ro(kict is more
or less problematical.

Another thing to be considered is the 15.T.L'. value of the

washed product, and also the influence the higher ash coal mav
have upon the blast furnace operation.

Discarding the two latter questions, we will briefly analyze the

problems, one of which has been exaggerated in order to better

point out the dift'erence.

Example "A"
867r Washed Coal

8% Secondary Coal

6'7( Refuse

Cost of Raw Coal—$1.00 per ton. Conversion cost—$.05 per ton.

A'alue of Secondary coal per ton—$0.75.

Then— 100 tons Coal washed—$105.00

8% Secondary Coal

—

6.00

—^— ^$I.IS per ton Washed Coal.
06 ^1

Example "B"

74% Washed Coal

20% Secondary Coal

67 Refuse

Then— 100 tons Coal \\'ashed—$105.00

20% Secondary Coal

—

15.00

"
'' =$1.21 per ton Washed Coal.

74

Example "C"

*9i7 Washed Coal

g'/( Refuse

The:—^^$1.15 per ton washed coal.

91

*Secondary coal added to wa.shed product.

The examples, however, do not give the whole story, as we

wash for Good coal and not for Secondary coal.

For instance : Example "A".

In 10 hours we wa.sh 1000 tons of Raw Loal.

Products

:

86'/, Washed Coal

8% Secondary Loal

6V< Refuse
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l-.xamplc "C"

1 'roducts

:

91'/ Washed Coal

Cf'/i Kefiise

In the first case, we get H60 tons of \vashe<l coal in 10 hours,

and in the second case. 910 tons of washed coal in the same time.

As this is done in two different washeries, and with the same
lorce of men. the cost per ton of washed coal in Example "A"
sliould be liigher than in l^xample "C" but it is to be noted that

the lost per ton of washed coal depends largely on the value of

the Secondary coal and changes with that.

Mechanical sami)ling and cjuartering should be the ideal way
and not very long ago I saw a new automatic quartering machine

invented by Mr. Robert Hamilton. Consulting Engineer. Hrown-
M;.!x Building, liirmingham, Ala. This machine should be a

valuable assel in the laboratory and for instance, at an institution

like your own Mining laboratory.

Eor the automatic sampling and (|uartering of coal. etc.. where

large quantities of material go over a l)elt. as for instance, at the

coke plant. I have here with me a print showing a machine which

will automatically sample and quarter down any quantity from

one ton ])er hour down to 8 to 9 lbs. and automatically return

the discard to the conveyor.

It is then possible to speak about a sample as the ultimate 50

or 60 pound .sample represents minute quantities continuously

quartered down from many tons of material, in themselves rep-

resenting ])erha])s several thousands of tons of material, the col-

lection and hand (|uartering of which would be out of the ques-

tion if manual labor was to be employed.

The Dryiiif/ of li'aslicd Coal.

The more extended use of the modern by-product coke oven is

bound to a certain extent to revolutionize the coal washing as

many of our poorer ct)al fields can be utilized when washe<l for

ash and sulphur, and these coal fields which formerly were con-

sidered non-coking have been found in many cases to make fair

coke. The ease of regulation of the modern by-product coke

oven with its high heat, as compared to the imperfect and waste-

ful bee-hive oven has made this possible.

We shall, therefore, more and more wash coal for metallur-

gical purposes in difference to wa.shing coal for the commercial

niarket. that is. for firing of boilers and tlie heating of houses, a<
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a great deal of this coal, in the form of coke will ultimatclv he

used at our blast furnace plants and foundries.

This means that the bulk of the coal will have to Ije crushed

finer than formerly when it is to be washed antl the moisture in

the washed coal will play a great role since this should be de-

livered to the coke plant as dry as possible or at least drier than

it can be made by the simple use of drain bins.

When it comes to washing coal on a large scale, the cost of

installation of drain bins of a large enough capacity to give the

coal a reasonable time in which to drain off. the moisture, would
be prohibitive.

A simple and efficient way is to utilize the railroad car as a

drain bin and to rely upon the weather and the longer or shorter

time the coal is in transit in order to get rid of the surplus

moisture. This may be very good in the South, where there is

no freezing weather, but even so. it is hardly fair to expect the

railroad to handle more or less water without remuneration and

where the coal washery is close to the ultimate destination, this

"system" cannot be used as there would not be time enough for

the moisture to properly drain off.

Suppose that 2000 tons of crushed washed coal are sliipjied

365 days of the year for a distance where the freight rate amounts

to 80 cents per ton of coal and that the average moisture in this

coal equals 12'/ . and suppose that this coal could be mechanical'y

dried before shipping, to 6% moisture.

The saving in freight on moisture alone for one year would

equal $35,040.00.

Suppose also that the washed coal is being delivered to the

by-product coke oven holding on the average of I2'/V moisture.

It is natural that this moisture takes a certain amount of room

in the oven, which if the coal was drier, could be replaced by

coal and this moisture has also to be driven off with an extra

consumption of gas. or else a longer coking time has to be x\^t:i\

in order to pr()])erly coke the coal.

It has been found that the weight i)er cubic foot of coal

diminishes with the increase of moisture up to a certain point or

what amounts to the same, a wet coal takes uj) more room than

a drier coal.

h^xperiments liave been conducted in order lo lind out iiow

much this difference in weight between a dry and moist coal

would amount to and it is to be .seen that there is a steady de-

crease of weight i)er cubic foot of coal as the moisture increases.

The experiments were made on a coal crushed to about 85%
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thru '/<< of an inch, and it is to l)c noted that this weight will

varv within certain hmits for (Hfferent kinds of coal.

'ercent Moistnre
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This drier is now in practical use and has heen in o])erati()n long

enough to prove its good qualities, and herewith a description of

the same

You will readily understand the importance of the solving of

the problem of mechanical drying, and I may add that the washed
coal has got to be charged into the modern coke oven holding a

lower moisture than could be had by the use of drain bins since

the higher moisture would be very injurious [o the oven wall

which is often lined with a silica brick.

Time does not permit ime to go into technical details of the

machinery used in coal washing nor the various methods used and

abused, but I shall feel gratified if above short outline of the

"game" will help ever so little to bring about better conditions,

when you as Engineers are called upon to assist in the design and

planning of the coal washing plant.
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EDITORIAL

On account of the character of the coj)}' wliicli has heen

handed in to the Technograi)h for each i.ssue. we wish those who
submit copy would follow as closely as possible the following:

Typewrite all copy, if possible.

If written by hand, write carefully and legibly, in ink.

Use paper cut to 5/^" x 8)//', writing the long way of the

paper. This is the standard copy paper and is the most con-

venient. Paper cut larger than this size must be folded, which

takes time, and time costs money.

. 146
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l'>e careful of the spelling. This is one of the worst faults of

the copy of upper-class engineers.

Observe the rules of punctuation and capitalization carefully.

Be sure your copy is correct before submitting it to the ])rihter.

Alterations are very annoying to us and the printer alike. It is

easier and cheaper to edit the copy than it is to edit the proof.

\\'rite on one side only. Avoid excessive interlining and margin-

al notes. ]\Iake all alterations and erasures clear to the printer.

Indicate all paragraphs by the use of the paragraph mark. Draw
a ring around all instructions to the printer. Use the correct

underscore marks to indicate CAPITALS, small capitals, and

italic.

Do not paste or pin inserts on another sheet of copy. Write

them on a separate sheet and indicate where they go bv figures

enclosed in a circle.

THE HOBO ENGINEER
I sometimes think that 1 will (juit this life.

And settle down and get a wife, by jove!

Sometimes I think that I would love

To have some place to call my home.

And settle down, no more to roam

;

But, then that very thing I've tried

And found myself dissatisfied.

I've often tried to settle down
To office work and live in town,

And act like civilized folks do,

Take in the shows, and dances, too

—

But I'd no more than get a start

Till "wanderlust" would seize my heart

And in my night dreams I would see

The "Great White Silence" calling me,

And, at the chance I'd never fail

To drop it all and hit the trail.

Back to the solitude again.

With transit, level, rod. and chain.

To lead the simple life once more.

And do the same things o'er and o'er.

Day after day, and week after week.

Sometimes we go to town to seek

A little fun ; and sometimes, well

Sometimes we raise a little hell.

We don't mean to, but then you sec

When we've been out two months or three
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In silent places where the face

Of white man seems out of place,

Well, when we hit the (iay White Way
Our joyful spirits get full sway.

We try to crowd intt) one night

The joys of many months; 'tain't right?

Well, maybe not. 'tis not for me
To shape our final destiny.

J)Ut when our last survey is done

And tied up to the (ireat Unknown,
And to the Chief our records brought

Of lonely work, with dangers fraught

;

Of hardships cheerfully endured

That best results might be secured.

Against all this, our little sprees

Will seem as ponds comi)ared to seas.

And the Angel surely will decide

There's a balance on the credit side.

And God. I think, will dro]) a tear.

And bless the "Hobo luigineer".

—A. K. VoGC.

DEPARTMENT NOTES
THE E. E. SHOW

Eight vears ago the Electrical Engineering Society launched on

what was thought to be a precarious adventure. The Society

midertook to stage their first IClectrical Show. Probably the

deciding factor in determining this step was a desire to demon-

strate by means of an exhibit that the Electrical Department was

aHve and wide-awake. As is the case with many great things,

the first show was a small undertaking. However, financially

this hrst show was a decided success, and as a result another and

slightly larger one was given the following year. Again success

attended and .shows were given in 1910 and 1913. All of these

four shows were held in the Electrical Laboratory. The last one

in 1913, however, proved that the Electrical Show has outgrown

the Electrical Laboratory. Consequently, this year a larger floor

space was sought with the result that Ijoth the Old Armory and

Electrical Laboratory are to be used this year. With this in-

crease in floor space it has been necessary to increase the num-

ber and quality of the exhibits. Little difficulty has been occa-
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sioned along this lino and the i<)i5 Electrical Show iinmiises to

uphold its motto. "Uigger and lletter".

Special attractions have heen prepared this \car besides the

usual standard exhibits and freaks. \'et des])ite all this iniTease

in quantity and c|uality the admission price remains the >ame.

Such a combination is a surety of the success of the lo'? I'-lec-

trical Show.

PANAMA CANAL
\Miile there is only one world noted Panama Canal wliich is

the engineering marvel of the age, there are two miniature mod-
els of this great ditch which approach the Canal itself in com-

pleteness of detail. ( )ne of these is at present at the Panama-
Pacific Exposition at San Francisco, and it is one of the great

drawing cards of the fair. Many of us will not be able to attend

the fair but still we can see one of these two great models of the

canal, as the other will be shown at the Electrical .Show here in

April. This model will work in every respect exacth- as the

canal itself. In fact the designers of the model have used the

mistakes of the original builders as valuable experience in the

designing of the model. The model has been designed and con-

structed here at the University. Both the Atlantic and Pacific

oceans and all lakes as found at the canal will be represented in

miniature. Two ships, which will make daily tri])s thru the

canal, will be actually raised and lowered and towed thru the

locks. The power for towing will be furnished by small electric

motors. The canal will be lighted by miniature lights and light-

hotises. Small models of towns and villages will further grace

the banks of the canal connecting the turbulent waters of the

Atlantic with the calm surface of the Pacific.

TESLA COIL

A twelve-foot induction coil has l)een constructed under the

supervision of R. E. Hart, '15. and with it he plans >()me very

interesting and marvelous demonstrations. The coil will give

2,500.000 volts, which will generate a spark ten feet long. With

this high voltage and frequency many amazing sights will be

staged. Mame will be shot from different parts of the human

body, also lamps will be lighted in a circuit of which the human

body is a part. The ten-foot spark will be passed between two

people who, it is hoped, will live to tell their grandchildren of

the marvelous feat.
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ELECTRICAL FOUNTAIN
For a ccnteri)iece in the Annor}-. an electrical fountain de-

signed and built here at the University, will be used. The entire

booth given to this exhibit will be decorated to denote a X'enetian

garden surrounding the fountain. Special attention is given to

the light effects and multi-colored lights will intermittently play

upon the rippling water. Overhead a fourteen-foot (ieisler tube

will furnish a dull rose colored light which will cause the \'ene-

tian garden to a])pear as an ideal setting for the traditional lover

of Venice. This exhibit is due to the genius and work of R. \V.

Parker. '

1 5.

WIRELESS AUTO CONTROL

Among the- interesting features of the 191 5 Electrical Show
will be the wireless control of an automobile. The car will be

located on the north side of the Old Armory.

Even though the rubber tires are a good insulator, the car will

be mounted on glass blocks to further insure no electrical con-

nections through conductors. The principle of the exhibition is

simple and very similar to the wireless telegraph. The necessary

auxiliary apparatus consists of the sending and receiving instru-

ments. The receiving instruments will be placed in the car,

where their operation can be witnessed by the ])ublic. The send-

ing apparatus, which will also be subject to public inspection,

will be located in the northwest corner of the Electrical Engi-

neering laboratory. In the complete operation of starting and
stopping the car, there is considerable exhaust gas. The plan is

to start the car every fifteen minutes during the hours of the

show, if these exhaust gases do not materially affect the atmos-

phere of the armory. In order that the patrons will have some
way of knowing when the car is to be operated, two clocks which

are running in synchronism, will be used. ( )ne of these clocks

will be ])laced in a conspicuous place at the sending end and the

other at the car. Since these clocks are in synchronism, they run

exactly together, so that whether you are in the I'llcctrical l^ngi-

necring laboratory or the Annex, you can tell exactly when the car

\\\\\ be started.

THE ENGINEERING DANCE

The Engineering Dance Committee has been chosen from the

various engineering societies, and is now hard at work getting

up the best that has ever been given under the auspices of the

College of Engineering. The dance is to be held in the Old
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Armory on the evening of April 30. Turner will furnish the
music for the occasion.

Let every one in the Kngineering College join hands in making
this dance successful. Let it he a rousing farewell dance for the

Seniors and a "Get Acquainted" dance for the Juniors, Sopho-
mores, and Freshmen. It is a hard task to give a successful

dance, and has been especially so for the last two years, .so let

us boost it all we can. So once more. GET A DATE' FOR THE
EXGIXEERLXG DAXCE. Ha. that's the stuff, men! Hats
off to you ! We knew you would do it.

The following men have been appointed on the committee:

C. E. Club—A. K. Fogg. Chairman; j. E. Deniuth.

E. E. Society—W. E. Haggott. \'. F. Dobbins.

AL E. Societv—L. F. Armstrong. R. C. Malev.

Arch Club—H. H. Walters, B. H. Dirks.

Railway Club—G. H. Pike, T. W. Dieckman.

^Mining Society

—

]. H. (iriftner. J. AL Silkman.

M. E. SOCIETY NOTES
"From IMolten Steel to Automobile", was the title of a four

reel motion picture production which was given before the stu-

dent branch of the A. S. M. E. on February 25, in the engineering

lecture room. This production was made possible by the "Max-
well Automobile Company", it being an illustration of their

plants and their mode of manufacturing. The lecture room was

crowded by people eager to see how a modern autouKibile is

manufactured. The room was taxed to its utmost capacity: even

standing room was at a premiinn.

Considering the program from the student's viewpoint, it was

very beneficial. The motion pictures illustrated the modern ideas

of shop management, efficiencies, and modern shop machinery.

More programs of this nature would be interesting and also

highly beneficial.

At the regular meeting on March 11, Mr. II. T. Scovill spoke

on "Opportunities of the Mechanical Engineer in Cost .\ccount-

ing". Mr. Scovill, being a man of wide ex])erience in sho]) man-

agement and cost accounting, handled his subject in a very inter-

esting and beneficial manner The meeting closed with the mem-

bers discussing business matters concerning the .society.

E. E. SOCIETY

The Electric Show is but three weeks away and things are

beginning to hum about the E. E. Lab. Exhibits are coming in

from manufacturers and the students are very busy getting ready
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their several stunts. A few of the greatest attractions are: A
Tesla Coil, giving a ten-foot spark at' 2,500.000 volts; The Pan-
ama Canal in Miniature. A Wireless Controlled Automobile, and
An Electrically C)perated Refrigerator. The usual number of
freaks and mystifying stunts will be in evidence. Everything
promises a much better Electric Show than ever shown • at tiie

University.

The Society has had several well attended meetings in the last

three months. The first meeting of the new year was held in the

E. E. Lab. Ian. 15. 1915. Prof. Provine of the Arch. Eng.
Department gave a very interesting account of his work in con-
nection with the Big Creek Power Development in California.

The talk was illustrated by several good lantern slides and Prof.

Provine gave .some interesting facts about the work on this

power development which is to supply current to Los Angeles,

240 miles away.

At the joint meeting of the .\. I. L. E. and E. E. Societies

Feb. 12. 191 5. Prof. Paine gave an interesting and instructive

talk on condensers. He gave a brief history of the condenser

and showed a test on a new type of condenser just put on the

market.

On Feb. 26, Mr. Biegler addressed the society on "The Spo-

kane Water Power Development". Mr. liiegler has taken active

part in this work and had a stock of information that was of

considerable interest to E. E."s.

At a special meeting of the E. E. Society in the I'Lngineering

Lecture Room. March 3. Mr. E. C. Lof of the Cieneral I^lectric

Company gave a very good talk on "The Electrical Iuiuii)ment

of the Panama Canal". The lecture was illustrated by lantern

slides and three reels of moving pictures. .A. record crowd at-

tended this meeting and the room was j^acked to the doors.

Prof. S. W. Parr, of the ChemLstry Department, addressed

the Society on the evening of March 12. in the K. E. Lab. His

subject was "Some Interesting Phases of Electro-Chemistry".

The speaker outlined the development of the electro-chemistry

industry and showed processes for the ])roduction of the more

rare metals such as chromium, tungsten, and magnesium.

At a s])ecial meeting, held Jan. 22, the following officers were

elected for the second semester: President. W. S. llaggot. '15;

\'ice President. R. \'. Waller. '16; Treasurer. W. T. Reace. "15.

and Secretary. R. .A. ilarvey. "18.

11. R. Rl( ll.XRDSO.X.
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THE RAILWAY CLUB
The semi-annual election of officers was held at the meeting

of January 15. The following men were elected:

T. W. Dieckman— President.

A. M. Tower—X'ice President.

E. M. Richers—Treasurer.

E. H. Schlader—Secretary.

W. P). Golden—Sergeant-at-Arms.

The club is justly proud of its record for the i)ast semester.

All the meetings have ])een well attended. At the present time

the club has the largest membership in its history.

The first meeting of the club for the second semester was held

March 12. This meeting was called by the president to arouse

interest in the club for the semester. As a special drawing card

it was decided whenever possible to have the talks illustrated.

It was decided to have a banquet some time during the semester,

and a committee was appointed to make the arrangements.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE ARC LAMP
Few ]:)eople whose e}es meet the glare of the modern arc lamp

know much of its history. We won't attempt to give dates, but

simply show the steps which brought the arc lamp to us as we
now have it. The evolution as shown in this exhibit is in the

form of five arc lamps i)f different types from the old ()])en arc

brush type to the modern long burning vertical feed lamp. As

above stated the oldest type on exhibition is the open arc P.rush.

In its time it did very well but later improvements have laid it

aside. It was expensive, noisw had a low candle power, and

gave off" an excessive amount of ultra-violet rays, which are

injurious to the eyes. Those t)bjections led to the develo])ment

of the enclosed arc lani]) which belongs to the second group.

It was found that l)y enclosing the arc. making it more or less air

tight, the coml)ustion of the carbons was more perfect and gave

a better illumination and was less expensive in operation tlue to

the long life of the carljons. The next step was the appearance

of the miniature arc lani]). As the name implies it was designed

on the principal of a small arc and a low current thus reducing

the co.st of operation. It was a good light in some respects but

did not show as marked imijrovement as .some of the jireceding.

h'or this reason and others it was never in very extensive coni-

merical use. However, it has its place in the history of the

arc lamp. The fourth step brought fiirth the inclined trim

fla,med arc. They were i)roduced by the desire for lamps of

greater l)rilliancy and intensity ni illumination. This was at-
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tained hy s])ccially prei)are(l carljDiis and changes in general de-

signs. This l)rings us to the type of arc hght which we have today.

'JMiis. the long burning vertical feed type has slight improve-

ments over the preceding type and so superseded it.

We have on exhibition one of each of these types of lamps.

They will be in consecutive order and all burning at once, show-
ing the differences in candle power and construction. An ex-

hibitor at the lx)oth will be glad to answer c|uestions and show
details of construction and differences.

ELECTRICAL CAFE

Plan your course through the show so that when you are most
tired and fatigued you will find yourself at the main entrance

to the Electrical Cafe. This will be found to occupy the north-

east corner of the old Armory. On entering you will hnd it

roomy, cool, and comfortable, beautifully illuminated and decor-

ated. It has a floor space of about twenty-five hundred square

feet. The arrangement is to be very similar to that of high class

cafes. There will be seating capacity for two hundred, seating

four at each table. ( )n each table will be found an elaborate menu
of delicious things to eat. It is our aim to give you excellent

service and perfect satisfaction. We have an experienced chef

in charge and speedy waiters to take care of your orders. All

items requiring cooking will be cooked by electricity, giving you

clean, sanitary and quick service. All things come from the

kitchen, which is open to the public for insjjection. Here you

can see the kitchen electrical apjiliances in actual operation, be-

sides the manner in which things are prepared for the cafe. For

the amusement of the patrons a cabaret and (orchestra are ar-

ranged for in connection with the cafe.

PHANTOM CIRCUIT

Most of us have used the tcleijiione to a more or less degree,

but few of us have been one of a party of six to talk over four

wires. Six ])eople talking at the same time would ordinarily

require six wires to complete the three circuits. l»ut by means
of the Phantom Circuit, it is acttially }X)ssible for us to make
three circuits over four wires without interference. This is actu-

ally done in practice. People in Chicago can and do talk to

people in Xew York by the use of this system. The exhibit

showing the practical operation of this principle of telephony will

be in the south-east lecture room in the Electrical Engineering

building. There will be a ])ole line running from one end of

the room to the other showing all wires used in transmitting the
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sounds. To make this as real as i)Ossible this hiK' will be along

a good gravel road with trees and shrubs growing along all sides.

At either end will be three telephones all of which the i)ublic

are requested to use in order to see for themselves that six

pople can talk over four wires. The exhibit will be under the

direction of Rossett and Summers, two of our K. K. Seniors,

who are experienced in telephony. They will be founil at the

exhibit ready to answer questions and to make explanations as

desired.

C. E. CLUB NOTES
The C. E. Club met for a short business meeting and election

of officers on January 20. The officers elected for the second

semester were

:

R. J. ^lorrell. President.

A. K. Fogg. \'ice-President.

J. H. Miller. Secretary.

H. S. Mahood, Treasurer.

The first meeting of the clul) under the management of the

new officers was in the nature of a feed. All who attentled pro-

nounced it a great success. Uesides the unusually good milk,

doughnuts, and pies, the excellent program was a treat. Hale

P. "Pee Wee" Byers, the Illini comedian, gave a number of mu-

sical selections. Prof. N. B. Garver followed with a talk upon

a concrete arch bridge at Danville on which he will sui)erinten<l

construction. Prof. C. H. Woolbert of the Public Speaking de-

partment kept the audience in good humor with his wit and also

gave some good advice.

P. \\\ 1'rkark

W. S. Thomas. Treasurer of the Wagner h:iectric Manufactur-

ing Company of St. Louis, has also been elected a X'ice I 'resident

of that company.

Walter Robbins, for many years Assistant General Manager

of the Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company of St. Eouis,

has been elected a \'ice I'resident of that company.
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Wickes Vertical WaterTube Boiler
STEEL CASED SETTING

Very high thermal efficiency is obtained from this boiler and
setting, because

:

1st. High furnace temperature results from Dutch ov^n.
2nd. Gases entirely surround and closely scrub heating surface

from entrance to release.

3rd. The gases cannot leave the heating surface. There is

no possible chance for short-circuiting.

4th. Boiler heating surface absorbs the heat—empty pockets in

setting lose the heat. There are no empty pockets in this boiler.

5th. The steel cased settings are always tight. No cracked,

warped, leaky, defective and unsightly settings exist with this setting.

6th. A steel cased setting is a simple and sure cure for air

infiltration losses. The largest preventable losses we have to contend
with in boiler efficiency are excess air losses.

7th. A very long gas travel—hence long contact with heating

surface is provided—hence heat absorption is assured.

The "WICKS" boilers are boilers that engineers and business

men are, more and more, not merely thinking about and coniidering,

but PURCHASING, for good and Profitable reasons.

Let us send you intensely vital reasons and facts—they will in-

terest you.
Ask for our Little Book—sent free

THE WICKES BOILER CO.
Main Oflice and Works: SAGINAW, MICH

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

When writing to advertisers please mention THE TECHNOGRAPH
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When You Graduate
you will be expected to know some-

thing about a great many things and
much about a few things.

Your knowledge of the electrical in-

dustry will not be complete if you do

not know of the developments made
by the Wagner Company.

The First 10,000 Volt

Transformer

Wagner
Single-Phase Motors

(Vertical Type)

The first 10,000 and the first 40,000

volt transformers and the first 1500

kilowatt transformers were built by

Wagner.

The single-phase motor starting

under full load by merely closing a

switch, the single-phase unity power

factor motor, the single-phase conver-

ter for vehicle battery charging and
motion picture projection, and the al-

ternating current rectifier, are some of

the more important achievements of

the Wagner Company.

Complete lines of polyphase motors,

switchboard and portable instruments

are also manufactured.

Descriptive literature upon request.

Manuiac^hirini Company, St. Louis,Mo.

Wagner
Polyph&se Motor
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Reputation

On what does your reputation as an archi-

tect or engineer depend?

It depends on just how that huilding or

construction work satisfies; how it will stand

the test of time. You know that the kind of

materials specified and used are of great im-

portance; and you can't afford to have any-

thing hut the best.

Marquette Portland Cement
"The Certified CemenI'"

will help vou build vour reputation; it's build-

ing ours: it's the best by test.

Kvery bag of Marquette Portland Cement

is certified. There's a green guaranty tag on

every bag that guarantees its quality.

Concrete for Permanence Marquette for Concrete

Marquette Cement Mfg. Co.

Marquette Building, Chicago
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THE NEW PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

By I. O. BAKER

]\Ir. Frederick Haynes Xewell, the new head of the Civil I'^ngi-

neering Department of the University of lUinois. entered u])on

his duties on j\Iay i. in order to be fully prepared for active

work at the beginning of the next college year. He conies from
active professional work, having been for twenty-six years in

government service, principally as Chief Engineer and later as

Director of the U. S. Reclamation Service.

Mr. Newell is a native of what is known as the "oil country,"

having been born at Bradford, Pennsylvania, where his father,

a New England engineer, was then engaged in the construction

of a branch of the Erie Railroad. Educated in the vicinity of

Boston, he graduated at the ^Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology in 1885 in mining engineering, and then took post gradu-

ate work in geolog}' and hydraulics. Later he found employ-

ment in the oil regions of Ohio and in the coal areas of X'irginia.

He was designated as Assistant Hydraulic Engineer of the United

States Geological Survey, on October 2, 1888, this being the date

of the first appropriation by Congress of funds to investigate

the extent to wliich the arid regions of the United States might

be reclaimed. Starting thus as the iirst person appointed under

this Act, Mr. Newell continued for over twenty-six years to

devote his energies, not merely to the ascertaining of the physical

conditions of the country, but also to the building up of a larger

and better appreciation on the part of the public of the importance

and magnitude of the problems of water supplies and of their

conservation and use, thus aiding in the realization of the ideals

which were embodied in the Reclamation Act.

This act, signed by President Roosevelt on June 17, \*J02, set

aside the proceeds from the dis])osal of public lands for survey.

examination, construction and operation of irrigation works.
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']"he l)Uieaii having charge of the expeiKhture of these funds

—

now amounting to over $<So.ooo.ooo—was organized hy or under
Mv. Xewell—as it was in efifect an outgrowth of the investiga-

tions, started under the U. S. (ieological Survey, and largely

initiated and guided by him from the i)eriod of preliminary

study to that of final completion.

The Reclamation Service under Mr. Xewell's direction has con-

structed some of the largest dams and storage reservoirs in the

world with systems of canals for distributing the stored water

to about three million acres of agricidtural lands. As part of

the construction of the canals and reservoirs there have been

built man\- miles of tunnels, also extensive controlling works,

hydro-electric or steam power i)lans and hundreds of smaller

structures such as head gates, bridges, flumes, and culverts ; also

scores of miles of wagon roads and of telephone and electric

power lines, several short railroads, and almost innumerable

buildings used for mills, offices, store-houses, or shelters for men
and equi])ment. The work has been exceedingly varied in charac-

ter and location, being at widely scattered points in seventeen

western states. The engineering oi)erations have thus embraced

not only civil and hydraulic, Init also hydro-electric, railway,

mechanical, mining, structural, sanitary and other problems.

Growing steadily but rapidly from a single individual, the

organization ex])anded until several hundred engineers, technical

and clerical assistants have been employed, and a force of up-

wards of eight thousand laborers. The wide distribution of the

work necessitated a quite elaborate and yet flexible organization,

and the problems encountered have required the exercise of

engineering and business judgment to a high degree. Infrequently

investigated by Congressional Committees and by si)ecial boards

of engineers or experts the results have been commended both

for economy and efficiency and no shadow of distrust has been

cast upon them. The devotion of the members of the Service

to the ])ublic welfare has been cons])icuous and has attracted

much favorable comment from foreign engineers and well in-

formed citizens. Much of this has been due to Mr. Xewell's

personal influence and to his careful selection of men. His atti-

tude has been to encourage and push forward the men of high

character and initiative, laying out the work to be done, leaving

to them the details and then standing behind each man.—pro-

tecting him as far as ])ossible from red taj^e and i)etty annoyance,

but demanding large results.

in addition to his regular work for the government and his

service on various boards and commissions, Mr. Xewell has
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given mucli time to various >ciciuilic and rclatcil organizaliuus

having been Secretary of the Xatinnal (ieograj^hic Society and «>f

the American Forestry Association. Tresident of the Washington
Society of Engineers, Vice President of tlie Cosmos Quh uf

Washington, and a member of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, the American Society of Civil Engineers, etc. lie is

the author of man\- othciai reports, and of various ])ami)hlet.-;

and books—some used as text Ijooks.

The broad experience had in discovering conditinns, in ini-

tiating large work, in overcoming unusual dit'liculties, in attract-

ing and holding men of high character and sharing with them
an enthusiasm and a rare devotion to ])ul)lic service—lead to

the hope that ^Ir. Newell in his new position mav be of >ub-

stantial aid in maintaining and forwarding the bigh ideals oi

Illinois.

/ THEODORE K()OSlA'b:LT

I
THIRTY EAST FORTN'-SI'XOXl) STRI-:1-:T

N^KW York L'\r\. December J2nd. i<)i4.

Mv DEAR Mr. liRECK :

For fourteen years I have followed at lirst band tbe work of

Mr. [''rederick H. Xewell. who until a fortnight ago was Direc-

tor of the Reclamation Service. I sjieak from my personal

knowledge when I sa\- that he was one of the most loyal, disin-

terested and efficient public servants the United States had

throughofit that period.

I first came in touch with him when I was (governor, when

I drew on him for aid and advice in formulating the projier

conservation policy for the State of Xew ^'ork. During tbe

eight years that I was President he was one of my right-hand

men. It is too often the case in the United States that the men
who are most iMominent, who attract nn)st attention, are in-

efficient or even vicious ])ul)lic scr\ants, whereas the men who

do the best work, work, 1 think, rather better than tlie work

done by the public servants of any other nation, pass almo.^l

unnoticed and witliout an}- adequate reward. Mr. Xewell be.<»ngs

in tliat small group of in\aluable ])ublic servants, of whom the

most prominent representative is Colonel Coethals. Public

attention has been attracted to Colonel (loethals. although it is

extremely unlikely that he will ever get any material reward,

such as his services, if rendered to a nation like l''ngland (»r

Germany, would infallibly bring; but ]>ublic attention has not

been attracted to Mr. Xewell; and the fad is a discredit to us

as a people. He has rendered tbe kind of invaluable service that
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Sir William (iosslin rendered to the British lunpire in connection

with the utilization of the waters of the Xile; and his work has

been even more difficult.

It is most deeply to be regretted that our people as a whole

<I() not in some efficient fashion show their appreciation of what

he has done ; and I very much regret it is in my power to do no

more than jiay this inadequate but sincere and heartfelt tribute to

him. He is a public servant of whom.it is the bald and literal

truth to say, that by his services he has made all good American

/ citizens his debtors.

\'ery sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

Edward Breck. Esq..

Xavy League of the United States,

Southern Building.

Washington. D. C. .



BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF IRA O. BAKER.

B.S., C.E., Dr. Eng'g.

Ira Osborn leaker was born at Linton, Indiana. .Sept. 27,. iS:;^.

prepared in High School at Mattoon. Ilhnois. (iraihuited with
the class of 1874 in civil engineering at the University of lllinnis.

At gradtiation he was appointed assistant in civil engineering and
physics in the University of Illinois. Dr. I'.akcr was instructor

in civil engineering and later was [jromoted tn Assistant Pro-

fessor of Civil Engineering. He was appointed i'rofes.sor of

Civil Engineering in 1880, and has held that position continuously

since that time.

During the early days. Professor Baker at various times taught

many subjects, including general engineering drawing, sin-veying,

-railroad engineering, economical location of railways, civil engi-

neering, astronomy, tunneling, contracts and specifications, and
roads and pavements. He gave the course in analytical mechanics

to students in all engineering courses. His teaching of phvsics

and descriptive astronomy created delight and enthusiasm among
general students as well as the engineer.

But the work of the engineering professor is nt)t all done at

home. Outside of the University, in the engineering societies.

and among engineers and business men. Professor has carried the

name of the University of Illinois. I le has been a member of tlie

American Society of Civil luiginecrs since 1893. and has twice

been elected on its nominating committee, once traveling to the

City of Mexico in order that he might be present at the meeting

of this important committee and carry out the tru-^t imposed

in him. He has been a member of he W estern Society of I'^ngi-

neers since 1886. and has twice been elected to office. < )ne of the

societies in whose meml)ership Professor Haker take> pride is the

Illinois Society of Engineers, a society which was conceived and

founded by him in 1886. and which has had a very active and use-

ful part in the development of engineering throughout the state.

Another society is indebted to Professor Baker for its forma-

tion. When the Engineering Congress of the World's Columbian

Exposition was first considered. Profes.sor Baker suggested and

urged by forcible argument that a division of engineering educa-

tion be included in it. lie was made chairman of the committee
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which had charge i.f the division, secured ])a])ers and speakers

for the very successful program, and organized the convention

and presided at the meetings of the (hvision. The proceecHngs of

these meetings were printed as \ ol. i of the Proceedings of the

Society for tlie i'romotion of Engineering JMhication. and Pro-

fessor Maker is properly called the founder of this influential

society, lie has a considerable i)art in its further development

and was again its ]n-esident in iSy()-i<>oo.

A statement of Professor Maker's career would not be com-

plete without mention of his writings. 1 le was an early con-

tributor to the Engineering Xews. To his early classes he issued

text books on engineering instruments, railroad engineering,

geodesy, etc. The author wrote out the many pages of these

works long hand on tracing paper, and the books were issued in

blue-print form at a time when the process of biue-printing was

a novel one. The first text book issued in printed form was the

Engineers' Surveying Instruments. The book which attracted
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the atteiuion of ihe whole engineering world and ii..iM<. .t

national reputation tor the author was his Masonry Construction,

which was first jjublished in i8()(). The reception of the hook

was instantaneous. The luigineering Record said: "A -work

likely to be a standard in its line for a long time to come."

Building said: "If you wish the best book ever publishe<l in the

English language on masonry construction, turn with confidence

to this treatise." London lUiilding said: "Professor i'>aker'> is

unquestionably the most ct)mplete and most useful work which

has ever yet been pulilished in the English language on ma>onry

construction." The book was introduced into the ])rincipal engi-

neering schools of the country and has held its place to this ilay.

It is used in the technical schools of japan. China. Mexico, and

other countries. Another book which has met a favorable recep-

tion is I'aker's Roads and Pavements. ( )ne review says : "The

author's clear, concise, logical presentation has made it a delight

alike to the instructor, the student, and the practicing engineer."

In addition to his text books. Professor Baker has found time to

write a large number of articles which have been ])ublished in

engineering and educational journals and in the j)roceedings of

engineering societies.

A feature which should not be forgotten is the establishment

of the Cement Testing Laboratory and the Road Materials Labor-

atory of the Department of Civil Engineering, which were pioneer

laboratories in these lines, and have served as luodels for many

colleges of this country. Professor Baker was an early investi-

gator in brick, cement, and concrete, and he has made notable

contributions to our knowledge of these materials.

Profes-sor Baker has. through his forty years of service, been

loyal to the interests of his ahna mater, declining more th:in onci

otters which were tempting from more than one viewjjoint. and

the University of Illinois owes him a debt of gratitude for the

allegiance which he. as an alumnus, has given.

Professor Baker was given the master's degree of Civil I'.ngi-

neering in 1878, and in 1903 the University of Illinois conterre<l

the honorary degree of Doctor of Engineering.



SOME THINGS ABOUT CERAMICS
THE CERAMIC ENGINEER AND HIS WORK

By R. T. STUl.L

Ceramics as a science is so comparatively new that few people

have more than a vague idea of what it embraces. When one
mentions "Ceramics." he is often corrected in his supposedly had

pronunciatiiMi something like this: "Keramics? O. yes; clay

modeling and china painting must he very interesting."

J'he words "keramics" and "ceramics" both originated from
the Greek "Keramos." meaning a drinking cup made from a

white clay called kaolin. Keramics has to do with the artistic

side of clay working such as clay modelling, etching, china ])aint-

ing and the collection of rare pieces of "ceramic" art. The scope

of ceramics is much broader. It not only includes keramics but

also embraces the technical j)roblems involved in the manufacture

of abrasives, cement, lime, glass, enamelled iron and all kinds of

clay products from common lirick to the finest of art i)ottery.

There are ])etween 9.000 and 10.000 plants classed under

ceramic industries operating in the United States. The majority

of these are comparatively small since a small portion of them
employ more than 200 men. It is probable that not more than

1.000 of these plants coulfl afford to employ more than one tech-

nically trained man. The ceramic engineer must, therefore, be

a more or less "all around engineer."

The ceramic engineer is generally called u])on to do a wide

variety of things. A graduate in ceramic engineering, who
entered the employ of a large brick company, has. in turn, per-

formed the following duties with credit to himself and profit

to his employers : served as kiln fireman, equipped a chemical

laboratory and analyzed the diflferent clays and shales used, sur-

veyed and made a map of the company's property, built a tram-

way and trestle, built an addition to one of the company's plants,

set machinery, designed a complicated roof truss, took charge of

the repair force and reduced the repair cost by over 30'/ . At

present he has comjilete charge of the burning in all three of the

])lants operated by the company.

Another case is that of a ceramic graduate who, after two

years practical experience, took charge of a small plant making

an enamelled ])roduct. His official title was that of superin-

tendent. However he was required to serve in the capacities of

factory foreman, head mechanic, chief draftsman, time keeper,

shipping clerk, and chemist.

The training of the ceramic engineer must ])e a well balanced

one between chemi^trv and engineering. In the portland cement,
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glass, pottery and enamel iron industries, his duties may be nn.re

of a chemical nature than of an engineering kind. On the other
hand his duties may be more of the engineering kind than u\ the

chemical in those industries manufacturing structural materials

such as brick, sewer pipe and fire proofing. Even in these in-

dustries the engineer cannot get away from the chemical prob-

lems involved. He jiiust understand the physical and chemical

properties of clays and other ceramic materials and the changes

they undergo in burning, the properties of fuels, and the prin-

ciples of combustion, lie must understand the relation between

composition and the physical ])ru])erties of ceramic ])roducts,

the causes of defects and their remedies, and must ac(|uire a

number of other things which are not printed in books and which

can only be learned by practical experience.

Some of the problems of an engineering nature invoKetl in

the ceramic industries are. the mining or "winning" of clays and

other raw materials, their transportation to the factory, the me-

chanical problems of mixing, grinding, screening, tempering and

molding of the wares, drying problems, the designing of dryers

kilns and complete clay working plants. In order to equip the

ceramic engineer with the knowledge he should possess so that

he may be able to cope with the numerous problems with which

he may be confronted, a course in ceramic engineering must

necessarily be a broad one Four years of University training is

none too long a time in which to acquire adequate training and

the nature of the work is such that very little elective work is

allowable.

There are five universities in this country offering technical

ceramic courses. Of these, only two are giving courses which

stand on a plane with other class A engineering courses. Ihnv-

ever. there are a great number of Keramic schools offering work

of a purely artistic nature.

The field of ceramics is new and oft'ers sjilendid ojiportunities

for the engineer, and yet it is a field that could be easily <»ver-

crowded. In the ceramic field as in all other fields the sui)ply

of "top-notch" ,men has been far below the demand. It is the

mediocre position for the mediocre man that is overcrowded.

No man is advised to choose ceraniic engineering as a jjro ten-

sion unless he takes great interest in that kind of work. Ik-

should be willing to work hard and not be afraid of getting his

liands (lirtv. wlielher lie wishes to follow teaching, research, or

go into ilie industries. He should be ready to doff the cap and

gown wlien he graduates and don the ovenill- when occasion

demands, and to start at the l)ollom and work u]). There are

some big positions on to]) waiting for him. and in the climb he

should remember that "])ush" outweighs "pull" in tlu- long run



THE POSITION OF THE ENGINEER

(Abstract of Adilrcss given at tlie Sixth Annual Convention of Triangle,

a I'Vaternity of Civil Engineers, by Ika Oskokxe Bakkk, Doctor
of Rngineering, Professor of Civil Engineering,

University of Illinois)

I was truly glad to accept the invitation of the committee to

speak to you tonight, because of my interest in Triangie. and also

because of a desire to say a helpful word to promising young civil

engineers. Vov more than forty years I have been especially inter-

ested in engineering students and graduates; and I do not know
where one could hnd a more promising grouj) to whom he luight

bring a message of cncoiu-agement.

There are not lacking those who claim that the engineer does
not occupy the position in his community to which he is entitled

by virtue of the time given to his professional pre])aration or be-

cause of his intellectual al)ility. It is often claimed that engineer-

ing is a learned profession ; but it is said that the engineer does

not occupy as high a position among his fellows as does the lawyer,

the doctor, or the preacher, members of the other learned pro-

fessions. The usual requirements for admission to a collegiate

engineering course, and also for graduation, are higher than is

generally required for the lawyer or the doctor, and the engineer's

education is usually more than that of some influential preachers

;

but nevertheless these ]u-ofessional men occu])y a ])osition of

greater distinction in the community than does the engineer. It

is seldoui that an engineer takes a leading part in the di-^cussion

of questions relating to nnmici])al franchises for street railroads

or electric lighting, even though these are engineering matters;

nor is it usual that the engineer has as prominent a ])osition in the

discussion of (|uestions relating to city water sui>]ily or sewage
disposal as the physician, even though these matters are in the

field of the engineer. Again, the engineer is not as ])rominent in

the discussion of moral and civic (juestions as is the i)reacher.

althougli the engineer ought to be interested in ])ublic (|uestions.

Again, who make the laws for the city or the state? 1 think you
will all agree that the engineers are not re])resented in sucli work
in proportion to either their lunubers or their intellectual ability.

If time ])ermitted. it would not be difficult to show that in manv
cases state legislation has been unfortunate in that it has not been
guided by sound engineering wisdom. It will be sufficient to cite

one or two examples. In the cities of Illinois the law permits the

owners of abutting jjroperty to decide upon the kind of paving
material to be used in the adjoining streets, but luakes the citv
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responsible for llie maintenance and renewal of ilic ])avc-nu-nt
; ;

and consequently the property owners, at least fre(|uentlv. select
the pavement of least hrst cost regardless of the eflicieiicy and
ultimate economy of the pavement. Xumerous more glaring
errors could he cited in several states concerning highway legis-

lation
;
and similar examples could he cited in nuuiiciiul ordi-

nances concerning public utilities and public improvements.

It is also claimed that the engineer does not rise to the higher
administrative positions as often as his training and ex])erience

would warrant, or as often as his professional services are really

required. In how many states are there engineers on the rail-

way commissions or in the ])ul)lic utilities commissions? Xot
many railway engineers rise to the higher administrative ])osi-

tions. at least not in proportion to their own numbers and to the

numljer of such positions.

Of course, there are noted indi\idual exce])tions to the cl;iim

that the engineer does not receive his proportion of the higher

administrative positions, and there are also noted exani])les of

engineers" organizations rendering valuable aid in ])ul)lic affairs;

but nevertheless I think tlie views I have stated are substantially

correct for the representative engineer and engineering organi-

zation.

The jHiljlic realizes reasonalily well the need of an engineer

in certain lines ; but usually regards him as being well versed in

technical matters only, and does not regard him as a man whose

opinion has weight in non-technical matters. Too often he is

simply a tool of others.

It is worth while then to in(|uire wliy the engineer does not

have a more prominent position among his neighbors, and why
he does not more often rise to the higher administrative positions.

In tlie first i)lace, tliis lack of infiuence is not because of lack

of education, for the usual recjuirements for admission and grad-

uation f(^r engineers are at least ec|ual to those ordinarily re(|uire(l

for lawyers and doctors. Inu-ther. that the engineer does not

occupy these positions, is nr)t l)ecause of lack of need of his

services, for manv of the i)ublic positions demand the (|ualities

of mind and the experience ])os.sessed in a large degree by engi-

neers. Again, it is not because of lack of intellectual ability that

engineers are not influential in their community.

The failure of engineers to acf|uire a ])ositi()n worthy of their

professional training and intellectual ability is i)artly because

many of them work in i.solation. I'or example, an engineer may

spend two or three years in an uninhabited region in constructing

a water-power development or in driving a tunnel through the
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mountains, and thus be (lci)rivc(l of the o])i)<)rtunities to mingle
with his fellows or to participate in public affairs.

J kit 1 am persuaded that the chief reason why the engineer
does not attain to the position in the public estimation which he
nn'ght occupy is because of wrong ideals. The re])resentative

engineer magnilies the importance of technical matters. In col-

lege he is insistent upon acquiring a so-called i)ractical education,

that is he desires to specialize and to take only the subjects im-
mediately connected with his chosen profession. As a conse-

quence, he lacks breadth of view and is weak in knowledge of

non-professional matters. Too often he has sought to perfect

himself in technical details to the neglect of a knowledge of

I)olitical ])roce(lure. of business methods, of labor conditions, or

of social problems. I-'urther. he is often seriously deficient in the

ability to use correct and forceful language.

What then can the engineer do to improve his position in

society, or rather what can you do, my young friends, to prepare

yourselves for a wider usefulness and a larger success? I have
several definite suggestions

:

1. Conserve your health, be strictly honest, and keep your
heart pure. Considering my audience. 1 need not say any more
on these matters.

2. By continual care and practice, cultivate the ability to ex-

press yourself in writing and in oral speech in clear, concise,

correct English. There is nothing more necessary to the young
engineer who desires to attain more than a mediocre success.

3. Extend your horizon by reading and study of industrial and

political history, political and social science, economics, labor

problems, principles of banking, rate regulation, and other vital

subjects that will suggest themselves. There are numerous vol-

umes on any of these subjects that are intensely interesting and

instructive.

Reading along these lines will be of inestimable value in wid-

ening your horizon and in increasing your knowledge ; but such

study may also easily be made of greater importance as intellect-

ual training. Thus far you have devoted nearly all of your time

to the study of absolute truth. The facts have been placed be-

fore you, and you have been expected to acquire a comi)rehension

of the principles and to apply them to stated examples. Here-

tofore you have been dealing with the science of necessary con-

clusions ; but hereafter you will deal with problems to which you

can find only probable answers. In many of the problems with

which you must deal in the future, the principles to be employed

will not be stated, and it will be necessary for you to discover the
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fuiidaniental relations for yourself. Further, you will find that

there is conflict between some of the factors, and you will be

called upon to discriminate as to the weight to be given to the

various elements of the problem. This will require accurate

observation, close analysis, and careful judgment. A stud\' of

the subjects I mentioned will afford you stimulating intellectual

exercise along new lines. Many problems arise in practical life

in which the principles involved are not stated with anything

like the clearness of the problems that you have confronted thus

far. In a sense your training has unfitted you fur tlie solution

of these newer problems, since you have not usually been accus-

tomed to discover the fundamental princi])les. nor to weigh the

factors, nor to harmonize discordant elements. I am Sdrry that

I can not take time to discuss this point more fully.

4. Be careful in selecting your associates. A leading Ameri-

can civil engineer who was just getting started in his professional

career once said that he could not afford to go to the annual

convention of the American Society of Civil Engineers because

he wanted to join a certain club, the leading club in the city in

which he lived, for wdiich the entrance dues were $r)00. He
said that he wanted to make the acquaintance of the men in that

club, for they virtually controlled the commercial affairs of that

metropolis. Do not misunderstand me. This man did n(H en-

tirely neglect technical societies, but he did join the club referred

to. and now he has an annual salary of $50,000. and gets some

large fees besides. The initiation fee to the clul) was not wasted

;

and his success was not simply luck. 1 am glad to know that

tw^o promising young civil engineering friends of mine have re-

cently joined that same club.

5. There is a radical change that comes when a man leaves

college, which many graduates fail to understand, before grad-

uation, the chief object of those who have aft'ected your life most,

your parents, your teachers, your friends, has been to serve you

;

and vour sole purpose base been to receive. lU-.t after gradua-

tion, the chief object of your life must be to serve others. Before

graduation your chief ambition was to know, but after gradua-

tion your chief duty will be to do. The change of attitude from

being continually expected to receive, to one in which you are

expected to give, is very great ; and not unlikely will cause you

to make some unconscious mistakes. For example, if a few

weeks or months after graduation your work has ceased to be

instructive, you may not ask your employer to change it solely

to enable you to secure more valualjle experience, for it is your

duty to put his interests above your ow^i. Young graduates fre-
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qucntly fail to appreciate the difference in relationship to them
of the professor and the employer, and do not understand the

difference between their own relationshiji to the college and to

the company. Further, the employer is likely to be more exact-

ing as to attendance and promptness, and to demand more as to

compliance witli instructions than the college professor ; and it is

usually necessary that he should be more exacting. These mat-

ters may seem to be small. Init a proper understanding of them

is necessary tor success it one works for others.

6. Do not become a man of technical details nor a man of

books to the exclusion of a knowledge of affairs. In the first

place, the successful engineer must buy materials ; and therefore

he must have a knowledge of market conditions and of business

methods. These come only by close observation. Notice that 1

do not say they come by experience. (Jf course, they come
through ex])erience; but experience alone does not give the neces-

sary knowledge. They come only through thoughtful observa-

tion and careful analysis. In the second place, a successful

engineer directs the labors of others ; and therefore he must

know much of the uK^tives that influence men. and must under-

stand the poitU of view of organized labor, and should have at

least some knowle<lge of the advantages and disadvantages of

the different methods of payment. In the third place, an engi-

neer is frequently called upon to report upon projects; and there-

fore he should be able to foresee all the industrial, commercial,

and financial conditions involved in the project, and should be

able to accurately discriminate as to the relative importance of

the various conflicting factors, in the fourth place, the engineer

writes specifications and makes contracts and therefore he should

know something of the intricacies of the law. In short, the

successful engineer must have teclmical knowledge, but he must

also be a man of affairs, knowing men and business methods.

7.
i Participate in public aff'airs. not only to discharge your

l)()litical and social duties, but also because of the develoi)ment

and breadth of view that will come to you.

I was pleased to hear incidentally this afternoon that tlie civil

engineering students of Purdue University held a i)ro])orti()nally

large number of the college i)oHtical ofliccs. which is instructive

as showing their interest in i)ul)lic affairs, and also their ability

for leadership.

3. Finally, be courageous, have an ambition ior a large suc-

cess and then work hard to attain that goal. May abundant suc-

cess crown your efforts, and real joy attend you through a long

and useful life.
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SHORT COURSE IN COAL MINING

l!y R. ^. WILLIAMS

Through a cooperation with the Department of Mining Engi-
neering at the University of Jlhnois. the iUinois Miners' and
Mechanics' Institutes will otifer a short course in coal mining at

Urhana beginning June 7 and continuing until July 17. 1915.
This short course should a])peal strongly U) men who desire

to a])ply to the State Mining Hoard for certificaticjn to the posi-

tions of state mine inspector, mine manager, mine examiner and
hoisting engineer, because it will permit them t(j review their

technical knowledge of the develoiMiient and operation of coal

mines. ]\Ien who attended the short course in 1914 were suc-

cessful in passing the State exaniinatii)ns for mine manager and
examiner.

The course should be attractive, also, to superintendents, cer-

tified men. and others who wish to keep abreast of the times.

The science of coal mining is developing rapidly, and no better

opportunity for the exchange of ideas on .mining can be offered

for the busy men about the mines than the short course at the

University.

When work is slack, as it has been recently in some of the

camps, the men who are interested in getting ahead should fit

themselves to be in demand during this dull time and to be ready

for rapid promotion when times are again prosperous. It is

better for a man to take a six weeks' short course than to remain

at home and be dissatisfied with local conditions.

The same subjects will be studied during the short course as

are taken up in the regular schedule of the two-year course, and

the ])ractical asjjccts of these topics will be treated in the same

manner as in the longer course. Because the men spend full

time on this work the progress will be very rapid ; and because

of the completeness of the University laboratories and equip-

ment a great deal of ground can be covered in the short six

weeks' period.

For the benefit of those who cannot remain for the full six

weeks' course, each ai)plicant may register for the particular

subjects in which he is especially interested and may receive

credit for the work accomjjlished. In this way, a man who can

spend only two weeks at Urbana will be able to receive technical

training in those subjects which appeal to him most strongly,

and he will be able to come into close touch with the Miners'

and Mechanics' Institutes and the University of Illinois, in both

of which he has a certain ])r()])riet()rshi]).
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DkII.I.I.M; L.MiOKATORV
A block of concrete sunk in the floor is used for testing and demon-

strating tlie use of drills and coal cutters, operated hy electric or air power.
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receive both State and Xational ccrtilicates for proliciciu-v in

this subject.

In the con(kict of the short course, a large anidunt of i)crM.iial

attention will be given to each student. Each man knows just
what he hopes to obtain from the short course, and if he will

let his wishes be known (preferably by letter to the Director
before June 7th ) everything possil)le will be done to fulfil those
wishes. For example, if several men who have had first aid and
drawing desire to pay special attention to surveying, they will

be given an opportunity to sj^end every afternoon of four weeks
in surveying on the campus with the assistance of an instructor.

The same kind of personal hell) is given in arithmetic, so that

each man may proceed as rapidly as he is able. Any man. who
may feel that he is specially weak in arithmetic, mav re])ort at

Urbana on JMay 30th for a complete week's work on that im-

portant subject before the opening of the short course.

Several informal evening meetings will be held to discuss cer-

tain mining subjects of general interest, such as "Mine sanita-

tion."' "Comparison of mining laws in different states." "Welfare
work among industrial workers," "Coal fields outside of Illinois."

etc.

On Saturday afternoons, field parties will be organized to visit

places which are of interest from a geological point of view,

these trips to be given with the assistance of the State Ceological

Survey. Also, excursions will be taken to the Danvil e coal fields

where extensive stripping is being carried on hydraulicallv an 1

by means of steam shovels.

A number of University attractions will be open to men en-

rolled in the short course. The first ten days of the course will

be held during tlie commencement period, and ball games, band

concerts, and other college functions are interesting to everybody.

The last four weeks of the course will extend over the greater

part of the summer session, at which many excellent lectures,

plays, etc.. are held for the entertainment of any who desire to

attend. The swimming pool, tennis courts, bowling alleys, etc..

are open to short course students under the same terms as to

regular University students.

The total cost for the complete six weeks' course should be

less than $50.00 for each man who attends. There is no charge

for enrollment or tuition, and no text books are re(|uired other

than those furnished free by the Institutes. In addition to the

railroad fare, each man will have to i)ay $5.00 to $^).oo per week

for board and lodging which he may secure near the Transporta-

tion lUiilding where the courses will be held.
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THE SUMMER MILITARY CAMP

By R. J. SUTHERLAXl)

The University of Illinois promises to assume a prominent
role in the National Reserve Corps Movement for the Military
Instruction Camp at Ludington. IMichigan, the coming summer.
Already thirty-five students have applied for admission to the
Ludington Camp, and indications are that hy the end of school
a delegation of fifty Illinois students will be organized to attend
the camp, which will be held from July 5th to August 8th.

Each student will be credited with two hours standing toward
the military requirements of the University, for attendance at a

summer camp. Also, preference will be given, in the selection

of ofiicers. to those men who have attended the camp.
The coming summer will mark the second camp at Ludingi(.n.

The movement, though new, is growing rapidlv. Last sum-
mer, of the 112 men in attendance at the Ludington camp, the

16 students from the University of Illinois was the largest dele-

gation, consisting of more men than any two of the 56 colleges

represented. It is expected that the total enrollment for this

summer will reach the 350 mark, and with its prospective dele-

gation of fifty students, the U. of I. hopes to uphold its rei)uta-

tion of last year.

SITUATION OF THE CAMP
The camp near Ludington has jM'oven to be a popular spot for

the camp, as evidenced by the unanimous vote of the members

of last year's corps to re-establish at the same place this year.

Situated in the heart of the summer resort district on the cast

shore of Lake Michigan, and being only a mile from the city of

Ludington. it provides an ideal spot for a summer outing.

ri'KI'OSK OF TIIK CWMF

The pur])ose of the summer camp movement is to give young

men an opportunity for military training, and to lit them for mil-

itary dutv in case of need. The benefit of the camj) to the nation

will come from a ([uickening in the patriotic si)irit and a more

widespread knowledge of military ])olicy and needs. The men

who have spent a summer at the cam]) heartily indorse the move-

ment, as is evidenced by the application of over half of last

summer's camp for admission again this summer. They not
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oiilv reali/.c the oijportiinity for military training. l)Ut tind the

life of the canip ideal for a good time during the summer
vacation.

KXiM-:.\si-:s

In order to accommodate as large a nimiber of students as

possible, the government pays the greater part of the expenses

of the camp. Students are required only to pay their transporta-

tion and a nominal fee of $17.50 for board while at the camj).

In addition, however, students must provide themselves with the

olive drab uniforms which are to be used in the Military Depart-

ment of the University of Illinois next year. .\i)i)lications for

admission this summer may be sent to The Adjutant General,

Central Department, U. S. Army, 5th floor of the {'"ederal Ikiild-

ing, Chicago.

The mornings, e.xcept on Sundays, were wlioliy devoted to

camp duties and military work. For the afternoons, however,

there were no prescribed duties except required attendance at

occasional lectures. Sucli afternoon work as there was—and

there was considerable—was in general voluntary on the jxnrt
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of the students and in the nature of recTeation. h ini-ln<k'd

mainly riding and swimming; but for a ])ait of tlu- lime galk-rv

rifle practice and range shooting was conducted in tlie after-

noons as well as during tlie mornings. The evenings idwavs
were left free to the students.

The camp gives the engineer a chance to practice his duties in

warfare. The main duty of engineers is to applv engineering

science to the emergencies of modern warfare in order to ])ro-

tect and assist troops, to ameliorate the conditions under wliich

they serve, and to facilitate locomotion and communication.

Tools and materials are their characteristic weapons, hut when
circtmistances demand they are thrown into the combat as jjurely

fighting units.

( )f the Regular Arm\- there was a compain- of infantry, a

troop of cavalry, and a band ]M-esent at the Ludington caiup.

The students were organized as a battalion of two com])anies.

though they constituted but a single mess. Each company had

a regular officer in command, but the subaltern officers and all

the non-commissioned officers were drawn from the students

themselves. Additional regular officers were on duty as student

instructors and on the stafif of the camp commander. The b;ind.

of course, added much to the enjoyment of all present. It is

thought that the camp was of benefit mentally and physically to

all fortunate enough to attend, whether belonging to the regulars

or to the student body.
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EDITORIAL
It is with mingled feelings that we witness the fetirement of

Professor I. O. Baker as head of the Civil Engineering Depart-

ment ; with regret because not only the department, but the Uni-

versity and .'^tiulciUs also feel tile loss of sucli an oniinciil author-
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ity and teacher; with thanks and gladness that he was able and
has faithfnlly served the University for so many years, 'i he
Technograph takes this opportunity to thank Professor I laker

for his constant aid and advice to this magazine. \Ve also -want
to welcome his successor, Professor Xewell. Mr. Xewell has a

worthy predecessor but he has shown that he is entitled to be the

head of the Civil Engineering Department of the greatest engi-

neering college of the country.

E. E. SOCIETY NOTES

On April 8-9-10, the E. E. Society held one of the most suc-

cessfitl Electrical shows ever given by any technical institution.

All members of the Society worked together to make the many
exhibits as complete as possible. Exhibits, varying from stunts

made with a view to amuse, to the large instructive demonstra-

tions of things new to the electrical world, were to be foimd in

the various booths. The show was a decided success from both

a financial and instructive standpoint. Over five thousand visit-

ors attended the show during the three days.

On Friday, April 23. Mr. T. D. Yensen of the Engineering

Experiment Station addressed the E. E. Society on the "Mag-

netic Properties of Iron and Iron Alloys". The talk was very

interesting, due to the fact that Mr. ^'cnsen has recently con-

ducted some extensive research work on this subject in the labo-

ratory, and showed some of the results of his work. .\ short

business meeting was held after the regular meeting. 1). d.

Evans was elected the re])resentative of the E. 1^. Society on

the Technograph Board. II. L. Oleson was elected vice-presi-

dent of the Society to fill the vacancy due to the withdrawal of

R. \'. Waller from the University.

At a joint meeting of the A. 1. E. K. and E. E. Society, held

Friday, April 30. Mr. 1. W. l^sk of the E. K. Department gave

a verv instructive talk on Storage Uatteries. their manufacture

and varied uses. The talk was illustrated by lantern slides, show-

ing some of the largest battery installations in the country, capa-

ble of delivering 25,000 amperes for an hour.

II. R. RU II.\Kl)SON.

M. E. SOCIETY NOTES

On March 25, 1915. a representative ..f the 1. ink-
i

'.ell Com-

pany of Chicago, Illinois, gave an interesting illustrated lecture

on convevors and coal handling machinery. The mectmg was

well atten'ded. The lecture was very instructive and gave a goo.l
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idea of what can be accomplished hy belt convciivors. At this

meeting a committee for the M. E. smoker was apjwinted and
set to work immediatel}- to plan a smoker. This smoker turned
out to be the best given in years.

On April 30. after several ])ostponements. the smoker was
given at the V. M. C. A. The means of advertising were novel;

the tags used, which were made in the shops, were made of

aluminum and so cast as to make them serviceable as watch fobs.

The programme was the best ever given at a smoker and con-

sisted of good talks, music, and three reels of pictures. IVof.

XewcU, the new head of the C. I^. Department, gave an interest-

ing talk. The stories and eats were declared, by those present,

to be the best ever given at such an occasion. The M. E. Smoker
is an annual affair and is destined to become one of the most
important M. I^. activities.

R. E. \\'i:i.\siii:\ki:k.

C. E. SOCIETY
The C. E. Society was entertained on March 25th bv a verv

interesting and instructive talk by .\. K. I'ogg on the ""Wichita

Terminal". Mr. I'ogg illustrated his talk with photographs and
blueprints.

On A])ril 20th. the Society was honored b\- the i)resence of

Dr. .\cwell. who has since been chosen to succeed Prof. I. O.

l>aker. Dr. Xewell told in a most amusing manner his experi-

ences as a field engineer and as head of the L*. S. Reclamation

Service. H. S. Mahood read a carefull\- pre])are(l paper on the

'Alaska Survey", which gave to his listeners a reliable knowledge
of the conditions and difficulties to be overcome in tliis work.

A lively o])en discussion on the "Status of the Engineer" fol-

lowed, led by President Morrell. The consensus of opinion was
that although in .some cases the social and political status of the

engineer could be raised, the engineer was in no sense a back

nuiul)er in either of these lines of endeavor. I'rof. liaker ended
the program with one of his straiglit-to-the-])oiin talks.

C. 1'.. T.w i.oK.

RAILWAY CLUB
On I'>bruary 26, .Mr. I-",. ( i. ^'oung. a post-graduate student in

[Railway .Mechanical Engineering, gave a splendid talk before

the Club on the subject, "Types of Locomotives'". Mr. N'oung's

talk was well presented and was illustrated with numerous lan-

tern slides showing the various tyi)es of locomotives that have
been and are being u.sed in this and foreign countries.
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At the meeting of Alarcli 12, it was decided to hold a haii(|uet

hefore the end of the semester, and a committee composed «>f

Rukin. Richers, and Clark was named to make the necessary ar-

rangements. Mr. I'ike was appointed to serve with the President
on the Engineering Dance Committee, this committee heing com-
posed of the President and one rei)rcsenlative from each of the

varit)us technical societies.

Mr. C. M. Clark. Railway Mechanical I'jiginecring '17. has
been named as a member of the Technograph Hoard, represent-

ing this Club.

C. M. Cl.\rk.

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company of St. Louis

announces the change in address of its Minneapolis Ofhcc. from

1040 Security Pank Ikiilding to 307 Security Puilding.

The Rail Joint Company

185 Madi-

son Ave.

New York,

N. Y.

CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT WEBER RAIL JOINT

Makers of Base Supported and 100 per cent Rail Joints for Standard, Girder, and Special
Rail Sections. Also Joints lor Frogs and Switches; Insulated Rail Joints, and Step or Compromise
Rail Joints. Patented in United States and Canada.

Catalog; at Agencies

India lililg. I'ittsliiiig, I'a.li.islcin. Mas:-..

Chicago, 111. Railway I'-xchangc Rldg.
Denver, ("olo. Kquitahle Hldg.

I'liiladelpliia, Pa I'dinsvlvania lildg.

Montreal, Can. McCill HIdg.

Oliver Ill.lg.

Portland. Ore. Wilcox Hldg.
.St. l-ouis Commonweallli Trust Hldg.
'I'rov, N". ^' Burden .Aveiine

Lcindon, K. C Kng. .16 New Broad .St.

Rolled

from

Best

QualitY

Sfeel

WOLHAUPTER RAIL JOINT 100 PER CENT RAIL JOINT

When writing to advertisers please mention THE TECHNOGRAPH



NOTICE
The Hotel Beardsley is now operated on the

KUROPKAN PLAN
with American Meals in Connection

Guests occupying rooms will be entitled to meals at 50c each as desired.

Those wishing meals without rooms will be charged 75c as heretofore.

Price of Sunday meals not changed — still 75c.

Room Rates will be from $1.00 up

BKARDSLKY HOTEL COMPANY

Illinois Malleable Iron Company
CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

m
Manufacturers of

Mallealjle and Cast Iron Pipe FittinRS. House Heating Hoilers,
(iarl)af,'e Burners and Water Heaters. Street Improvement Cast-
ings. Electrical Construction Supplies. Klevator Buckets. Tank
1/U(jrs, Clevises, and Castings of every description in Malleable and
(iray Iron.

Catalog Mailed Upon Receipt of Requesf

Your Printing and Binding

will he carefully done by the

Flanigan- Pearson Co.
CHAMPAIGN

UNIVERSITY PRESSING SHOP
CLEANING, REPAIRING, PRESSING

621 South Wright Street, Champaign, III.

Both Telephones Shine

Suits $12.00 to $35.00 Every Day 5c

When writing to advertisers please mention THE TECHNOGRAPH



Don'tJiorsepower Hours Per Year
Earn You Money ?

Is your boiler investment producing for
you a large number of horse power hours
per year at the lowest possible cost?
Do you know that the greatest preventa-
ble loss in fuel in furnace and lioiler j^er-

formance is air leakage into furnace and
through setting?

Are you interested in preventing this air

leakage loss?

If you are, study The Wickes Vertical
Water Tube Boiler with Steel Cased
Setting. Ask us to supply you with
reasons and facts.

The Wickes Boiler Co.
Main OlTicc and Works
Saginaw, Mich.

Sales Onices:
New York City, 1411 West St. Bldg.
Pittsburgh, 904-905 Kmpire Bldg,

Buffalo, 269 Eichmond Ave.
Detroit, 1116 Penobscot BIdg.
Chicago, 76 West Monroe St.

Seattle, 410 White Bldg,

lUT shows Steel Cabinet Setting of The Wickes V^ertical Water Tube Boiler.

I
Excess air cannot pour through this setting. This setting doe« not crack. It

ia neat and tidy in appearance:

GERMAN AND AMERICAN

Elxpert knowledge and methods combined explain

The SUPERIORITY Of

OWL CEMENT
Ask the Man Who Uses It I

German-American Portland Cement Works.

Works:.

U SaUe, 111.

E. L. COX, General Series Agent, 1423-8 Marquette Building

CHICAGO.



This is going to be a Good Job—
UNIVERSAL-absolutely reliable

Portland cement is being used— the
design is faultless and the
superintendent has exer-
cised scrupulous care in

selecting the materials and
mixing the concrete.'
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